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ABSTRACT

This dissertation compares the effectiveness of three

(i) demonstra—group—based agricultural extension methodsi

tions together with formal scheduled group discussion

contacts that were applied in 24 villages of the coastal

zone in Bagamoyo, Handeni, Korogwe, and I.Iorogoro Districts,
economic, political, adminis-Tanzania.

trative, educational, and environmental factors that directly
or indirectly affect the effectiveness of agricultural
extension methods and the extension service in general.

The aim of the study is: first, to identify the best
or most effective group-based agricultural extension methods

Secondly, to identify constraints to agricultural extension <

methods and the extension service in general that render

agricultural extension workers ineffective and consequently

inhibit increased agricultural production. Third, the

study aims at making recommendations that will help

agricultural extension workers in villages to increase their

communication effectiveness which will hopefully lead to
increased agricultural production.

meetings, (ii) formal scheduled group discussion meetings 

alone and (iii) informal unscheduled or general meetings or

which conform to tire country’s policy for villagization as 
. ■’ *

related to the prevailing economic and social conditions^.

It examines social,
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Historically the agricultural extension service has
been understaffed, and most seriously under-educated (in
basic education), and under-trained (in extension and agri
culture ) • Inadequate training, particularly in the exten
sion approach or methods, is alleged to be one of the main
causes for ineffectiveness of agricultural extension workers
and the extension service in general. The training given

lacks understanding and proper emphasis, therefore does not
produce extension workers able to communicate effectively

Consequently extension workers have apparentlywith farmers.
had a minor impact in inducing changes in farming.

Five operational dependent variables used in measuring

the effectiveness of the three group-based agricultural
(i) Knowledge of recommended farmingextension methods are:

practices, (ii) Adoption rate of recommended farming

Results of the study show that differences exist in

effectiveness of the three group-based agricultural exten
sion methods as stated in the hypotheses tested. Some of
these differences are statistically significant, others

Of the three group-based agricultural extensionare not.
methods studied, demonstrations together with formal
scheduled group discussion meetings proved to be the most

practices, (iii) Development increase of the village, 
(iv) Income per ha and (v) Income per man-day.

effective. Formal scheduled group discussion meetings vzere
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second in effectiveness, and informal unscheduled general
meetings or contacts v/ere last in effectiveness. The ana
lytical methods used in arriving at these results include
simple and multiple regression and analysis of variance.
There are also differences between Districts in relation to
the effectiveness of extension methods in respeet of the

Some of these differences v/erefive operational variables.
Districtsstatistically significant, other were not.

differ in levels of performance in respect to nature of
individual) but none of these

differences between Districts are statistically signifi
cant. on average,
statistically significant differences between communal and
individual types of farming systems in respeet of the tv/o
income variables under all three types of group-based

extension methods.
Several obstacles affect agricultural information

communication in the coastal zone villages: These include
poor basic education and professional training of agricul

tural extension workers, high illiteracy percentage level
among farmers, inadequate structural organization of the
extension service, poor supervision of village level
extension workers, and economic and social disparity
between villagers and extension workers.

activities (communal versus

finally, results show that there are,
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In order to improve effectiveness of the agricultural
extension approach and the extension service as a whole, it
is recommended that evaluation of the agricultural exten
sion service, particularly extension methods, be made more
often. Demonstrations and meetings should be the key
educational tool of the extension workers in villages. The
entire agricultural training programmes should bo reviewed
to insure that relevant subjects have their duo emphasis in
the syllabi. The number of trainees should be increased
and only form IV and above with high passes in relevant
subjects should be recruited in so far as adequate numbers

Village-level agricultural extensionare available.
workers should be employees of villages. Research recom
mendations for villages should be accompanied by their
economic aspects to make them complete and should be
written in layman's language for extension workers and
farmers to understand. Farmers should be required to adopt
complete packages of recommendations for a maximum increase
in agricultural production to the extent that they are

There is an urgent need for a socia-econonioally viable.
list credit system to be established to serve villages*
Refresher or in-service courses for junior and senior
agricultural extension workers should be arranged annually

Finally, an intensive politicalor after every two years.
education campaign should be launched for villagers,
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particularly village council members, to enlighten them on
the meaning, demands, and relevanoo of socialism in their
own context.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTIOU: BACKGROUND

AilD PURPOSE OP TIE STUDY

1 .1. Evolution of Communal farming in Tanzania

In Tanzania agriculture accounts for a substantial part of the
Ilore than 85$gross national product as well as of total e:q>orts.

of the total population lives in rural areas and arc dependent on
agriculture for their subsistence and livelihood. These peasants,
many of whom are conservative, have to rely on their own physical
efforts, with little knowledge of science, to wrest a living from

Each family owned and operated its plot individually inthe land.
The traditional agricultural methods that theyisolated hamlets.

together with their experience, have not contributed much to
the evolution of more intensive output from the land.

Tanzania wants to achieve rapid social and economic develop
ment, with self reliance, and thereby build a democratic socialist

equality and are free from

Tanzania lias chosen to move from aexploitation of any kind.
nation of individual peasant producers who are gradually adopting
the incentives and ethics of the capitalist system to a nation of

It is in these villagesorganized villages as an ultimate goal.
where people will live together, farm together or communally for

increased agricultural production, market their produce together
and take advantage of local services and small local requirements
as a community.

Tanzania’s choice to adopt a socialist strategy is the result
of a century of oppression and exploitation by the imperialist
social order as embodied in the colonial and semi-colonial system

state in which people live in freedom,

used,
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whose nodus operand! is to squander and rob human lives or living

Tanzania *slabour to the main benefit of the capitalist class.
strategy to bring change through socialism and self reliance is
elaborated in the Arusha Declaration.

The government adopted a dual approach to rural development in

the first Dive Year Plan based on World Dani: recomenda-
The ''improvement approach" aimed at upgradingtions made in 1961.

the existing peasant small holding through primarily effective
agricultural extension service, credit programmes and improvements

On the other hand, thein marketing.
aimed at modernizing agriculture through planned village settlement
schemes which were heavily capitalized, with trained management
personnel and modern technology which would make more productive

Under the transformation approach, investment ofuse of land.
capital and technical manpower would be concentrated on groups of
farmers settled in more fertile parts of the country, and farming
systems based on more intensive and permanent use of land would be

It was hoped this methodused on planned farms of economic size.
would overcome the economic disadvantages of small scale agricul
ture and would overcome the economic disadvantages of farmers’
education through an appropriate agricultural extension service.
The method of grouping farmers together would also create a enmmw-
nity of farmers, at least partly removed from their trad-i t-i onal
environment, which would be expected to show less resistance to
adoption of innovations than individual farmers on their existing

With the creation of villages the government would beholdings.

"transformation approach"

1964-69,
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better able to supply social services such as schools, dispensaries,
and water supplies to farmers living in gathered villages. More
over the creation of the first and essential step towards the deve
lopment of a socialist state would bo created by establishing
cooperative or communal farming villages in which the members would
work together on the basis of human equality.

Tanzania believed that the "improvement11 and the "transforma
tion" approaches should be the basis for a two-pronged attack on

However, during the mid-the underdevelopment in rural areas.
The numbers1960’s the failure of the dual approach was apparent.

of settlements established was lower than anticipated due to lack
Fewof planning staff and problems in obtaining external finance.

of settlements showed promise and the majority were declared a
Initially, the "improvementdisastrous waste of public resources.

approach" seemed more successful, but later it had major problems.
The assumption that innovations would readily spread from
sive farmers" to others proved ill founded as these early adopters
controlled more resources than the average famers with the result

that the latter could not follow
By building on the strong, agricultural extension contributed to
increased rural class differentiation which was the opposite of

Moreover, the "improvement approach"government and Party Policy.
seemed unsuccessful in the medium and lower potential areas of the

Due to disappointment with the rate of rural developmentcountry. »

Tanzania’s entire development strategy was reconsidered and the
results were a restatement of development goals and strategies. A

"progressive farmers’" examples.

"progres-

new Ministry of Regional Administration and Rural Development was
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formed, which later changed into Prime Minister’s Office, to v/hich
all other Ministries are affiliated. Tanzania’s main objectives
were defined as the development of an egalitarian society and the
achievement of economic independence through self-reliance, coope
rative and communal endeavors, and maximum use of local resources.

The Prime Minister's Office through the Ujamaa and Cooperative

Development Department, and the Ministry of Agriculture has been
charged with the responsibility of ensuring that the necessary
advice and assistance on cooperative or communal and agricultural
activities are provided to villages and Ujamaa Villages. The

Ministry of Agriculture and the Cooperative Development Department

have been ordered to have their staff representatives stationed in

all villages with a variety of developed cooperative or communal

activities including agricultural production.

Statement of the Problem1 ,2,

assistance, it is disappointing to note that agricultural produc

tion in most if not all villages is very low. There are, of

a number of possible causes for this challenging state of

affairs•
administrative, or technical in nature. It may

combination of the above mentioned causes.
Previous research v/hich has been done on several of these

factors aimed mainly at finding means of increasing agricultural
Feldman and David (1969) haveproduction. For instance,

course,

environmental,
also be an ineffective agricultural extension service, or some

Possible causes may bo political, economic, social,

In spite of all government financial, material, and technical
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farming in Tanzania.

Considerable criticises of the agricultural extension service

both practical and theoretical aspects, have

The overall inpression of the extension service is that its effec

tiveness is well below the desired level although this is difficult
to substantiate because of lack of empirical evaluation data.
De Vries (1976) shows that situational factors of the farmer also

contributes to his non-use of recommended agricultural practices.
it is well known that low or poor agricultural production

is often attributed by observers in Tanzania to the ineffective
extension services.

The use of obsolete extension methods and poor agricultural
in villages inevitably calls for changes inproduction techniques

Itagricultural extension organization and methods of approach.
is imperative that appropriate communication strategies be
developed to facilitate transmission of recommended and tested
agricultural practices from agricultural experts to the farming
communities and also to allow the full participation of the rural

Group-based communication strategiespopulation in this process.

they are inherently more egalitarian than individualistic, capita-
With

"top-down" and

done research on social and economic factors of production, and 

Ullman (1969) on agricultural improvement through co-operative

listic,
"progressive farmer" approaches, ideas and

or group extension methods seem promising and appropriate since

in Tanzania, covering

However,

been made (Cliffe, et al, 1968; Hulls, 1972; Yeanen et al, 1972).

"top-down" and "progressive farmer" approaches.
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information flow in one direction to the rich and advanced farcer,
Group-based communication strategies are in line with the country’s
policy of socialism and self reliance within the framework of the
country’s prevailing economic and social conditions.

There is a serious need for better research on recommendations
made by the extension service regarding various aspects of farming.
Iluch of the ineffectiveness of the extension services is due to the

fact that they have been trying to push ideas like single crops and
use of fertilizers and insecticides that for many farmers are not

Improved recommendations may be at least aseconomically sound.
Likewise, improvedimportant as improved extension methods.

infrastructure (source of proper, timely inputs and necessary
credit, proper transportation, and assured markets for products at
remunerative prices) all are necessary if extension eventually is
to succeed in modernizing agriculture. These factors are inter
woven to such an extent that an improvement of only one or two
factors may not have a measurable effect on the total situation in
respect of agricultural improvement.

Literature Review1.3.
factors limiting the effectiveness of extension service and

inevitably extension methods can be grouped under three main
headings.

clients or farmers. Secondly, are factors which are primarily
concerned with the extension staff and their organization.

content of extension which is influenced by
the staff but may often be outside their control. All three

Thirdly, there is a

First, are factors derived from the nature of the
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groups of factors are important because they are inseparable if
effectiveness of extension service is to be achieved.

A limited amount of research has been done in East Africa on
Watts (1967)evaluation of the effectiveness of extension services.

an individual’s or group’s interest (in which he critically examined
the effectiveness of the activities of rural extension agencies,

food crop extension, livestock extension, and
general extension programmes) found th-.t nutritional practices and
knowledge were affected more by formal education than by intensity

lie found that although theof contact with extension workers.
trend was towards a group approach, many staff have the old atti-

As a resulttude of concentrating on a few individual farmers.
However, the majoritysome were being visited almost monthly.

and did not seem to be aware that the serviceswere not visited
of extension workers were available to them. It was realized that
the use of many methods becomes effective as the proportion of

Moreover, Watts found that feweducated rural people increases.
farmers had ever attended an agricultural demonstration.

study on "Extension Saturation Projects 11 (ESP)" for the Uganda

Ministry of Agriculture and the United States Agency for Inter
national Development (USAID) Mission in Uganda. The objectives of

first to increase the efficiency of the majority ofESP were:

formers in the community; secondly, to increase yields per acre of
land used and the overall productivity of the farm for the majority
of the people; thirdly, to align social pressure in support of

nutrition extension,

in his review of extension programmes for small projects based on

In Uganda starting from 1967 Vail et al (1970) conducted a
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progressive fanners; fourthly, to involve the extension staff in
the process of planning and executing an intensive, effective

programme of work; and finally to evaluate the response to an

intensive programme.
liaving 300-500tion of an extension worker to an area of 12-80 1cm'

Vail et al found thatwith 1,500-10,000 farmers.
although the question of whether overall benefits of ESP would

a substantial
number of farmers under the project gained financially, indicating

the extension service.that ESP increased the effectiveness o: As
which is the majorregards the improvement of extension methods

ESP was most successful. Demonstrations
both of which offered most valuable

contributions towards improving the relevance of teaching and the

The author concluded that ancoverage of the extension services.
overall benefit of the ESP programme was the increased practical
content of extension teaching for it stressed the choice of appro-

Y/atts and Moris (1966) conducted a survey in Embu District of

Kenya in order to evaluate the effectiveness of agricultural exten-
Critoria used were: channels of communication of agricul-sion.

tural information, basic education of the majority of extension
transfers of extension workers changes in policy and

extension methods, and the approach in extension service. They
found that ineffectiveness of extension

It was discovered that the leastfactors. qualified personnel had

and clubs were introduced,

cover the costs was extremely difficult to answer,

workers,

interest of the author,

was caused by a number of

In practice the basis of ESP was the alloca-
2

farmers instead of a typical pattern of 1 man working in an area
2 of 200-400 Ion

priate methods for particular subjects which ore to be taught.
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the greatest contact with the farmers and a high proportion of the
time of qualified personnel was spent on administrative and finan-

There was a high risk of poor advice being given duecial matters.
to the complex channels of communication and group methods.
Frequent changes of staff, policy, and extension methods, together
with the generally negative approach in extension, were also
observed as part of the causes for ineffective extension service.

Watts (1975) reports that during the period 1964—66 the USAID
extension team in Kenya conducted a series of in-service training
courses in what are called "Method Demonstrations". He is

convinced that these courses contributed a great deal to improving

the practical competence of an extension staff and consequently the
He found that in-service training by groupextension service.

extension methods was one of the most important ways of improving
the effectiveness of extension staff. Besides helping to develop
technical and demonstration skills, in-service training can also
bo used for refresher courses and for teaching about newly deve
loped techniques.

In Tanzania, a study of the impact of the farm situation on
extension effectiveness was made by De Vries (1976). Maize
growing practices in Iringa Region were examined to determine the
effectiveness of extension in promoting adoption of inip-roved
practices by agroclimatic zone and type of farmer. He made this
selection on the basis that the extension system promotes nnizp-
growing in the Region in ,? fairly uniform way, while maize is
guown by many types of farmers and in a wide range of agro-climatic
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In this study De Vries questioned, the allegation thatzones.
extension has failed in its role of encouraging peasants to adopt

Ho is convinced that this failure was duenevz farming practices.
in large part to technical constraints such as lack of necessary

So, extension may not be to blame in many cases where farmers have
failed to adopt newly-proposed farming practices. De Vries found

that significant differences in adoption rates existed between
suggesting that the recommendations were more suited to thezones,

He also found that recommendations, particularlyhigh-use zones.

those involving high cash expenditure, were followed to a higher
In addition, he found that farmers withdegree by rich farmers.

higher degrees of extension contact in all sub-groups are more
De Vries' studylikely to follow extension recommendations.

emphasizes the fact that effectiveness of extension is a function

that it is not only the factors
affecting adoption or the situation in which extension operates
that causes its ineffectiveness. Poor methods of extension

approach and the strategies used also contribute to the failure of
the extension service. The rich f amors might not have adopted
the recommended practices if they were not aware of the existence
of the recommendations conveyed to them by the extension service.

found to have an impact on the overall adoption of the recommended
practices by both poor and rich farmers.

should be remembered, however,

inputs,

It was for this and other reasons that extension contact was

lack of capital and markets, or to "wrong" recommendations.

of a multiplicity of factors and situational constraints. It
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Other evaluations of the effectiveness of agricultural exten
sion in Tanzania have been made by several individuals, and have
mainly taken the form of research by academicians who were neither

members of the agricultural service nor farmers. The results from
these surveys have not been flattering to the extension service.
for example Saylor (1970) in his study of :'Variations in Sukuma-

land cotton yields and the extension service
of 14 localities under study there was no correlation between
farmers’ contact with the extension worker and yield per hectare;

and in the two localities where there was correlation, one of them
In a 1971 study on coffee cultivation, Saylor foundwas negative.

that most of the increased small-holder output was due to new
planting and the use of new varieties but not new techniques and
thus could not be credited to the extension service.

Limitations of Prior Studies1.4.

First, theyAll these studies had serious limitations.
covered only a particular moment in time: a particular year when

rains were distributed in a particular manner and inputs and crops
had a particular price. V/hat was rational or successful in that

year in relation to the extension service night not be in the next.
Secondly, these studies were largely empirical, i.e, based on a
simple field survey. Researchers recorded what farmers said they
did in comparison to recommended practices. However they rarely

what innovations farmers made
themselves to overcome some of these problems, and what alternatives

what thoir problems actually were,
asked the farmers why they preferred to do things differently,

found that in 12 out
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actually existed but were not applied for one reason or another.
This study lias tried to avoid these shortconings by use of a

The study has been spread over fourlongitudinal approach.
consecutive years and all neasurenents of the variables are

Host information was obtained throughaverages of the four years.
observation on the spot and participation by the author rather
than more recording what the fanner said.

Effectiveness of agricultural extension is influenced by the
combination of agricultural inputs, and agricultural extension
methods are a major factor affecting how inputs are used. It is
unfortunate that none of these and other related studies conducted
in Tanzania have attempted to make a comparative study of various
extension methods under specific environmental conditions in order
to determine which extension methods produced effective learning
and the greatest adoption of those behaviours or practices likely

to increase agricultural productivity.
Little is known about the kinds, intensity, and effectiveness

of group agricultural extension methods used in villages, or about
the characteristics of the extension personnel currently working
in those villages. Basic information such as the extension
worker’s ago, educational background, and professional training
and experience, are not readily available in quantified form, and
even less is known about his productivity. No objective measures
of extension effectiveness have been established. Not much is
known about the sociological and economic factors that influence
the adoption or rejection of farming practices. Even more serious
than the above-mentioned constraints is the fact that, until now,
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traditional, colonial, and antiquated capitalistic extension
methods arc still being used or applied in a socialistic environ-

approach is in most cases used, and extensiona
workers still concentrate their efforts on individual "progressive"
farmers or villages, a situation that has contributed to a diffe-
renciation in incone among peasants and a dependency on the govern
ment and its agricultural experts for development rather than
fostering rural transformation.

Increased agricultural production is not only a function of

technological change, but also a function of the spread of new
This means that it involvestechniques and ideas among farmers.

an educational taskchanging human consciousness and behaviour j

which requires appropriate tools for its execution.
The present study therefore makes a detailed and critical

comparison of the effectiveness of group-based communication methods
and examines the constraints around them which inhibit increased
agricultural production in randomly selected villages of the coastal

It also makes a comparison between an existingzone in Tanzania.

organ!zational
goals, and programme objectives. It takes into consideration
economic, social, political, and administrative factors that
affect the effectiveness of o.gricultural extension service in
villages.

1.5. Objectives _of the Study
This study looks into the effectiveness of group-based

communication methods or medio, and also the characteristics of

"top-down"merit,

situation and a desired situation of political aims,
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village fanners and their agricultural extension workers in rela

tion to the following objectives:-
(i) To appraise group agricultural extension methods in relation

to the communication process of agricultural information in villages

and indicate the best communication medium and method for use in
villages.

At present the choice is a difficult one as there is insuffi
cient research data to provide adequate guidelines for proper

Choosing the best medium for a particular messageselection.
requires an understanding of media characteristics as they relate

to various kinds of message content as well as an understanding

of the audience.

(ii) To develop procedures that will help the extension

workers in villages to increase their communication effectiveness.

Agricultural communication in most villages is carried out in
Sometimes expensive posters are printedrather haphazard ways.

and displayed without concern for their ultimate effectiveness.
it is assumed they are effective.

Campaigns with specific objectives are carried out with little
thought given to their relation to larger economic and social
problems as well as the extension agents ' kncw-how concerning the

use of group agricultural extension communication media.

ment based on research findings on the use of extension methods

that are congruent with the country's policy for village development.
Group agricultural extension methods may be appropriate

because large group of families living and farming collectively

Films are sh own and, if enjoyed,

(iii) To be in a position to make recommendations to the govern-
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would be more easily and economically contacted by an agricultural
and workingextension agent than the same number of families livin.

The recommendation of proper extension methods to bein isolation.
used in villages is extremely important since technical and finan
cial assistance could be based on how effective or ineffective
different group extension methods are in those villages.

constraints and inadequacies in the

use of group extension methods that might lead to an ineffective
extension service and eventually to low agricultural production in

Further, to indicate research priorities in futurevillages.
extension research as a means for improving effectiveness of group

extension methods.
(v) To identify training needs and ideal characteristics of
agricultural extension personnel for villages and the equipment or
facilities for efficient performance of their duties.

This is relevant because economic development makes increasing
demands on training not only at a university level but also at
other levels. In any organized agricultural programmes for rural
development, the agricultural extension agents form the connecting
link between the villagers and the institutions created to promote
social and economic changes. The success of the programme will
largely depend on the quality, philosophy, skills

of the extension agents. The type of personnel chosen forness
the work and the type of training received are therefore most
important elements in the process of social and economic changes.
(vi) To identify the main characteristics of villagers which may
influence agricultural production in the villages.

(iv) To identify bottlenecks,

, and effective-
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As an educational agency, extension is concerned with bringing

about changes in the behaviour of individuals and is also concerned
in promoting understanding of factors contributing to those changes.

However there arc teaching methods which extension agents use in
skills, and attitudes

required to bring about changes in agricultural practice and there

are also sociological and economic problems in teaching and commu
nicating ideas; so, for the extension worker to be effective in his
work, he must have a fair understanding of all these characteris

tics of his clients.

the initial level of socio-economic development of the village,
with the extension worker, potentiality forlevels of contact

development of the village, level of literacy of villagers, and
aid received by the village from the government have some effect

1.6. Hypotheses and Measurements
This study is primarily concerned with the comparative assess

ment of effectiveness of various group agricultural extension
In order to determine the degree of effectiveness ofmethods.

selected group extension methods in the communication process,
four hypotheses were tested. These were:-

I:

Formal, scheduled meetings alone are more effective thanII:
general meetings or contacts.

(vii) To find out whether, after four years of extension work,

imparting to the farmers new knowledge,

Demonstrations together with formal scheduled meetings (with 
group discussion) are more effective than scheduled meetings alone.

on agricultural productivity.
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Informalt unscheduled general meetings or contacts are theIII:

least effective extension method of them all.
Demonstrations together with formal, scheduled meetings (withIV:

farming systems than within communal farming under present socio
economic and villagers’ levels of understanding, acceptnncy and

villagization and ujamua policy

in general.
Use of effective extension methods alone are not the only deter
mining factors for the success of the agricultural extension
service in villages but other factors are also involved. These

other factors which were also investigated in relation to group

extension methods include:-
(i) Initial village development level.
(ii) Level or degree of contact the extension worker has with the

village concerned.
(iii) Amount of government aid received by the village.
(iv) Percent literacy of the villagers.
(v) Potentiality for village development.

Effectiveness of group extension methods was determined by using
dependent variables such as:-
(i) ha) in cash terms
(ii) Yield per unit of labour (per man-day) in cash terms
(iii) Adoption of recommended farming practices.
(iv) Knowledge of recommended farming practices, such as:-

- Use of fertilizers

- Use of improved varieties of seeds

Yield per unit of land (per

group discussion) are more effective when applied within individual

commitment to communal activities,
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- Timeliness in carrying out various agricultural practices

- Use of insecticides
- Proper and early weeding

- Crop rotation

- Use of modern agricultural implements
- Soil conservation measures
- Vermine and wild animal control
- Farm record keeping
- Pure stand of crops

(v) Village development increase in terms of additional village

amenities.

The causal reasoning underlying these hypotheses was developed
in Chapter I in the literature review section.
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CHAPTER II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OP THE AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION SERVICE /JIB THE TRAINING DIVISION OP THE

MINISTRY OP AGRICULTURE

The agricultural extension service in Tanzania, can be traced

as far back as the German Colonial Administration, Por the purpose

of this study, the review of the extension service will commence in

the early 1950’s,

Activities of the Agricultural Department2,1,
in the Early 1950’s

One of the numerous factors which contributed to the production

increase in peasant-farming in the early 1950’s was a gradual
increase in personnel and funds of the Department of Agriculture as

The Agricultural Department was respon-it was called at the time.
sible for organizing local markets, providing aid in cases of

famine and flood, improving production by supplying better seeds,

introducing new crops, popularising better methods of land use,

advising the local authorities, controlling agricultural credit,
and carrying out agricultural research and education. In 1950 the
actual agricultural extension work was carried out by 756 instruc
tors who had hardly any training at all (Table 2.1),

Approach to Agricultural Improvement2.1.1.

The main problem of agricultural development was thought to be
the uninterested attitude of the peasants towards economic develop
ment and rewards. Peasants were thought to have a rather high
appreciation of leisure. They liked to have money and consumer
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Staff positions in the Agricultural Department,

SpecialistsYear Total

No.TercentNo

Ruthenberg (1964, p.49).Source:

goods, but they shied away from the effort necessary to obtain them.
Moreover peasants were regarded as thinking in static terms,
meaning that they accepted the existing order of things as the

natural one. were
particularly critical of new ideas. The old considered themselves
responsible for protecting customs which had been handed down to
them. They opposed modernization. Thus in one instance the local
chief demanded that the first tin roof in Sukumaland be tom down.

The first master farmer in the Usambara was murdered (Ruthenberg,
1964). According to the local Agricultural Officer in Lloshi, the
first cotton seeds introduced in the Pare Mountains were cooked

before being planted in order to prove that such a crop could not
be grown in that area.

Field
Officers

Field 
Assis
tants

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

71
79
91

101
91
97

105
112
114
138
125

8
9
8
6
5
5
7
8
6
6
6

0
0
0
0
414
527
322
411
608
700
815

0
0
0
0
21
27
23
28
29
32
36

756
756
971
1512 
1442 
1264 
920
872 
1246 
1227 
1210

86
84
85
90
72
65
65
59
60
57
54

883
902

1137 
1685 
2015 
1958 
1414 
I486
2066 
2164 
2257

Table 2.1, 
1950-1960

1950
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

4
5
5
3
2
3
4
3
3
3

Agricul
tural 
Officers

17
21
23
24
21
20
20
25
28
30
33

Per
cent

39
46
52
48
47
50
49
66
70
69
74

No. Per
cent

No. Per
cent

Agricul
tural
Instruc
tors

No. Per
cent

who were also the "wise ones"

No.

The "old ones"
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During the British Colonial Administration, agricultural
officers tried to counter resistance to agricultural progress

through administrative ordinances, on the assumption that the
African would have to be complelled to help himself. The Agricultural
Department tried to bring agricultural change through the use of rules

and regulations issued by local authorities. Case for non-bservance

were reported and those concerned were punished. The cultivation of

specific hectareage of cassava was already effective during the German
Colonial Administration. Cassava was to serve as a protection against

The regulation was revived in the late 194O's within thefamine.
coastal zone of Tanganyika. A farmer who did not plant cassava was

agricultural extension workers had to be accompaniedfined.
carrying out their duty (Ruthenberg, 1964).by armed policemen when

Administrative ordinances were also used to improve coffee
production in Kilimanjaro. The Chagga Council ordered that only

planting materials which had been certified by the Agricultural
Department could be used; that coffee could be planted only after
the field had been examined and approved by the agricultural

officer or his representative; and that approval would be granted

only after proper preparation of the land and the provision of
sufficient shade. Persons who ignored these regulations would be

punished by having their coffee up-rooted, and would have to bear

the cost of the measures taken.

The failure of erosion control in the Uluguru Mountains of

Morogoro, one of the Districts under study, is worth mentioning

■errru.il
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However,
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Tile tributaries of the Ruvu river flow from the Ulugiiruhere.
Superficial studies of the tributariesMountains near Morogoro.

showed that water supply was endangered by soil and forest destro-
A scheme was begun in 1949ying practices of Mountain peasants.

to improve the land, to preserve andwith the following aims:
Five agricul-expand forests, and to stabilize the flow of water.

tural officers and sixty instructors were employed for this purpose.

For six months the scheme was explained to the peasants and the
obligatory measures were required.advantages pointed out.

Farmers had to terrace their fields, and were forbidden to bum in
Work was supervised by agricultheir fields without permission.

Farmers were required to make 300 yards oftural instructors.
terrace per year per household.

TheyAs tine passed, farmers developed growing resistance.
were convinced that terracing reduced yields - a contention not

totally unjustified from a short-term point of view. Consequently,

Peasants complainedthey terraced first the most infertile slopes.
that the instructors treated then as schoolboys. They could not
understand why they were to work intensively 2-3 days per week for

At first peasants tried tosomething which reduced their incomes.
bribe the agricultural instructors, so that they night escape work
and avoid reduced yields.

With the spread of rumours that forced resettlement of peasants
from mountains to flat land was being planned
farmers led to riots. The cry was raised "we want the custom of the

Politicians organized discontented farmers by stating that
an African government would restore "the case of the old life,"

However,

old."

, the discontent of the
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The Luguru began to toll the- agri cultural officers that they were

Agricultural instructors werefeci up with compulsory terracing.
In Horogoro, protestattacked physically by discontented peasants.

demonstrations were held and the threatening; bch.viour of the crowd
forced the administration to resort to e-.rr.ss (Young and Posbrooke >

I960). VZhcn probing on this incident from one old peasant, the
author was told that one death resulted out of that confusion.

Terraces which hadPeasants refused to continue- with terracing.
already boon completed wore willfully destroyed. Throughout the

bush fires were st 'rted as aisymbyl. of-pretest
the hoe proved to be anIn so far os terracing was concerned

Spndc-s would have been better, but since peasantsunsuitable toc-1.
they would have had to use their bare soles tohad no shoes

Special spades for bare-footers wore notoperate norraal spades.

available.
!Burning of crop refuse was one of the peasants old custor.

crop refuse had to be used for trashbunding.
Farmers resisted, again not without cause since noise borers breed9

in maize straw and damage the next crop.

It is worth noting hero that, while terracing could be
enforced, it proved virtually impossible to enforce burning controls

since fires can be started by any one and identification of the
culprit could not be node with certainty. Since often the wrong
person was accused, resentment and bribery of officials increased.
The low salaries paid to junior staff was also a temptation.

Under this project,

land,
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The damages of the Uluguru Project were not limited to the
The agricultural officers and theloss of money and lahour•

instructors were degraded to "policemen." In the following years

agricultural extension workers faced a situation of mistrust. The

above incidences and many others that took place in different parts

of the country might be among the causes for negative attitudes
toward agricultural extension workers, especially during the early

Some elements of this nature still persistyears of independence.
One example of misinterpretation and resistance to innovatoday.

tion is reported by Omari (1976) in relation to the "ilafyeko

process during the colonial administration under which male adults
from a given village were forced to cut down trees in the bush land

and were told that the practice was a way of destroying the tsetse
Since the poll-tax was collected at the same time andfly habitat.

those who were unable to pay their dues were arrested, people
regarded the "Hafyeko Complex” as a check point for those who had
not paid taxes.

during which people were
made to pay tax, and were arrested

if they did not pay. .Enforcement or compusion as contrasted to
educational and persuasive processes create misunderstanding,
mistrust, hatred and resistance to an innovation and also to the
source of that innovation.

■ 'k

associated with the "mafyeko Complex"
separated from their families,

The movement into villages (Operation Vijiji) was

Complex.” The "iiafyeko Complex" was a "forced male migration”
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Agricultural extension workers at that time tried to combine the
advisory and executive or persecutive roles which are psychologi-

especially if one takes into account what is

discussed in subsequent chapters on communication methods.

ordinances and compulsion were taken to be the only alternatives.

The unfortunate situation is that the bad experience gained by
peasants from agricultural extension work based on ordinances and

compulsion has not been forgotten because old farmers are still
alive and this experience has been passed over to the young

the mistrust and in some cases hatred still existsSo,farmers.

on the part of the peasants towards the present agricultural
extension workers.

The Government Daily Mews confirms this statement by saying:

Agricultural Extension Service2.2.

in the Late 1950's

A strategy for agricultural development that was adopted was

the improvement of existing peasant farms via the persistant

persuasion of an expanding agricultural extension service. The
improvement approach did not really get off the ground in Tanzania

p.4, Dar es Salaam. ’

In a situation where well-trained personnel are not available,

22nd August,

cally incompatible,

1972,

"The use of force is absurd, and in Tanzania out of 
question. Coercion dehumanizes man and has the 
effect of alienating the people from the revolution, 
instead of identifying the revolution with the 
pe ople. "1

1 Dally News,
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as it did in Kenya during 1964-1968. The two main problems in
Tanzania were:
rather low, (ii) the middle cadre of staff was weak in training.
However there was a definite change in the approach of agricultural
extension workers to the farmer from compusion or coercion to

Administrative ordinances as a developmentpersistant persuasion.
tool were replaced by voluntary cooperation with the agricultural

Nevertheless, no basic changes were made inextension workers.
Itthe top-down, bureaucratically-controlled extension service.

was up to the farmer to decide whether he or she wanted agricul-
Y/hen cross-examining the oldtural extension advice or not.

farmers during the survey, the author was told that just before
independence (the late 195O’s) agricultural extension workers
became a bit more friendly to farmers and that the change was
brought about by the struggle for independence. Since compulsion
was associated with the colonial administration which was approa-

extension workers wanted to identify themselves with
the party, the Tanganyika African National Union (TANU), that was
struggling for independence. Persistant persuasion by agricultural
extension, though re-enforced by the struggle for independence,
aimed at overcoming the barriers or problems mentioned above. It
was clearly known that the farmer desired more cash and a gain in
social status. Through agricultural extension these desires should
have been used to obtain more production and thus economic develop
ment.

(i) the staffing densities in the Districts were

ching an end,
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It was realized that the major instrument to implement the

development policy mentioned above was trained personnel in
The employment of groat numbers of untrained instruc-agriculture.

tors can be a rational measure if they are closely supervised.
the new development policy needed extension personnel who

Realizing thiscould make rational decisions on their own.
situation, the expansion of the staff of the Ministry of Agricul--
ture, and especially of the extension division, received priority

in the distribution of government funds. Primary school teachers

were sent to the natural .Resources Training School at Tengeru to
The goal that was set by the Ministry ofstudy agriculture.

Agriculture at tint time was to have one officer at the disposal

of every 1,000 farmers.
Several strong assumptions were made about persistent

persuasion in relation to information dissemination. It was
assumed that information on agricultural activities reached the

people who needed it because most upper primary schools had teachers
for agriculture and school farms; local festivals were held in

conjunction with small agricultural shows and contests; pamphlets
and placards on important cash crops were distributed; and a

was published
and sold with almost the highest circulation (about 20,000) in the
country at that time.

Another assumption ras that this information was supplemented
by demonstrations through experiments, experimental farms
especially through the example of more progressive farmers. More
over, assistant field officers and instructors who lived in the

monthly agricultural newspaper !lUkulima wa Kisasa"

However,

, .end
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villages were supposed to put into practice the theory which they

taught by cultivating their own small fields according to the rule
The "baraza" (court) where the agriculturalof good husbandry.

officer used to proclaim the ordinances was then replaced b,
organized extension work based on group meetings with progressive

farmers.
The main principle of extension work was the concentration of

effort (lluthenberg, 1964), It was believed that concentrated

over-

and eliminate prejudices and mistrust through
Efforts must go forward from "bridgeheads11persistent repetition.

of agricultural progress, because holding-on, keeping-up, and
overcoming unexpected difficulties is usually even more difficult

than introducing a given innovation.
the persistent persuasion approach, personnel and money in exten

sion work would be concentrated on:
where soil and climatic conditions are favourable and markets are

projects, for example cash crops such as cotton or tea. In Tanga,
Freyhold (1970) observed a high concentration of agricultural

extension workers on the Usambara Mountains where perennial cash
coffee and cardamom are grown.

It was believed that the concentration of agricultural deve
lopment work was a necessary consequence of the conditions of
increased production in Tanganyika. A staff which was widely
scattered throughout the land, largely inexperienced, and in need

efforts would achieve cumulative development in a given area,

crops such as tea,

(a) densely populated areas

assured, (b) receptive farmers, villages or t,ribes; and (c) specific

come ’’barriers,”

So, it was decided that in
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of constant encouragementt could hardly be supervised and instruc

ted. High transport costs and time lost in travelling long
distances must be avoided. The policy was adopted in the late

1950's with the understanding that agricultural development

efforts could not help all farmers in the same manner, and that
aid measures would be effective if carried out in the more deve-

the policy was that help would be given toloped areas.
and such a person would generally

be already in a relatively good position.
In the late 1950’s the goverment seemed to have been making

sion but it overlooked the attributes of the recipients (farmers).

When persistant persuasion was adopted instead of compulsion, it
to innovation

than before because to agricultural extension workers persistant
persuasion in relation to innovation adoption meant "take it or
leave it". This situation implied that farmers were to be

exposed to the innovations and then it was up to them to either
adopt or reject these. This was an over-simplification of the

Prior stages which the adopter needs to passadoption process.

through were ignored; these require definite information and media
exposure before the adoption takes place. A "Take it or leave it"
approach portrays a feeling of despair and disapointment after
abandoning the military (compulsion) type of extension sei-vice
which was apparently preferred by some agricultural extension
workers because at times they were .bribed by farmers , It is
worth remembering that the change from compulsion to persi stnnt

I lore over,
the person who helped himself,

was believed that farmers would be more receptive

a step forward in reforming agricultural administi-ation and exten-
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persuasion merely' created a favourable atmosphere for the intro—

duotion of an innovation. That this change by itself was«. not

enough was proved later.
Considering the demand for the fiscal profitableness of

agricultural extension on the one hand and the inability to effect
innovations through the use of administrative compulsion on the

other, the government thought the most suitable method undoubtedly
was in concentrating extension on innovations and improvements
which arc willingly taken up by the farmer. In an attempt to
systematize actual experience, Ruthenberg (1964) reports that the

government went as far as setting up throe groups of innovations
(i) Innovations that are easy to introduce, these being those that
do not require far-reaching changes in living patterns. These

offer a favourable input-output relationship, are technically

simple^ and can be realized within a short period of time.
(ii) Innovations that are difficult to* introduce. The success of

those depends upon their being used in specified combinations*

Those innovations frequently lead to increased yields per ha.
(iii) Nev; systems of farming, such as the integration of crop

farming and animal husbandry. A transition to new systems of
farming is even more difficult. The decision to concentrate on
innovations which are easy to introduce, hoping that success was
to be achieved, again overlooked the situational factor leading to

the acceptance or rejection of the innovation by the farmer.
The need for trained personnel was realized and funds were

allocated for greater emphasis in the training programme on
crop and animal husbandry. The author,biological sciences such as
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having been an agricultural student in the early 1960*3 using
syllabus developed 5-8 years earlier, recalls its contents.a

Agricultural extension was not a subject in the syllabus. It was
assumed that any person trained in agriculture would automatically
be in a position to extend or disseminate information effectively

This was a serious oromission in the trainingto the farmers.
Agricultural extension work resembles the teaching ofprogramme,

In as much as adult education requires that teachersadults.
receive training in teaching methods for effective performance, so
also does agricultural extension work require Juiowledgc of methods

The mainof teaching and disseminating agricultural information.
issue here is not an increased number of personnel per sc but an
increased number of personnel equipped with the necessary training
in biological sciences as well as sociological, anthropological
and psychological fields with an adequate emphasis on extension
communication.

It was assumed that by having upper primary schools in the
country teaching agriculture, annua], agricultural shows, pamphlets
and placards on important crops, an agricultural magazine (Ukulima

the peasant would get the information intended for him. The
situation is not as simple as that.
thing, and applying those tools or media effectively to accomplish
the goal is another thing altogether. Limitations in respect of
the use of these tools are covered in Chapter VI on the communica
tion process. It was also assumed that information through the

wa Kisasa), and agricultural broadcasting sessions twice a week

Having tools or media is one
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media mentioned above was supplemented by demonstrations through

example of more progressive farmers. There was a complete lack

of understanding of the difference between demonstrations and

experiments. The difference between the two and the consequence

of the failure to differentiate them ore also covered in chapter

VI.
It was believed that the native courts which were used to

enforce ordinances could then be used for discussion meetings.

Again, this was wishful thinking. Contrary to expected vises of

the courts, most of them were used for exhortation meetings. l.iore-
villagers were not all involved in

the discussions of matters affecting them.
The implicit assumption of the "progressive former" approach

was that the advanced farmers would set on example to their poorer

colleagues, who were expected to imitate them. In this way, the

innovation which the extension service introduced would spread like

particularly the
According to Ruthenberg (1964),poorer farmers, in the society.

the category of the advanced farmers tends to overlap to a consi

derable extent with that of the richer farmers, and data gathered
by sociologists suggests that government services accorded
preferential treatment to richer farmers. The question arises as

socialist development policy even if it were effective.

"experimental forms" and especially through the"experiments,"

to how an approach favouring the rich can be reconciled with a

oil-stains from the progressive farmer to others,

over, when meetings were held,
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During the colonial administration, the

approach tended to strengthen the relationship between tho agri

cultural extension workers, the staff elite, and the richer

Mutually profitable exchange relations developed betweenfarmers.
the two groups.
contacts with food (vegetables, maize, goats, beer) and gave them

In their turn the extension worker would makeplots on loan.
certain resources available to their friends among the farmers.
The extension worker had direct or indirect access to resources

fertilizers, transport and
veterinary facilities.

Not only was the concentration of agricultural extension
service on "progressive farmers" unfair because these people had
already made some steps forwai'd economically, it was the poor
farmers who needed this concentrated attention more than anybody

This approach was also unjust because both "progressive"else.
and poor farmers paid taxes to support the extension service.
Here there was a valid case for mistrust, jealousy and antagonism

farmers and ordinary or poor farmers.between This
approach assisted in widening the gap between the "haves and the
have nots", a situation which would not be tolerated in a country
that is striving for socialism and self-reliance. That is the
reason why in the subsequent chapters the
approach is referred to as a capitalistic approach.

such as seeds, equipment, insecticides,

"progressive farmer"

"progressive"

"progressive farmers"

The "better-off" farmers supplied their staff
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Agricultural Administration and

Extension .After Independence

Agricultural administration and extension remained basically

unchanged after independence except that by the end of 1962 almost

all higher agricultural positions at district and regional levels
By this time most European agriculturalwere held by Africans,

officers who knew the language and country at regional and district

Those were the people who had supervised thelevels had left.
Qualifiedagricultural extension workers in the rural areas.

African agricultural extension workers were so few in number that

Originally it was assumed that the African government could work

with a largely British agricultural administration which would
This assumption did not come true. Asgradually be /ifricanizod.

rule the African filled a vacancy which had been created becausea
longer satisfied with his workingthe British predecessor v.os no

Approximately two-thirds of the .-Juropcanconditions and had left.
agricultural officers employed in 1961 left their positions in

The exodus included some who1962, or were thinking of doing so.

would have remained and performed valuable services under different
financial incentives to remain were said to havecircumstances•
Work was accumulating for those few who remained"been provided.

because they had to take over what others had left in addition to
their own tasks. This was the time the government was inducing
activities at every level, which resulted in a situation in which
District Agricultural Officer were flooded with paper work and

even with the best intentions they were unable to fill tho gap.
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administrative duties and had to take up responsibilities with

There was little time left forwhich they had no experience.
which included the supervision of junior

Yeamana situation which prevails even today.staff in the field

P-

extension.
Shortage of manpower in the agricultural extension service

has been a chronic disease since the inception or beginning of the

The obstacle to agricultural development immediatelyservice
after independence was not only the lack of money, technical know-

interest by the peasants -get also the lack of agricultural

extension workers.
In order to make use of the willingness of the people inorder

to increase agricultural production required clear guidance

This was not easy toand a coordination of different offices.
There was a danger that the willingness of the peopleattain.

would be wasted because the institutions and their personnel or
agridultural extension workers would not master the situation in

This situation led Ruthenberg (1964) to report that theretime.

education and discipline provided as many handi
caps to the desired situation as in Tanganyika. The present

insofar as the shortage of manpower and inadequacy in

is not much different from that

involved (as

situation,

from top functionaries,

a few years after independence (compare table 2.1 and 2.2).

et al (1972, 98) report that the extension field cadre are

were few countries in the world where the vastness and the lack

are staff at all levels) with duties other than

of communications,

extension training is concerned,

how, or

careful and judicious local leadership,

actual extension work,
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Civil service title
1975 1975

Total 4,5675,495 100 100

Ministry of Agriculture, Dar es Salaam, 1978,Source:

Under the decentralization policy implemented in Tanzania
since 1972, the agricultural extension service is administratively

located in the Regional Director's office under the Regional
Agricultural Officer who maintains administrative contacts with
the Ministry of Agriculture headquarters in Dar es Salaam mainly

in connection with national agricultural policy matters, research
The Ministry’s headquarters lias little

to do with the organization and supervision of agricultural
The impression the author got after talking to theactivities.

agricultural authorities at the Region, District and village
levels was that the concepts, organization, philosophy, programming,

functions and methods of extension are generally not understood by

the entire extension organization or, if they are understood, then
Yeamen et al (1972) reported that thethey are not implemented.

throe basic reasons for the failure of the extension service are

360
502

2,178
1,527

lack of adequate planning and corresponding lack of adequate 

supervision and evaluation at all levels, combined with non—use of

Agricultural Officers 
and Specialists
Field Officers
Assistant Field Officers
Field Assistants

Table 2.2,
1975

8
11
48
55

5
11
44
40

266
588

2,457
2,204

Number
1974

Percent
1974

Staff positions in the Agriculture Division, 1974,

and training activities.
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the Host important extension methods. They remarked that meaning

ful extension programming is not documented if done at all at

Regional and District levels and t'r.t planning of a

generally haphazard nature permeates the entire system. The only
exceptions which they saw were campaigns for a few cash crops

which show good planning, although those also showed a lack of

complete understanding of extension.
Objectives and goals are not set in terms tliat are meaningful

Goals set must bo understandable,to the average extension worker.
realistic, and obtainable.

The hierarchical structure of the extension service from the

Regional to the village level lias not chjangod much since the late

1950’s. Table 2.3 shows the present structural organization.

In each of the regional administrative headquarters, the
Ministry of Agriculture maintains the following divisions

The sne structure is replicated atagriculture .and veterinary.
the District, division, ward and village levels. The present

discussion is concentrated on the agricultural and not the live

stock aspect of the Ministry’s programme. The livestock extension

livestock is important.

The Regional Agricultural Development Officer now under the
Regional Development Director was and is administratively respon

sible for the organization and coordination of the agricultural
extension apparatus in the Region, and so is the District Agricultural

Development Officer under the District Development .Director for

national,

advisory service has an equivalent hierarchy for those areas where
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Title

Now

Region
Graduate

opraent Officer

dard X

Director of Manpower Planning, Ministry of Agriculture,

the District.
concerned only with ujama.a and cooperative activities, teaching

villagers proper book-keeping or accounting activities in general.

Village Managers are coordinators of various activities of the
developmental ministries. It is still the responsibility of

KILIMO staff to offer agricultural technical advice to the

villagers and not the responsibility of either the Village
Management Technician or the Village Manager.

The divisional, ward and village level agricultural extension
workers used to and still do meet their superior, the District

Source:
Dar es Salaam.

Ward and Agricultural 
village Instructors

Place of 
work

Field
Assistants

Assistant
Field Officer

Graduate or
Diploma holder

Qualifi
cation

Form 4 
or 6

Form 4 
or 6

Basic 
educa
tionIn the 

late 1950’s

standard
X, mainly
Primary 
school 
leavers

Division Field
Assistant

Field experience Below 
plus seminars 
and short 
courses lasting 
less than 6 
months

Agricultural Regional Agri
Officer cultural Deve

lopment Officer

District Assistant District Agri- 
Agricultural cultural Devel- 
Officer

The Village Management Technicians (VMT) are

2-year Cort if i- Fora 4 
cate in agricul- or Stan- 
ture or 6-month 
crash programme

Table 2.3. Structural organization of the extension service from 
the regional to the village level
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Agricultural Development Officer (DADO), during short monthly

During the 1950’s andmeetings at the District headquarters.
196O’s all agricultural extension workers travelled every month to

the District headquarters to draw their salaries and allowances.
Approximately 2-7 days per month were lost that way, half a day or

the others for travelling,
which was often done in many Districts entirely on foot.

A considerable administrative burden is placed upon the

He is on about 10 localDistrict Agricultural Development Officer.
committees and is supposed to attend meetings of the political

The divisional agriculturalparty and to sit on ad hoc committees.
Thehead within the District also has many administrative duties.

question arises whether, because of the staff’s preoccupation with
the actual

extension message reaches the farmer at all, and whether there is
adequate supervision of the subordinate staff.

A gradual change in agricultural extension policy has occurred

since the early 1970’s, The
described above does not fit into the present policy of socialism

and self-reliance which forms the basis of the villagization
The policy has been for the agricultural extensionprogramme.

workers to concentrate on groups of farmers for several reasons:

because commercially ambitious and progressive individual farmers
become rich at the expense of poor farmers; they keep their

knowledge to themselves; they are not interested in their
neighbours’ progress; they shy away and discourage competing

travelling, administrative and other such duties,

"progressive farmer" strategy as

a full day for payment and instructions,
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communal activities; and they employ poor peasants paying them

poorly and reducing their labour contribution in the communal

enterprises.

2.4. Charaoteristics of Contact

Staff in the Study Area
Personal characteristics are important determinants of the

efficiency of agricultural extension workers because these
characteristics influence their perception of their duties. V/e

now turn to a brief review of the characteristics of the contact

staff in the study villages.

2.4J. Sex
Although recruitment of female agricultural extension workers

started in 1967 when the first graduates went into the field, not

The number of female agricultural extension workers is still small
and they are concentrated at Regional and District headquarters.
However, among many tribes in Tanzania, including those in the

coastal region, most agricultural activities are performed by
It is alleged that the coastal male Swahili people arewomen.

jealous of the female members of the community, and so feel
uncomfortable if male agricultural extension workers advise their

wives or daughters. In trying to find out the truth of the alle
gation, the author approached some elders of Ilkata yj] 1 age in

Handeni District who agreed that the allegation was true and that
the behaviour was introduced by Arabs during the time of the slave
trade. Four of the extension workers in Bagamoyo and Handeni

a single female extension worker was found in the villages studied.
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District said the situation was correct but did not want to
elaborate on the issue. It appears that this is another constraint

a partial
solution of which is to post more female village-level agricultural
extension workers in the zone if an effective agricultural exten
sion service is to be achieved.

2.4.2. Age
Out of 14 agricultural extension workers involved in this

study, 6 were between 45 and 55 years old, the rest were between
The former group tended to be a bit slower35 and 44 years old.

than the latter in responding to various requests made by the
author during the study, which might also imply slow responses to
farmers’ requests. On the whole all 14 were in good health and
capable of making long trips on foot visiting villages*

Basic Education and Training2.4.3.
One out of 14 had completed Form Four education and had a

He was stationed in2-year certificate professional training.
The remaining 13 workers hadMsata village, Bagamoyo District.

completed either 4 or 8 years of primary school education with 3-9
months of professional training plus seminars of varying lengths.
When talking to them individually they said they believed that
additional training through refresher courses of a slightly
different type than they had had in the past would permit them to

Cliffe et al (1968,
of poor training field workers had little

to offer farmers. They pointed out that there were some indications

be more effective in carrying out their work, 
p.15) note that because

to agricultural extension service in the coastal zone,
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merely simple reminders to farmers that they should weed or pick

their crop at the proper time. It seldom could be described as
new or specialised knowledge available only to a trained agricul

tural worker.

2.4.4. Original Home

Out of 14 agricultural extension workers involved in the study.

The other 3 camo from other Regions and were socially regarded as

foreigners and also encountered some communication problems
because they did not understand the local dialects.

2^_a
at the Village Level

2.g#1. Distribution of Staff
Agricultural extension workers are scattered over the coastal

Due to their small numbers, each one is assigned 15-20zone.

villages. Distances between villages vary from 5-40 km. Out of
24 villages studied, half had agricultural extension workers
stationed in them (see Chapter V, table 5«10). Dispersion of
villages makes it difficult for the extension worker who has no

of transport to visit his villages.means

Out of 14 extension staff, only 6 had bicycles. The
remaining 8 walk use public transport when vi si +3ng villagesor

and hence maintain only a low rate of extension contact with

All 14 extension staff complained that one of thevillagers.

advice to offer and that the adviee/instructions offered are

that the field worker often does not have any significant new

11 came from their respective home Districts of the coastal zone.

Organization of Field Activities
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major problems in carrying out their assigned tasks was transpor

tation to areas of work. They stated that they spent more time

Saylor (1970, p.12)walking than talking to villagers or farmers.
reports the same situation in his opinion-survey of Bwana Shambas
(agricultural extension workers) in Tanzania.

2.5.2. Transfers of Staff
Out of 14 respondents, 8 complained that they were transferred

Of the 8 complaining respondents, 6 said thattoo frequently.
within the last three years, i.e. before 1971, they had been

District agricultural officials reported thattransferred twice.
transfers have been more frequent since decentralization in 1972,
All 14 workers indicated that frequent staff transfer reduce the

All thought that the Ministry ofeffectiveness of their work.
Agriculture did not consider the welfare of workers when making

Some even thought that frequent transfers werestaff transfers.
Frequent transfers reduce thea kind of indirect punishment.

efficiency of the extension worker because he finds himself in a
new environment and it takes some time to learn what goes on in
the new area before he can work effectively. A serious effort
needs to be made to slow down the present rate of transfers and
to ensure that all extension workers spend at least three (and
preferably more) years in one station.

2.5.3. Supervision
Over half of the extension workers said that they were not

visited regularly by their senior officers from the District
headquarters. Moreover when senior officers visit them, no
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advice or guidance was given concerning the performance of their

work. They felt that they receive less attention fron the District
headquarters as compared to workers from other ministries.
Officers at the District headquarters told the author that they
were unable to visit their field staff as often as they would like
because of lack of transport and, where transport is available,
there is an upper limit of mileage to be covered per month. This
upper limit fluctuates from one financial year to another but
does not exceed 800 Im per month. The other main reason given for
not visiting field staff frequently is the extent of other, espe
cially office, duties. District Agricultural Field Officers said
that in addition to dealing with reports and looking after wages,
salaries and other accounting matters—tasks -for which they were
not especially trained—they have to attend many meetings; more
over they are loaded with administrative matters which require
their personal attention and thus take up much of their time.

2,5,4. Decision on Programme of Work
Work programming was highly inadequate. Apart fron carrying

out the instructions given to them periodically from the District
headquarters, for the most part the field workers are loft to
decide by themselves which crops to emphasize, what operations and
improvements to stress, and how to organize their time. It is not
surprising that the less industrious work a limited amount or that
even the enthusiasm of keen staff might flag. On top of that most
extension staff admitted that they did not understand what a work
programme meant. All 14 extension workers complained that they
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did not have enough supplies or equipment such as fertilizers,

order to demonstrate improved techniques to the villagers.

2.5. Agricultural Extension Progra es

Undertaken in Villages at the Tine of

the Study

At the time of this study the Ministry of Agriculture had

launched a campaign on the use of fertilizers and insecticides on
cotton and maize. These were programmes being emphasized in all

villages and had been going on during the two preceding crop

Due to a shortage of supplies and equipment and inade-seasons.

the programmes were lessquate training of extension workers
Emphasis was placed only on use ofsuccessful in some villages.
ignoring other equally-importantfertilizers and insecticides

recommendations which were later also emphasized as part of this

At that point, a complete package of recommended farmingstudy.
practices was then supplied to the villagers.

Previous programmes imply that there may have been some
"residual" carry-over effect from earlier extension programmes
which might have influenced the results of this study, especially

during the first two years and in certain villages which might
have had extreme experience (good

This situation provides an additional reason for longitudinal

design of the study.
It should be pointed out that it was the observed wealmess in

the initial extension situation which led to or justified the

IH) Hl

or bad) of previous efforts.

insecticides, spray pumps, or improved varieties of seed to use in
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intervention within tho system with a complete package of

recommended innovations, but working within broad constraints set

and equipment. The planned programme
adopted in the study removed the constraint of bad organization,

wrong emphasis or an incomplete package of innovations and

shortage of facilities which otherwise would complicate measuring

the impact of extension methods.

2.7. Agricultural Extension Training

During the British colonial administration only two agricul-

Tengeru in Arusha and

These schools ran short courses lasting forUkiriguru in Mwanza.

Latersix months and seminars lasting for a few days or weeks.

on, the duration of courses was extended to two years. The

British administration used few Zifrican agricultural teachers. In
the course of Africanizing the agricultural administration after

independence, some of the best African teachers were transferred

to administrative positions, so agricultural training relied on
European agricultural teachers almost exclusively.

In 1962 the schools at Tengeru and Ukiriguru, which enrolled

students with 10-12 years of basic school education and who had
worked for some tine at the District offices of the Ministry of
Agriculture, could not operate at full capacity because of
insufficient applicants with the necessary qualifications.
Agriculture load to compete with other professions, especially the

tural schools operated in the country,

by existing staff, supplies,

2.7.1. Output and Utilization of 
Agricultural Extension Workers



urban ones which seemed more attractive. This situation explains
the reason why some unsuitable candidates were recruited in the
Ministry of Agriculture at that time. Secondery school leavers
realized that they were in great demand and exploited the situation
accordingly. The output from Tengeru and Ukiriguru remained small
until the late 1960’s, when more agricultural training institutions
were established and the KILIiiO technician—training output
increased (Table 2.4). The expansion from 2 to 13 training
institutes resulted in training programmes that were poorly
staffed, only partially equipped and unable to provide high
qualified graduates (Yeaman et al 1972, p.2).

Agricultural extension is not taken as a specialized subject

Yet, the intended utiliza-at any level in the training system.

tion of Certificate and Diploma finalists (at least for 1977)

shows that more than half of these finalists are absorbed by

Regions in the extension division (Table 2.5). These are the

people who have had little training in extension methods.

Currently, even when in-service courses are arranged for

various subjects, agricultural extension isuminllynot considered

(Table 2.6). An urgent need exists for establishing in-service
Certificate and Diploma courses in agricultural extension for
Certificate and Diploma holders in the courses listed in table
2.4.
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Certificate holders Diploma holders
Nature of post No. Nature of post No...

Regions: Regions:

Total

Parastatals:

Total
Other:

Maxwell (1977, p. 166).Source:

Syllabi for Certificate and Diploma bourses2.7,2.
in Agriculture

the syllabus leading to a Certificate

in general agriculture both at Tengeru and Ukiriguru did not

include agricultural extension as one of the subjects. When the

Agricultural College at Morogoro was established in the mid-

1960 ?s, agricultural extension as a subject formed part of the

syllabus for the 2-year Diploma course in agriculture. Yeaman et
al (1972) report that while the total hours of instruction seemed

adequate for the subject, it was apparent that emphasis was not
placed on the most important extension methods such as result and

Total
KILIMO:

Total
KILB.I0:

Total
Prisons

Grand total

Crops
Livestock

TAT 
TACA 
NAFCO 
LIDA

Crops
Livestock

4
3

10
17

219

16
31
1
1

22

91
31
122
27
25
5

57

293
121
414
53
49
3
2

107
30
18
11
10
69
24

614

TCA
TAT
LIDA
TTA
UPI

Total
Parastatals:

Research 
Headquarters 
Irrigation 
Ilbeya/Uyole

IIATI’s
Research
I-.lbeya/Uyole

Until the mid-1 960’s,

Prisons
UDSI.I
Others

Total
Grand total

Table 2.5. Intended utilization of certificate and diploma 
finalists, 1977
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Training schedule for pre-service and in-service

Course of study Institute

Agro-Vet erinary

Land Planning

Lab, Technology

In-service

p. 167).Source:

They advised that more training must bemethod demonstrations.
devoted to ensure complete understanding and competence in this

Since the introduction ofif extension work is to succeed.area
agricultural extension in the syllabi, the subject has not

attained a significant status in either Certificate or Diploma
A close examination of both Certificate and Di plnmacourses.

of the Ministry of Agricultural Training Institutes showscourses
that agricultural extension is one of the subjects with the
lowest allocation in both lecture and practical hours per year or

(Table 2.7).per entire course

Diploma:
Pre—service

Qualifications and 
type of course

Certificate, pre
service

Ukiriguru
Uyole
Ilonga

Mlingano & Nyegezi
Mpwapwa
Uyole
Mlingano
Tengeru 
Nyegezi 
Morogoro 
Uyole 
Uyole

Table 2.6, 
courses

Ilonga 
Maruku
Hpwapwa 
Htv/ara 
Tengeru 
Tumbi 
Ukiriguru 
Nyegezi 
Temeke

I.kurwell (1977,

Crop Production 
Agric./Home .‘economics 
Agri c./Nut r i tion 
Agric./Mechanics 
Animal Health
Farm and Land Planning 
Farm Management 
Horticulture
Irrigation
Ranch Management 
Crop Production 
Animal Production
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Level and titje of course

Hours

1,650 200
Tengeru

1,768 80Diploma in Agriculture

2,346 50
□.cultureUl<iriguru

1,640 0

Diploma in Agriculture
1992,507

'"‘Ukiriguru

Ministry of Agriculture, Dar es Salaam (1978).

Only recently was an option in agricultural extension educa
tion introduced at the degree level at the Faculty of Agriculture,
Forestry and Veterinary Science, Morogoro. A full-fledged
department now caters for the subject* It is hoped that this will
not mark an end in the effort to promote this important subject.

Source:
"Syllabi developed through joint effort of teaching staff at the 

Ministry of Agricultural Training Institutes at Ukiriguru and 
Hbeya/Uyole and personnel from KILUiO Headquarters.

1977:
'"Mb eya/Uy ole

Year and 
institute

"'Mpwapwa
Mpwapwa

Certificate in Agriculture
Certificate in Agriculture

For 
course

1,024
1,580

2,507
2,380
2,538

900
900

199
133

65

60
60

84
80

1970:
Nyegezi
Ukiriguru

1972:
Hbeya/Uyole

Mpwapwa
1975:

Ukiriguru
1976:

Hbeya/Uyole

Time allocation
For Agricul
tural Exten
sion as a 
subject

Hours

(crops)
Diploma in Agriculture

(crops)
Diploma in Animal Health
Certificate in Agriculture

Table 2,7« Total allocation in hours per course and time allocated 
for 1‘Agricultural Extension” as a subject

Diploma in Agriculture
(animals)

Diploma in Agr:
(inservice)

Diploma in Agriculture
(crops)

Certificate in Dairy
Husbandry

Diploma in Animal Health
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The forgoing sections demonstrate clearly that extension is
neglected within the training of field staff. The training does

expected to do in the field after graduation. The extension field

worker as observed in the survey villages is of generally low

does not use effective extension methods

mainly because he does not know them, hence cannot communicate

effectively with farmers or villagers, is the victim of inadequate

progra. r,iing and planning because he never received training in

these vital processes or aspects of extension work, and deals with

incomplete technological packages of innovations to extend to

Inadequate training of the extension field cadre asfarmers.

documented in this chapter is a major cause of the general weak

ness in the junior agricultural staff in the field as documented

In order to test the impact of methods which otherwiselater.

would be obscured by the deficiencies of the larger extension

system, a comprehensive study of the extension programme was made

as outlined in subsequent chapters. In this programme, selected

village-level extension workers received short intensive training

in making extension programmes and plans and in extension methodo-

They were also introduced to the packagelogy and motivation.

approach whereby a complete and correct package of technological

innovation together with extension advice are presented to the

The results justify re-thinkingfarmers as a single unit.

the era-rent curriculum and the overall training programme for
prospective agricultural extension workers.

technical competence,

not seem to take into account the nature of work students are
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was used and 40 names were selected. This procedure, as for any

proper- random sampling technique, gave to each population element

in the total population of villages and household heads an equal

chance to be included in the sample.

.An agreement was made between the author and KILU.I0 staff
(village-level agricultural extension workers) that in the first

set of two villages in each District demonstrations together with

formal, scheduled group discussion meetings were to be used in

In the second set,teaching formers recommended farming practices.

formal scheduled group discussion meetings only were to be used,

and in the third set informal unscheduled meetings or general

contacts only were to be used in teaching farmers. This exercise

Table 3.1 shows thewas to continue for the 4-year study period.

villages and extension methods used. In all three sets

Ilonga composite maize was used as an example for

Good cooperationteaching villagers recommended farming practices.

was secured from KILIMO in applying the three sets of group exten

sion methods in the different villages. This cooperation was

possible because most villages would gain through this study.

the focus was on comparing
effectiveness of the three sets of group agricultural extension

It was presumed that such comparisons would allow genemethods .
ralizations to be made about factors that affect effectiveness of

group extension methods and hence the effectiveness of the agricul
tural extension worker himself. The initial design of the

At the beginning of the research,

of villages,

Districts,

names of household heads of selected villages, the same procedure
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Method Village

Bunga and Msata

Hkata (h) and Segera

Kiloza and Kwamsisi

Kauzeni and Kizinga

Source: Research results.

questionnaire was based on certain expectations relating to the

The approach made useeffectiveness of group extension methods.

of several dependent variables: income per ha and per man-day,

adoption rate and level of knowledge of recommended farming

practices, and village development increase.

pre-testing the questionnaire and talking to the village govern-

The most important onement officials, several issues came up.
was whether as originally planned, this research should concentrate

Bwilingu and Moga 
Plalivundo and Mlaula

Chekelei and Kuluwani 
Ifcgamba and Mlembule

Kikundi and Sinya Ulime 
Lukobe and Mkata

Komkonga and Manga 
Kitumbi and Mazingara

Korogwet District
Demonstrations together with group 
discussion meetings
Formal scheduled group discussion 
meetings only
Informal or general meetings only

Morogoro District
Demonstrations together with group 
discussion meetings
Formal scheduled group discussion 
meetings only
Informal or general meetings only

Bagamoyo District
Demonstrations together with group 
discussion meetings

Formal scheduled group discussion 
meetings only
Informal oi- general meetings only

Handeni District
Demonstrations together with 
group discussion meetings

Formal scheduled group discussion 
meetings only
Informal or general meetings only

In the process of

Table 3.1 • Villages in the sample and types of group extension 
programmes applied for each
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only on communal production, ignoring completely private and

individual production, or whether it should cover both communal

and individual production. It became apparent that the last

proposal would yield more useful information not only on the

effectiveness and suitability of group extension methods under

present policies but also on the understanding and acceptability

of and commitment to villagization and Ujamaa policy in general.

This approach would lead to a fuller understanding of the intrica

cies and causes of problems related to low production on communal

fields vis-a-vis individual production regardless of the effective

ness of the extension methods applied.

The inclusion of individual production in this study neces

sitated conceptualization of alternative hypotheses and therefore

Also the questionnaire had toa fourth hypothesis was formulated.

be expanded to accommodate data on individual production.

Before the initiation of this study adequate preparations

were made concerning enumerators and the subjects to be taught to

All 14 agricultural extension workers in charge ofthe villagers.

villages under study were briefed about the study and also received

intensive coaching on the use of group extension methods and work

programming and planning, principles of production of Ilonga

composite maize and cotton, the application of these tools, and

the collection of data.

Meetings were held under trees,

they existed,

Topics for discussion during these meetings were the 11 advocated
agricultural practices, namely;- (i) use of fertilizers;

or in any other convenient and comfortable places.
or in village godowns where
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(ii) timeliness in carrying out various operational agricultural

vation, (ix) vermin and wild animal control; (x) farm record
keeping and (xi) pure stand versus mixed/interplanting of crops.

These topics were discussed in separate meetings. Before the

leaders or important members of

the villages were contacted and detailed discussions of the

programme was held. Moreover, before each meeting these leaders

were contacted and briefed in advance, so that they would be well

informed of the subject that was to be discussed. leaders

referred to here include the chairmen and secretaries of the

villages together with village council committee members.

Discussions were conducted in a formal manner in the first

two sets of group methods and every member was encouraged to

giving illustrations and examples from his own expe-participate

The duration of meetings depended on the interest andriences.
Where applicable, audiovisual aids wereof audiences.response

effective transmission of information and knowledgeused for

about the subject under discussion. In villages where formal,
scheduled group discussion meetings together with demonstrations

these meetings prepared the ground for sotting up
demonstrations on the subject discussed.

Demonstrations were conducted on village farms using village
insecticides and seedslabour, but inputs such as fertilizers,

were used,

practices; (iii) use of improved varieties of seeds; (iv) use of

agricultural implements; (vii) crop rotation; (viii) soil conser-

were provided by the author who also did the supervisory work with

insecticides; (v) proper and early weeding; (vi) use of modern

commencement of these meetings,
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the assistance of village-level agricultural extension workers.
In order to insure the effectiveness of demonstrations, both
methods and result demonstrations were performed by the author
and his assistants and then trainees or villagers were asked to
repeat the practice. Demonstrations were presented step-by-step
stressing key points in simple, non-technical language.

In villages where demonstrations together with formal,
scheduled group disoussion meetings were conducted and in those

scheduled, group discussion meetings
alone were used, handouts or notes wore distributed after the
meetings to villagers who were able to read and write to serve
as reference material for future use.

Where informal or unscheduled meetings were held, they were
There was no specific subject prepa-eonducted on an ad-hoc basis.

ration and consequently no particular subject for discussion.
Handouts or notes were not distributed to villagers after ad-hoc
meetings.

3.2. Types and Sources of Data

Data presented in this study are those which relate

certain extent under the control of the extension worker. Other

types of data collected include background information on agricul

tural extension methods, attributes of extension workers, percen

tage of villagers who are literate, village development potential,

initial level of village development, final village development,

villages in which formal,

villagers1 agricultural productivity to variables which are to a
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village development increases, aid received by villages, villagers'

knowledge of recommended farming practices, and rate of adoption

of recommended farming practices.

In the present study several variables have been omitted

these include agricultural inputs of an economic nature and some

administrative, and organizational aspects. However, it

was difficult to make use of the variability due to the weather

and therefore dummy variables by Districts were used.

3.2.1. Sources

Two major sources of data were used:

Primary sources - Data were collected principally through personal

interviews with household heads and agricultural authorities at

The author,

carried

out the interviews with each subject using a written Swahili
Household headsquestionnaire on which all replies were recorded.

were interviewed separately or in isolation from other household

heads and from their family members.

Interviews were arranged in a manner such that only one

Aswas interviewed per household.
the same individuals or persons were interviewed

each year for four consecutive years using the same questionnaires.
In case one of the respondents died or left the village, his/her
replacement was selected from the same household. . If the whole
family left the village another household head in the list was

social,

person, the household head,

much as possible,

National, Regional, District and village levels.

assisted by village-level agricultural extension workers,
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randomly picked in the following year. Interviews were also
extended to village, District and Regional-level agricultural
extension workers.

Information was also gathered by the author through living
for several days in each village in order to observe and partici
pate in various village activities.
Secondary Sources - Secondary sources of data used included research
materials pertinent to the topic and geographical area under
study, as shown in the bibliography.

3,3. Measurement of Variables

Thirteen operational variables for each village were inves-

Below are computer code names for thesetigo.ted in this study.

variables:

Percent literacyPCLIT
Initial level of developmentINDDV
Final level of developmentFID.DM
Development increaseDEVIN
Total number of extension contacts for the fourCONTA
years
Potential for developmentPODDV

AID

Knowledge of the recommended farm practicesKNOW
Number of recommended practices adoptedADOPT
Income per ha in T« shs.INCIIA
Income per man-day in T.shs.nia-iD

Total aid given to the village by outside parties 
for the four years
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DIME
0-1 variable (1-Meetings only)IIOILDY

The above operational variables were measured in the following

ways

Percent literacy was obtained by talcing the total number of

all adults and school' ge children in the village who could read

and write and dividing by all adults and school-age children, then

multiplying by one hundred.

score of one point for each of the amenities which are indicative

health centres, communityof development.

centres, piped—in water, mosques, churches, shops, and grain mills.

The scores at the beginning of the study were taken as the measure

ment for initial development of the village. Similarly, the scores

for the same amenities at the end of study were the measurement of

final development of the village. Development increase was the

difference between these two scores.

Number of extension contacts was determined by assigning one

point to each visit paid to the village per month when the worker-

Five additional points were assigned to awas actually on duty.

village if there was an agricultural extension worker stationed

in that village.

Potential for development of a village ms measured by

observing the infrastructures of the area in which the village is

located and arable land available per household. One point was

given to a village which was accessible all year-round by road

These include schools,

Initial development of a village was measured by according a

0-1 variable (1 -Demonstrations and meetings)
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from either the major road
was cither a Regional or District headquarters. Nearness of the
village to main towns or marketing centres was another aspect
considered. A village that was 0-10 Ion away from the town or

marketing centre was given 5 points; 11-20 In, 4 points; 21-30 km,

1 point. A similar

grouping of villages on the basis of the availability of good

agricultural land was adopted. A village that had 120 ha and

2 points; 241-360 ha, 3

points; 361-480 ha 4 points and more than 480 ha, 5 points. The}

grouping was based on the recommendations of most Districts in the

coastal zone that each household should have a minimum of 3 ha of
Since the minimum number of households per villagearable land.

the minimum land requirement was 120 ha (40

Aid given to the villages by government or other donors in

monetary terms was deterained by adding up the amounts donated for

the four years for each village.

KILIM0 recommends use of several so-called advanced agricul-

Knowledge of the recommended practices wastural practices.
measured by asking the respondent to name or list those practices

that he knew. Dor each correct recommended practice named, he was

The assessment of villagers1 knowledge was madegiven one point.

in each of the four years and the average per year was calculated,

solution to increased production; the adoption of the recommended

In determining the number of practicespractice is also necessary.

3 points; 31-40 km,

Knowing recommended agricultural practices alone is not a

was 40,

2 points and beyond 40 km,

bolow was given 1 point; 120-240 ha,

x 3).

, a market centre, or a main town which
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adopted., respondents were asked each year which of the recommended
agricultural practices they had completely adopted. One point was
given to each practice that was said to have been adopted. This
was then summed over all four years and divided by four to get the

average rate of adoption per year.

Income per ha was obtained by adding all ha under different

crops for each year. The amount of each crop produced was given

by the respondent and these were converted to a cash value by

using the then-current market price for each year. The total

amount of cash that would have been realized if the entire crop

had been sold was divided by the total hectare-age to get income

per ha.
Income per man-day was determined by dividing total income

that would have been realized if all crops were sold by the total
number of man-days spent in producing the crop.

hi th studies of this type, which to a large extent are based
on responses to a questionnaire, certain possible weaknesses are
inherent in the measurement of some variables. Information on
labour input, total yield, and size of individual or private
fields all wore gathered using respondents1 responses. Time did
not permit checking the accuracy of the figures given by physically

The same situation applies to number ofmeasuring the items.

Nobody couldcontacts each extension worker made during the year.
ascertain the credibility of answers given by either extension

the number of contacts anworkers or villagers.
extension worker makes may not be a good measure of his effective-

Moreover,

ness since visiting clients or farmers does not necessarily mean
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performance of effective extension work. Insofar as the percent
knowing how to read and write does

not guarantee the ability to acquire and to comprehend agricul-

booklets, and brochures. With aid given to

there are also possibilities of misuse of both financial/

material and technical assistance given for development purposes.

3,4, Procedure of Analysis
Two main analytical approaches were applied in this study:

(i) analysis of variance and (ii) regression and correlation
analyses.

3.4,1. /inalysis of Variance (AITOVA)

The three different group-based agricultural extension

Therefore,

the sources of variation in the effectiveness of the extension

programmes were: first extension programmes applied, second the

and third the nature of activities (communal and

individual farming systems). ANOVA results for these treatments

are shown in Appendice A-8.

Regression and Correlation Analyses3.4,2.
Both regression and correlation analyses were used in this

Dummy or 0-1 variables were used in order to permit astudy.
shift up or down in the regression for individual Districts to
allow for factors not included in the study of which weather

tural materials such as the agricultural magazine (Ukulina wa
Kisasa), bulletins,

Districts,

literacy measure is concerned,

programmes were imposed or applied in different villages, 

Districts, and under different^ypes of farming systems.

villages,
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(timely rains) likely were of major importance. An analysis of

residuals for individual villages highlights infrastructural and

socio-economic factors not included specifically as variables.

Simple correlations between all possible pairs of individual

variables were calculated by the computer programme and all except

those for the dummy variables by Districts are shown in appendices

for individual and communal fields respectively. The degree of

to indicate

significance at P = 0.05 and a double*"* to indicate significant

at P = 0.01.

In the final multiple regression equations, five variables,

income per man-day, adoption rate, level of

knowledge and village development increase were considered as

Any causal variables that haddependent variables, respectively.

In such cases, the onlythat this is contrary to basic logic.

rational assumption is that the true partial correlation is zero

or so close to zero that its true positive effect was missed by

Negative signs can indicate many things such .data in the sample.

as poor data or poor choice of measurements or the analytical

method used. Alternative explanations for these negative corre
lations are given in the discussion section.

In all cases equations were run with and without the District
For income per ha and income per man-day, separate0-1 variables.

equations were run based on these income variables for (a) cormunal
plots and (b) individual plots.

statistical significance is indicated by a single*’

namely income per ha,

a (computed) negative partial effect was dropped on the assumption
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the standard errors of these coefficients. Statistical signifi
cance is indicated in the same way as for the simple correlations*

s are examined in

relation to the It to see how much effect is added by use of the

multiple relation over the single factor.

3.5. Limitations of Procedures

In relation to this study, a number of factors might limit

the reliability of the analytical results. Unexplained variabi
lity is partly due to variable factors which are beyond the control
of man but have great influence on the measurements and parameters

is
expected in any study of this type

Uncontrolled Factors3,5.1.
Level of production - Agriculture is an extension of the

natural process of plant growth on the earth's surface. Man
modifies the physical and biological environment to facilitate the
growth of the plants needed by him. The extent to which man can
successfully modify the physical and biological environment
depends on various factors, in particular the skills and tools
that are at the command of the society concerned. Peasants or
villagers in the coastal zone, limited in the technology at their

face serious problems from certain aspects of the

physical and biological environment. During this study variations

in levels of crop production from one year to another were caused

Por dependent variables only, the simple r
2

disposal,

used in arriving at various conclusions and, of course,

Numbers in parentheses below the regression coefficients are

Since the sign is presumed to be known, a 1-tailed test was used,

21
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by raostly unreliable rainfall, vernine attacks on crops, and out

breaks of crop diseases and. insect pests. The period 1972/73 and

1975/74 was particularly bad insofar as rainfall was concerned.

This was the period during which a large part of this zone faced

serious drought and food shortages. There were frequent crop

damages by monkeys, wild pigs, rats and porcupines. These, toge-

thore with other unpredictable occurrences, influenced survey

results concerning crop production. In order to minimize the

effects of variation in the levels of crop production, the study

period was spread over four years. It was considered that a 4-

year study period was long enough to average out differences in

Moreover 0-1 variables werethe level of annual crop production.

used to permit a shift up or down in the regressions for indivi

dual Districts to allow for factors not included in the study, of

Low or negative correlationsmight have been of major importance.

number of adoptions, level

of knowledge of recommended farming practices and demonstrations

together with, formal scheduled group discussion meetings as

correlated to income per ha and per man-day might have been caused

by fluctuations in the levels of crop yields due to these

uncontrolled factors.

Respondents1 replies - Quantitative information in this study

was admittedly difficult to obtain on individual household fields

for items such as family labour inputs and yields (which may be

both for family consumption and for sale) partly because of lack

between number of extension contacts,

which weather (timely rains), diseases, insect pests, and vermine
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of record-keeping and partly because villagers were frequently not

very communicative or were reluctant to volunteer information.

Hural people, because of their past colonial experience of taxa

tion, suspect and distrust strangers and usually try to avoid

talking about prices, incomes, and their possessions. An opposite

situation was encountered when collecting data from communal

fields or activities partly because, in most villages

were kept by secretaries and partly because nobody feared to

reveal them since they indicated communal property which even if

traced or confiscated by government would not cause individuals to

In some cases respondents likely gave answers whichsuffer much.

they thought the enumerator wanted instead of those that reflected

Receipts of crop sales were often used as athe true situation.

check against what the farmer said he actually produced and what

he said he consumed or sold.

Location of villages — All villages studied are either on the

or up to 10 km away from

Some villages, such as. Kauzeni and Sinya Ulime inthe main road.

Horogoro District, Mlembule in Korogwe District and Segera in

Handeni District, were close to urban or semi-urban centres and

were also surrounded by sisal estates. The differences in the

distance from the main road among villages studied and their

geographical location in relation to urban, semi-urban or sisal

estates might have some influence on the survey results. To
minimize such effects, some household heads who had part-time

employment outside their respective villages were excluded from
However, such control was not fully effective. Laterthe study.

Morogoro—Chalinze-Korogowe-Moshi road,

, records
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it was discovered that some of the household heads included had
part-time employment for short periods outside their villages.

reduction in labour force and consequently a reduction in the
area cultivated and yields from it in relation to the total number
of village members.

Enumeration — Data collection was done by the author assisted
by village-level agricultural extension workers. Although the
author provided continuous field supervision of enumerators and

also had developed this research project in conjuction with the

there were
still possible problems of cheating and unreliability due to
negligence of enumerators. Cheating in research surveys of this
nature is a common characteristic (Moris, 1970). Some enumerators
might have asked questions carelessly, neglecting difficult

questions and recording stereotype answers provoked by their own

constant fieldsuggestions..
Several enumerators did their work well,supervision is required.

producing reliable questionnaire data as well as extremely impor

tant notes consisting of personal reflections in the course of

the research. They v/ent to great lengths where appropriate to

elicit true replies of respondents and to probe the real situation

family labour inputs or production per ha.

Pactors Under Control3.5.2.
Several factors which could be expected to have influenced

the results but which were not included in the calculations were

To counteract such situations,

Having many village members with part-time employment means a

personnel who were eventually to be field enumerators,

on, for example,
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controlled for in other ways, either as "dummy" variables (coded

dual Districts) or by other means. These factors are discussed in

the paragraphs that follow:

Crops grown - Due to similarities in climate, ecology, soils

and the socio-eeonomy of the zone, all four Districts raise similar

types of eash and food crops. These include sorghum, cassava,

nuts, and a variety of fruits. The major source of income is

derived from crop sales. So differences due to type of crops

grown v/ere not expected to be important.

Markets and crop prices - With the registration of villages

as cooperative societies in 1972, all villagers sold their crops

The policy of thewithin villages or within walking distances.

government during the period of this study was tint all crops had

to be sold through cooperative societies to the appropriate Crop

Crop Authorities or Boards offered uniformAuthority or Board.

official prices for the sane crops everywhere in the country.

it is likely that some crops were sold outside official

channels at higher prices but this was not believed to signifi

cantly affect the between-village comparisons.

jJdueation and professional training of village-level

agricultural extension workers - With the exception of one agricul

tural extension worker who had completed his secondary school

education and two years of professional training in agriculture,

the remaining 13 had completed only their primary school education

However,

simsirn, rice, maize, beans, cowpeas, cotton, sunflowers, cashew-

0-1 , to permit a shift up or down in the regressions for indivi-
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with at least six to nine months of professional training in

Based on the author’s four years of observation ofagriculture.

these extension workers, it is believed that their levels of

perfon.iance did not differ significantly. Tliis point was

confirmed by the District Agricultural Officers in the four

Districts when they were consulted on the issue. Hence, it will

be assumed that differences in effectiveness of village-level

agricultural extension workers did not influence the results of

the survey significantly.

Transfers of agricultural extension workers - An agreement

was made with the authorities in KILIIiO that all village-level

agricultural extension workers involved in this study should not

be transferred to other areas during the study period. Therefore

the survey results were not influenced by changes in extension
workers.

3.5.3. Questionnaire Design
The questionnaires were written in Swahili. Any language

problem among the illiterate elder members of the communities was

overcome by the enumerators translating Swahili into vernacular or

local dialect. When preparing the questionnaires, a balance was

and "fixed alternative" questions.kept between The

distinguishing characteristics of open-ended questions is that

they merely raise an issue but do not suggest any structure for

the respondent’s reply so that the respondent is given the

opportunity to answer within his own frame of reference. Because

of lack of fixed alternatives, the enumerator is expected to

"open-ended"
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interpret the meaning of replies and paraphrase then in the
and therefore possible errors may be incor

porated while recording. It is also difficult to comprehend the
meaning of long-winded and vague responses. Open-ended questions

arc conceptually difficult to answer especially for the illiterate

respondents. Nevertheless, because of the nature of information

that was required pertaining to villagers1 attitude open-endedp

questions had to be included. Fixed alternatives types of
questions do not give a. chance for the respondent to think and he
is tempted to pick one of the listed alternatives unless the

Fixed alternativesenumerator pi-obes the respondent further.

Selltizquestions are used when precise answers are wanted.

questionnaire in order to balance

the disadvantages and advantages of both.

ended” questions in preparing a

(1964) recommends the use of both ’’fixed alternative" and "open-

procoss of recording,
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CiidfT'ft IV, '.■•Hl- ARLA API) VILLAGE UNX>- R I'TuDY

4J_. Geographical Location

Geographically all four Districts in the study lie roughly
south of the equator and between

north-east on the Tanzania i.iainland, Alti

tude ranges froi.i sea level tojooo m above sen level. Hie mountain

areas of Usumbura and Uluguru constitute an uplifted portion of

this zone. These mountain -areas rise to above 2500”- and include

important forest and agricultural areas. This study did not cover

the upland areas bat was corlired to villiges in the lowland part

of the none. geogrophical location of the
aainwhile ."iguro

roads, towns and study villages.

fed either by high precipitation

on the distart

form v-ell-dc.f’inod drainage systems. The most ir.nortant are the

. /ami and Tangani divers.
The soil throughout the area has low to medium fertility and

is of i-joderate tri cultural potential (Table 4.1). These soils

are classified as either ferruginous tropical soils or ferrosols

of subhunid regions. They ore easily credible because of their

Nevertheless, they are suitabletendency to for;. a surface cap.

a variety of crops including: sisal, groundnuts,for growing

tobacco, sinsin and sunflower. Rice can be grown in the swampy
areas.

.2 chows t ie Districts’

sorghum, naize, soybeans, castor,

Tluvu, Msagasi,

sone which was studied,

cashewnuts,

and 8°between latitude 4
and 40°longitude >0°

'ili-.ianjaro massif or on the above montane areas,

, h'.lisaji,

cassava, beans, cotton,

.?i- uro 'i. 1 whovM "he

The onstward flowing rivers,
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FIGURE 41 GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF THE 
AREA UNDER STUDY.
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Table 4.1. Site soil fertility of the village

Good I.od erate Poor

Source: jtuiyle survey.

these soils cannot support
continuous cropping without the addition of nutrients. In the

lost few years fertilizers have been distributed to most villages

but so far the in? use has not been very successful.

SuLira (1975) gives the following two reason for lack of success in

Handeni District and these were found also by the present author

(i) No attempts have been madein the four Districts under study.

to determine the kind and amount of fertilizers required in

The quantity of fertilizer tospecific areas or geological zones.

be applied to the crop depends upon the levels of nutrients in the

soil, their availability, and the ability of the crop to take up

the nutrients and use them to increase yields. The practicability

of the use also depends

(ii) Farmerscomparison with the cost of the fei'tilizer applied.

are not taught how the fertilizers should be applied, how they

This emphasizes the need forwork, and the need for their use.

Another reason not mentioneddemonstrations as a teaching method.

by Sumra is that, although the cost of fertilizer is subsidized

Chekelei
Lukobe
Kiloza
Kiluwani

Bwilingu 
Kauzeni 
Kitumbi 
Komkonga 
Lunga 
Hagamba 
Ilalivundo 
I.iazingara

Kikundi
Kizinga
Kwansisi
I'lembule

I.ianga 
liboga 
Kdaula
Ilrata (H)
Mkata
Msala
Segera
Sinya Uline

Because of their poor quality,

on the cash value of the increased crop in

in the zone,
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even though economic when combined with recommended agro

may not be so under crop production methods used

Singh, Uriyo and Poote (197S) foundby most farmors and. villages.

that N fertilizer application for maize in the near-by Llorogoro

and Vfami-Kilosa areas under 1976 prices was profitable only on

soils with low soil-N contentt

Rainfall and Its Effects on

Economic Activities

Direct Effects4.2.1 .

This zone has two rainy seasons which are, however, not of
equivalent reliability and which are separated by a variable short

The firstdry spell normally from late January to late February.

rainy season (commonly called the ’Short Rains’) starts around

The longer rainyNovember and ends in December or early January.

This seasonal patternseason runs from March to Hay or June.

limits the production of most annual crops to tint part of the

The distribution of rainfallyeai' receiving the longest rains.

within individual months and intensities over short periods are

of considerable importance. The effect on crops of a few heavy

storms are different from a more evenly distributed, moderate

rainfall. Much of the rainfall in this zone occurs in storms of

large part of the precipitation runs

varying greatly in total amountsHost of the area is unreliable,
off the soil surface and is thus lost to crops.

lizers,

by the government to about half of the total cost, yet most formers 

and villages could not afford it. A further problem is that ferti

nor.ic practices,

4.2,

high intensity during which a

Painfall over
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from year to year in its distribution between months within the

rainy season, particularly in relation to comparatively small

Although an assessment of the annual rainfall pattern isareas.

of some value, it is the conditions during individual seasons and

small areas which to a large extent determine agricultural

practices in general in Tanzania. The mean annual rainfall in the

zone under study varies from 800-1200 mm (Jackson, 1970a, p.174).

The lie an number of rainfall days varies from 75 to 120 (Ministry

cttlement and Vater, 1967). ilainfall reliability is a

probl era particularly in the lowland areas. Only a small area of

the Uluguru and Ifguru Mountains have

receiving at least 1200 mm in a year (Jackson, 1970b, p.7). In

droughts occurred in 1971 and 1973

The effects of sucherusing crop failure, especially maize.

droughts on single-season extension evaluation has been noted.

The major source of water in tills area is natural rainfall. Its

variation is the most important climatic element in the zone and

21-27),indeed in Tanzania as pp.

The uncertainty as to the start of the main rains end the

distribution of it within the season causes peasants to find it

To overcome thisdifficult to time their farming operations.

peasants in most parts of the zone carry out three

In thisplantings of maize spread over a period of two months.
way they hope to make sure that at least one planting will give
good yields.

The temperature regime is typical of equatorial altitudes.

Variation between the hotest and coldest months of the year is

problem,

a high probability of

a whole (CB 'J.iYT, 1977,

of Land,

Tanga Megion, for example,
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small and the annual range for mean highs or lows is smaller than

oThe mean annual temperature ranges between 23

At no time does temperature impose a total restriction

on agricultural and pastoral pursuits

contribution to evapotranspiration.

Most coastal zone villages experienced severe droughts during

the 1972/73 and 1973/74- crop seasons covering half of the study

period. In these two crop seasons, crop yields were drastically

reduced. This reduction affected calculations for income per ha

and per man-day.

In respect to rainfall, the survey villages can be divided

into two groups. Villages along the Morogoro-Chalinze-Tanga main

road form one group with some common characteristics. This group

includes Sinya Ulime in Morogoro District; lidaula, Bwilingu,

Malivundo, Mboga, Lunga and I.'isata in Bagamoyo District; and

Kitumbi, Segera, Mazingara and Korakonga in

Handeni District. These villages experience a triennual rainfall

pattern which at times goes below 700 ram. and seldom goes above
1000mm. West of the line of the Ruvu River, water is chronically
short. Water supplies in most of these villages are almost

entirely from natural water pools, most of which dry up during

severe dry conditions. Generally water is insufficient for human,

livestock, and agricultural activities.

The second group of villages comprises Xauzeni, Kizinga,

Kikundi, 1'Ikata and Lukobe in Morogoro District; and Kwamsisi,

Kiloza, Kiluwani, lilembule, I-Iagamba and Chekelei in Korogowe

Mkata (ll), Manga,

the daily range, 
and 28°0.

, except indirectly by its
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District. The average annual rainfall for these villages is 1400-

1800 nn so that water is not so much of a problem. These villages
are located on higher altitudes than those in the first group.
With the exception of Kauzeni in Ilorogoro District and l-ilembule
in Korogwe District, which are on the main roads, the villages are
far away from the main road and less people are engaged in commer
cial or trading activities. Due to differences in rainfall
between the two groups of villages, the second group does slightly
better in crop production than the first group. Ida j or cash crops
and marketing facilities for the two groups are the same.

4.2,2, Indirect Effects
Indirect effects of rainfall on the overall survey results

inadequate amount of rainfall. Water scarcity compelled villagers

to walk sometimes over six 1cm in search of water. In so doing

they wasted time and energy, both of which could have been other

wise used in productive work such as farming. Water scarcity in

the coastal zone is one of the most serious problems faced by
villagers and indirectly retards both the social and economic
development of the zone.

Three types of costs are incurred by villagers in the process
Energy cost, opportunity cost, and limitingof hauling water:

The unit cash price that an urban dweller pays for hiscost.

It is harder to give a cash price to thewater can be determined.

energy his rural cousin may use in carrying voter hone. However,

the method adopted by researchers on this subject is to estimate

was caused by serious scarcity of water in the zone resulting from
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the amount of energy used and then determine the amount of staple

food required to supply this energy and the price of that amount

of food (ihite, 1972, The sane approach could be

repeated to calculate the cost of energy expended by villagers

fetching water in the coastal zone villages.

v<hen calories are converted into cash, as in the above-

mentioned calculations, the question of the opportunity cost of

the time and energy arises. the woman sacri

fices the opportunity of do something else, perhaps something

greater return for her labour. In a situa

tion where the carrier could find no productive alternative

employment of her tine and energy, the opportunity cost for her

from society’s point of view.carrying water becomes zero In

the women do much of
agricultural work which occupies the largest share of the tine of

Table 4.2 shows water sources to thea majority of married women.
villages• As can be seen, most villages get water from natural

water pools. Villagers using these pools have to travel long

distances because natural water pools are not permanent water

sources near which villages can be established.

Extreme distances to water sources often limit human settle-

There are several areas in Hnndeniment in particular areas only.

and Bagamoyo districts with high potentials for agricultural and

other types of development. Resources in these areas have not

been fully exploited mainly because of water or rainfall shortages.

In carrying water,

which would produce a

PP. 93-97).

this zone, as in many parts of Tanzania,
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Table 4.2 Sources of water to the village

Hped water Natural water pool River

Source: Sample survey.

4.3 Ecology

The general vegetative cover of the area is classified as
woodland. This is land with an open cover of ttrwes, . their crowns

not forming a thickly interlaced canopy, and as a rule leafless for

Acacia

l»cal variation. Due to man’s activities the vegetative cover of
the zone has been altered in various places to varying degrees by
man's activities (Matteucci 3-5). During the times of the

slave trade, the Arabs developed extensive areas around the cities or

towns to feed the incoming slaves and stock trading expenditions.

After the de-faoto abolition of the slave trade in 1976, the

consequent reduction of the overall forest cover was slowed but •

not" halted.' by the. switch to alternative of orins of iplantation

agriculture-employing slaves. Operations the Tanzaniaon

coastal z one aimed to thecontrolling tsetseat flies led

Constructed 
modern well

Kizinga
Kwamsisi
Segera

Lunga 
Manga 
Malivundo 
Mazingara 
Mdaula

Kiloza
Mlembule
Sinya Ulime

Kauzeni
Kikundi
Magamba
Mlembule
Mkata (h)
Mkata
Ms ata
Segera

Bwilingu 
Chekelei 
Kiluwani
Kitumbl 
Kimkonga 
Lukobe

spp.,

, pp.

s«me period during the year. The most common types of trees are: 
and

C ombre turn s pp .^/Brachys tegin - Isoberlinia (commonly

called Miyombo woodland). The vegetation of the area shows marked
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clearing of natural vegetation around Government-owned dairy

ranches, townships, and many other areas suitable for human habi

tation including the traditional and present villages. One good

example of nan’s activities is the physical environment of

10) reports that most of theMzizima Farm,

then present vegetation cover on the fam was coconut trees ord,

except for relics near the river, no original vegetation was to

be found.

/areas that have not been much disturbed by human activities

such as farming, bush fires, and clearing for settlements liave

maintained more or less the original vegetation. Tliere are also

wooded grasslands. These include lands carrying grasses and
herbs as well as scattered trees. Bushland and thickets prevail
in the less arid areas. Along the hill slopes the soils are
rather infertile and species of Hyperrhenia are predominant.

Panicum,

Chloris^ Cynodon, Sporobulus. Eragrotis Brachystegia species.

woodland or bushland and thicket, together with the nan-

induced savannas and grasslands, form suitable habitats for tse

tse flies (.Economic Survey LIission to Tanganyika, 1961). Conse

quently tsetse fly prevents full utilization of the land unless

measures are taken to eliminate the fly or control the disease

which it carries. These measures are costly in relation to the

expected return from the land which is of low potential in some

Hatteucci (1971 ) remarks that the method of eliminatingcases.

the fly by destruction of its breeding grounds is a difficult one

These are intermingled with Cymbopogon, Panisetun,

Matteucci (1971, p.
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because of the wide coverage of the bush.
whether in the smallholder sector

activities
since unproductive areas are never put under cultivation.

vitics harbour appreciable numbers of original wild animal species.

Animals and birds that are of major interest in relation to this

These include monkeys,

porcupines and a variety of birds that feed

The greatest concentration ofon grain such as the Sudan dioch.

these animals and birds is in Handeni Districts and small patches

in Ilorogoro, Baganoyo and Korogwe Districts.

Ven.iin seem to be the greatest problem

Villages that sufferedof crops especially on the communal fields.

Handeni District; and Kwamsisi and Kiloza in Korogwe District.

Dajnage was more serious on communal fields after planting than on

individual plots because people paid more attention to their

individual fields.
The ecological conditions for the

activities to be

undertaken.
utilize forest products to supplement their income.

One bag of charcoal may cost up toburn charcoal for sale.

Agricultural activities, 

oi’ in the advanced sector, have 

relatively little influence on fly presence, for no complete 

elimination of all breeding grounds result from their

villages are located permit various economic

.Apart from agricultural activities, several villages

Many villages

areas in which sample

study are those that attack field crops.

most were Mkata, Kizinga,.Kikundi and Sinya Uline in Morogoro Dis- 

trict; Lungu and ddsata in Bagarioyo District; Manga Mkata (h) in

as regards destruction

wild pigs, elephants,

Areas of the zone that have been undisturbed by human acti-
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Other villages such as Lunga in Bagamoyo

District and Klembule in Korogwe District cut down trees and sell

the logs to saw mills. A few villages are engaged in bee-keeping

and other economic activities (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3. Village economic activities other then farming

Grain milling Lumbering

Source: Sample survey.

Livestock4.4.
Dainfall and tsetse flies are the limiting factors to the

expansion of livestock raising for the greater part of the coastal
Over 50 percent of the total area of Tanzania is infestedzone.

Settlement and Water, 196?)

In these infestedand the coastal zone forms part of this area.

areas of "fly belts" trypanosomiasis, the disease transmitted by

tsetse flies, keeps human settlement sparse and the domestic live-

This disease in man is called "sleepingstock population low.

Areas that are heavily

infested with tsetse flies and those that are permanently dry or

dry for a greater part of the year are devoid of people and live

stock. These conditions apply more to liandeni and Bagamoyo

Districts and loss so to Korogoro and Korogwe Districts.

Livestock 
keeping

Kauzeni
Kwamsisi
Lunga
Manga
Magamba
Mkata
Sinya Ulime

Kauzeni
Kitumbi
Mboga

Charcoal 
burning

Lunga 
Mlenbule

Lunga
Mlembule
Mkata (h)
Ms ata 
Segera 
Sinya Ulime

Commerce or 
trade

Bwilingu 
Kauzeni 
Kwamsisi 
Lunga 
Mazingara 
Msata 
Segera

sickness"

with tsetse flies (Ministry of Land,

and in his animals "nagana."

T.Shs. 25 or more.
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Contrary to many areas of Tanzania where presence of tsetse

fly effectively completely excludes cattle keeping, and where

seasonal grazing of the animals in tsetse areas is bought at the

cost of substantial losses of animals

density thrives in many areas of the coast in the presence of

these flies. It has not been determined whether such coexistance

is due to non-preference by the flies or whether it is the result

pre-immunity of the stock. It

can be assumed that, confronted with the practical impossibility
of tsetse elimination (at least with traditional methods), man has

tended to ignore the presence of the fly and that such an attitude
has not led, as expected, to disaster, but to a certain degree of
low-level equilibrium, which in recent years has been supplenented
by extensive use of tryponocides.

The present pattern of livestock keeping in the zone is
sporadically distributed throughout

greatest concentration in areas wherepeasant communities with the
the VTakwavi (Baraguyu) live. The rest of the villages keep

With the exception of Kkata andlimited numbers of animals.
Kauzeni villages that own limited numbers of cattle communally,
the livestock in all other villages are owned privately by

villagers•
The V/akwavi are a pastoral people who do not live permanently

in specific villages but lead a semi-nomadic type of life. They

forced to migrate by their main-source of subsistence, cattle.are

The crucial things in their life are grass for animals and water

Ndagala (1974) reports that thefor both cattle and humans.

of an acquired, or even inherited,

, a low cattle population

characterized by small herds,
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Wakwavi liave adapted themselves find their livestock to the environ

ment so successfully that economically, they surpass their agri-

cultural neighbours. They have put Bagamoyo District on the map

of the Coast Region as far as cattle production is concerned.
They remain as a distinct group socially and occupationally.

The w’akwavi regard cattle as the source on which all other

social and economic activities depend. The factors of production
necessary in the economic process of production among the ’.Yakwavi

land (pasture and water) and labour. Besides the
exchange of cattle by way of gifts, loans and marriage, all of

which aim at increasing social and economic security against risks
by gaining more relatives, the size of the productive herd (female
calves or young cows) is never allowed to deteriorate.

The failed resistance by \7akwavi (and indeed all pastoral
liasai) to changing the structure of their mode of production and
its major supporting institutions is not for its own sake but for
the sake of the economy to which the way of life is tied and on
which their entire livehood depends. The Uakwavi have for a long

both social and economic.
Consequently they have contributed little to the social and

economic development of the coastal zone despite their potential
livestock are sold daily when the need for cash is acutewealth.

or when the price is considered favourable. This attitude toward

livestock can be utilized to raise the economic conditions of the

of the farming activities.

area and to integrate livestock keeping more closely with the rest

are cattle,

time rejected various innovations,
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The portion of the herd that forris the major off-take source
for the market comprises surplus bulls very old cows and sickj

cattle that show no signs of recovery. Cattle among the Wakwavi
are not kept as an end in themselves but as a means to subsistance

production in their harsh environment. The subsistance food of
the pastoral Wakwavi is milk and blood and the chief factor of
production for such items is cattle. The other local tribes
(agriculturists) have remained superior as far as goats and sheep

The most recent count (1971) shows Bagamoyo withare concerned.

70,150 cattle and a stocking rate of 15 ha per animal.

In order to produce

tion, the current pastoral subsistence cycle has to be broken.
with the current conflicts, the social

stability that the culture used to enjoy is slowly being reduced.
He correctly states that substantial sums of money and expertise
liave been invested in agriculture and that relatively little has
been put into cattle production apart from state ranches.

Fisheries4.5.
Fishing is one of the major economic activities in the strip

None of the sample villages was inalong the Indian Ocean shore.

Reliable datavillages and villages in the strip along the shore.

suggest that production along the coast could be substantially

increased by adopting modern fishing techniques and vessels.

Currently, fishing activities are as profitable as fanning for

Pishing competes againstmost of the villages in the strip*

a surplus necessary for capital forma-

Ndagala (1974) sees that,

this strip but there are strong ties in fish trade between sample
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farming and the adoption of crop-farming innovations. With an
increase in fishing technology and equipment and hence production,
farming is likely to lose. However, increased production should
not be over-»eihphasized; equally important, if not more so at the

present timej are improvements in processing and distribution to

ensure that fish reach the consumer in edible form. At present,

traditional methods are used in preserving the little amount that

is caught,

4.6. Agriculture
4.6,1 General Features

Agriculture and livestock development are the major or prin
cipal preoccupation of the people in this zone. The dominant

position of agriculture is shown in the contribution it makes to
the income of the people in the zone and the role it plays in the

Wellprovision of food and employment to the people in villages.

over 95 percent of the population is engaged in agricultural
production and the same percentage of their total income is
derived from agi’iculture. There are two types of agricultural
employment, "sisal estate" employment, which gives villagers
regular cash flow not received from farming, and "self-production

which gives them seasonal cash incomes as well as
rural domestic food requirements. The economic growth of the

agricultural production and productivity. Since the area lacks
extensive raining or manufacturing industries, the development of
other sectors of the economy at present depends largely on how

by farming"

zone is for the foreseeable future closely tied to increase in
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rapidly and cheaply the existing agricultural potential is

developed, especially since this potential can best be exploited

tlnrough increased effort by the area itself.

In areas not infested with tsetse, farmers use ox-cultivation

and the Ministry of Agriculture lias established some ox-training

for example in Chanilo?. and Segera villages. As in most

the level of agricultural technology of

villagers is low. Intensification of peasant production could be

achieved by promoting a comprehensive drought-animal technology.

Present non-use of animals for cultivation is mainly because of

the infestation of tsetse fly which is the vector of trypanoso

miasis animal disease organisms. ’There animal power is feasible,

a different technology would be expected. For the greater part

of the zone, tools used for farming are of the most elementary

type. absence of mechanization,
and dependence on manual labour imply that the area to be culti
vated per family or per person will be generally snail.

The main cash crops grown in almost all villages are cotton
and sunflowers. Great effort is being made by the Tdnistry of
Agriculture in introducing or expanding other cash crops such as
coconuts, cashewnuts and a variety of fruits. Food crops grown
in the villages include maize, rice, sorghum, simsim, cassava,
cowpeas, chickpeas, and beans. The surpluses of some of these
crops after satisfying domestic requirements are put on local

Production per ha of all crops mentioned above is low asmarkets•
observed in this study and in other studies conducted by various

So,

parts of Tanzania,

lack of fixed investment,

centres,
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researchers from the Ministry of Agriculture and the University of

bar es Salaam.

4.6.2 Shifting Cultivation

feasants living in the Coastal zone practice shifting culti
vation.

follows:

This quotation shows the fundamental ecological knowledge
which forms the basis of shifting cultivation and which the
shifting cultivator should have and in most cases does have.

Shifting cultivation has been defined in different ways by
definitions thosedifferent people. Among the best arb

59) and Allan (1967,by lluthenberg (1968given

These basically state that shifting cultivation is the
ratio between the length of time the soil will sustain cultivation
with satisfactory results and the period required for the restora-

Shifting cultivation as a process is charaction of fertility.
terized by structural attributes such as clearance of land by
means of fire and hoe with limited investment of human labour.
The resulting impermanent clearings are cropped for a shorter

p.5) describes the shifting cultivator asAllan (1967,

, P-

(lie) has an understanding of his environment suited to 
his needs. He can rate the fertility of a piece of land 
and its suitability for one or another of his crops by 
the vegetation which covers it and by the physical 
characteristics of the soil; ... can assess the ’’staying 
power” of a soil, the number of seasons for which it can 
be cropped with satisfactory results, and the number of 
seasons for which it must be rested before such result 
can be obtained again. His indicator of initial ferti
lity is the climax phase that follows cultivation.... 
He Jias a. vocabulary of hundreds of names of trees, 
grasses and plants, and he identifies particular 
vegetation associations by specific terms ...

P. 5-8).
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period t’. ;-.n ’they are fallowed. ’..'her. jioce of .land is exhausted

bef'o’ e being considered again as potential clearings for new

fields«

.lion differentiates two types »gt Lox’i.is of shifting cultiva

te no is what he calls obligatory cl ifting cultivation whichtion.

refers to ~ periodic move of the exploiting: group from one area of
land to another. This applies largely to land unsuitable for
cultivation but whicii may be cultivated for longer or shorter
periods in restricted belts or patches of better soil. The

second form is voluntary shifting cultivation which is found where

in relation to the population- aud its require-

thrt the period of natural soil regeneration has no

practical significance and a man needs not necessarily third; in

terms of returning to land he lias cultivated within cne foreseeable

within his lifetime.
typeforaVoluntary shifting thecultivation orv/o.s

practiced in the coastal zone. This fora ’..ns associated with the

This periodic dying ofmovement of the homestead to a now piece.

the homestead was one of the ;ost important features of voluntary

as a traditional limitation of general

it was a great obstacle to the farmer’s adoption of

and therefore to his agricultural

progress.

there were rebuil

ding of villages which were frequent occura-ences in nearly all

by cropping,

perhaps,

lend is so abundant,

innovations,
character,

/..part from voluntary shifting cultivation,

future or,

shifting c:.iltivation and,

meats,

fixed investments,

it is left fellow' goes back to natural vegetation
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village-dwelling societies

of schism within the group.village because Probing the memory
of old men, the author was given the following reasons for the

homestead or whole village (in order of importance):shifting of the

death of a wife; second, repeated misfortunes such as death

of children and sickness amongst the household; thirdly ritual

reasons, and fourth, repeated failure of crops or continuous

decline of crop yields and land degeneration which led to diffi

culty in finding suitable land for cultivation.

Semi-permanent and permanent cultivation are now replacing

According to Ruthenberg (1968) when culti-shifting cultivation.
vation is extended so far at the expense of fallowing that the

the cultivation period plus the fallow period, i.e. by the total

then a level of intensity of land utilization known as semi-
Similarly permanent cultivationpermanent cultivation is reached.

is reached when the characteristic "R" exceeds 0.7.
Datoo (1973) gives a sophisticated review of how such a

Using data from horogoro District, he foundprocess takes place.
that when a system develops into a new form, all the structural
adjustments which should accompany the change-over may not be

There is often a time-lag, especially ifautomatically made.
farmers experience a change from shifting cultivation to sedentary

The author believesagriculture within a relatively short period.

or with the movement of part of a

length of land utilization) reaches or exceeds the value 0.5, so
that one can hardly any longer speak of shifting of the field,

first,

characteristic "R" (the number of years of cultivation divided by
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that this change in the coastal zone is the result of the constant

political, and
physical demands. Three of the most important vectors of changes
in recent years have been the increased human and livestock popu

lation, introduction of cash crops, but most importantly the
adoption of village and Ujamaa village policy, Although Datoo
agrees generally that population increase can be a contributing
factor to changes in agricultural systems, depending on the
attributes of the society, his study found that agricultural
systems in the Uluguru Mountains are not, on the whole, congruent

His explanation for the failure of thewith population density.
system to evolve are: first, that there may not be any evidence

of stress within the agricultural systems to satisfy investment
in effort to intensify agriculture, or secondly, that population
growth may not have been slow and sustained but rather rapid and
sudden so that farmers may have not made swift structural adjust—

that a great degree ofments.
variation on this issue exists from one District to another even
within the coastal zone.

Social and Cultural4.7.
Background

According to the 1967 census there were 562,000 people in all

down according to Districtsvas as follows: bagamoyo 89,000; Handeni

93,000; Korogwe 113,000; and Morogoro 267,000. As shown in the

four Districts under study with an overall population density Of 19
2persons pen km flints try of land, Settlement and Vater, 1967). The break-

It should be noted, however,

medications being made in customary socio-economic,
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1967 census, the percent rate of previous growth in population in
the survey area for 10 years was: Baganoyo 11.6; Handeni 22,5;

and liorogoro 14.4. For the entire zone, the average
rate of population growth was 1.8 percent per year. According to
the 1978 census the population of the four Districts are:
Baganoyo 1p6,000; Handeni 177,000; Korogwo 191,000; and Morogoro

totalling to 847,000. Interpolation between these two
sets of figures suggests a population for the final year of the

170,000; and I'J.orogoro, 325,000, giving a total
with an overall population

This zone is inhabited by several minor tribes but the main
ones are the V/aluguru, Wakwere, V/azaramo, V.azigua, Wakame and the

The tribal distribution along the coastalVJakwavi. or Baraguyu.
These tribes arezone is not uniform, particularly in the south.

espe

cially the pastoral nomadic V/akwavi as contrasted to the others

The different tribes are also notwho are mainly agriculturists.

linguistically equivalent. However, the coastal zone has been

much affected by the coastal Swahili culture and social systems

for a Ion- time so that superficially the different tribes appear
to have a fairly homogeneous cultural and social system.

the vast majority of

which were often trading centres. Some of these

sociologically and culturally different from each other,

343,000,

tional villages,

for the four Districts of 770,000,
2 density of 26 per km ,

Korogwo 24.9,

154,000; Korogwo,

people lived in isolated huts or hamlets but some lived in tradi-

survey of this study (1975) of Baganoyo, 123,000; Handeni,

Prior to the establishment of villages,
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traditional villages and trading centres have formed the nucleus
of the present villages. Aa discussed in this Chapter, some have
been traditional villages and trading centres for a long time.

and Mkata (h),Iiunga, Bwilingu and I.lsata in Bagamoyo District f

Komkonga and Segera in Ilandeni District existed even before the

construction of the all-weather Ilorogoro-Chalinze-Tanga road in

1960 but the rest of the villages along this road were recently

Similarly,

the I ios hi—Korogwe road in I960, Sono villages were established

before ''Operation Vijiji" to serve sisal estates or as trading

These include Lukobe in Uorogoro, Segera in Handeni; andcentres.

lilembule and ilagamba in Korogwe District.
there are striking differences between

The most apparent differencetribes inhabiting the coastal zone.
is between the V/akwavi and the rest of the tribes in the zone.
The following discussion is focussed mainly on these differences.

The greatest concentration of the './akwavi is in the Central
In the cast their area is bounded bypart of Bagamoyo District.

the Ruvu diver and in the south the area extends as far as the
Hsua and Kisuka Rivers which are the boundary of the district,
but quite a number of Wakwavi "overflow" across the neighbouring
districts of Uorogoro, Kisarawe and Handeni which are said to
constitute their original home after being driven off from the

the current limit is the V/ami River.north. This
area is shared with several sedentary agriculturist tribes. These

established during "Operation Vijiji" in 1971^.

lilembule and Kiloza were established before the construction of

To the north,

As noted earlier,
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tribes differ slightly in respect of their languages, but they

understand each other’s tongue. These sedentary farmers used to

keep cattle but through historical disasters they abandoned cattle

husbandry and now concentrate on goats which are less demanding.

Due to the low fertility of land, poor rains and poor tools, the

agricultural tribes produce very little over and above subsistance

requirements. With no surplus to convert into capital, the majo
rity of the farmers have remained on mere subsistance. The
government has almost annually supplied famine relief to them

following crop failures. Economically, pastoralists seem to have

fared better than the farmers. However, the farmers despise the

Y.'akwavi for being wanderers and for refusing to send their

children to school.

The Walcwavi live in kraal camps called "enkang" which are

Several families nay live close tocircular or horseshoe shaped.

With theireach other, and such families are usually related.
cattle, the Y/akwavi enjoy mobility of their capital (cattle) and

Both the Walcwavi andare more secure from disaster of drought.
Of latethe agriculturists have maintained their economic status.

the agriculturists, particularly the './alcwcre, are being employed
The agricultural tribes live inby the Y/akwavi on various tasks.

organized villages.
The Y/akwavi are a sub-tribe of the Masai. In the nineteenth

century they were defeated by the Masai and driven southward. The
I.lien the ’/akwavi arrivedY/alcwavi are strong fighters and raiders.

in the coastal zone, the coastal people were perplexed because of
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the fantastic stories they have heard about their prowess and

Unlikeraiding, but the Wakwavi did not portray these qualities.

their follow agriculturists with their permanent settlements, the

Somebody (amongWalcwavi were moving from one pla.ee to another.
the agriculturists) would tell a friend that at such and such a

When they got to the place they would findplace there are Masai.
The friend would then ask "Wako wapi?" meaning,it deserted.

As tine went on Wako wapi eroded into Wakwavi"Where are they?”.

as a name for the Baraguyu. The Wakwavi are polygymous and are

patrilineal in descent but membership in different family units

in the kraals is established through mothers by way of matrifilia-

Married women are members of their father’s descent groups,.tion.

the Wakwavi practice patrilineal inheri-

The other tribes around are either patrili-tance and kinship.
neal or matrilineal in descent, inheritance and kinship. The
Wakwere practice a muslim type of patrilineal inheritance and
kinship, while the Waluguru are matrilineal in descent.

Due to the shallowness of the descent groups for the Wakwavi
and complexity of loyalties to the origin of mothers or gate-

are no localised groups for communal work, and noposts, then
clan leaders exist apart from heads of large compound families.
So, although the Wakwavi are egalitarian, they are without hi erar

while the tribes around have traditional Muslim-
As the result of these differencestype hierarchical leaders.

(leadership, residence, occupation, and dialects) in villages

there is a sharp

chical leaders,

trad it ionally,However,

where there is a high concentration of Wakwavi,
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internal cleavage with considerable conflict betv/eer. z-.c

uni sedentary agriculturists. Competition is sericus ever

useage and land rights as well as leadership.

years of study there were annual complaints that the

eattlc destroyed crops on communal as well as on private fields

because they were indiscriminately grazed. Also it '.'.as not

to secure the required cooperation between the two groups on one

question of communal activities.

Within the survey area there were marked differences between

peri-sisal estate villages with a great mixture of tribes, many of

them coming from outside the four districts making up the study

and the more homogeneous or indigenous coastal villages.

Despite the mechanization of many activities on a sisal

estate, it still remains a labour-intensive enterprise.

r.Iascarenhas (1970) observed that a Corona decorticator processing

25,000 leaves per hour required some 240 labourers, and that in

Considering the large numbers of estates that were1,000 workers.
established, the coastal zone could not supply enough labour to

Co, recruitment of labourerssatisfy requirements of the estates.

Davu (1971,varying social, cultural and economic backgrounds.

p.33) gives a list of over 17 tribes represented in Kabuku-Ndani

As in Kabuku-Ndani, the majority of villagers in peri-villagc.

sisal estate villages were ox-sisal outate workers who originally

V'.i. I. I.ager: s represented tribes suchcame from up-country f teg ions.

area,

was done from up-country regions which included several tribes of

the heyday of sisal the population of many sisal estates exceeded
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Wasukum, ’Jamakondc and several other minor

tribes. The mixing up of the various tribes affected the social

.'rd cul cural structure of the peri-sisal estate villages. In most

of these villages the degree of social unity was very low because

of tribal heterogeneity and hence conflict between tribes.

■leadership in the village was frequently changed, and where it was

stable it was rathei* unpopular and often was accused of favouri

tism or of theft.

Village meetings took unnecessarily long tine because of

A lot of time was wasted beforearguments over even minor issues.

coining to a. decision over an issue. In short the presence of many

tribes with di?"fering sub-cultures and values made co-operation

and control of the peri-sisal estate villages rather a difficult

apart from reducing belongingness to the villagetask for leaders

i'or wlrile the groups were striving to unite theircoruiunity.

efforts and experiences in the struggle for economic and social
some individuals affected by the false consciousness

ingrained by colonial ideology tended to become victims of triba-
fhe tribal affiliation together with the urge to maintainlism.

social security with their clan members further affects the

belongingness of the villagers to their villages. The consequences

of tribal affiliations are very serious because they affected
Production, not only on communal fields but also on private fields.
This is an important internal variable which likely affected

survey results.

development,

as the ■..hnya’iv.'ezi,
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and

Kauzeni, for which agricultural extension workers came from

Iluvuma and Rukwa respectively, the decree of social

and work co operation between agricultural staff and village

leaders and villagers was low. file agricultural staff were newly

posted to these villages and were not familiar with the coastal

Swahili people, their social systems and their way of working

The staff regarded themselves and were also regardedtogether.

as being outsiders to the local social system, The situation was

aggravated by the fact that the staff were civil servants and so

Theeconomically better off than the average village member.were

staff often complained of the low co-operation they obtained from

villagers. The staff said that villagers were very quick at

theoretically accepting suggestions, innovations and ideas and

making promises that are hardly fulfilled.

Villages far from sisal estates or District and Regional

headquarters were tri bally homogeneous.

contrasted

Table 4.4to those in peri-sisal estate and peri-urban villages.

shows the grouping of survey villages according to the degree of

homogeneity of ethnic origin and table 4.5 groups the same villages

according to their degree of work organization.

Village members in sone villages were from the same tribe

(haluguru), clan, and had blood relationships and had stable

Duringleadership with a satisfactory system of work organization.

the first two years of its establishment all economic activities in

appreciable degree of togetherness and cooperation as

Villagers manifested an

In typical Swahili villages such as lisata, Sinya Ulime,

Kilimanjaro,
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Degree of homogeneity ox ethnic origin of sample

High I'ediura Low

Source: Sample survey.

fable 4.5. Degree of work organization of suivey villages

LowHigh Medium

Source: Sample survey.

There was generally

Villagers showed more respect and a. favourable response toward the

leadership.

Chekelei 
Kikundi 
Kitumbi 
Kiluwani 
Malivundo
I.Iazingara 
lidaula 
TJrata 
Segera 
Sinya Ulime

Swilingu 
Uagamba 
I'idaula 
Licata 
ILLembule 
Segera 
Sinya Ulime

Kizinga 
Kwaidsisi 
Kiloza
I agamba
I lembule

Table 4.4, 
villages

Kiluwani 
Kizinga 
Komkonga 
Kwrjasisi 
Dunga 
Manga 
malivundo 
I.boga

Chekelei 
Kauzeni 
Kiloza 
Kitumbi 
Tiunga 
Lukobe 
jlanga 
Ifkata 
T./sata

Bwilingu 
Lukobe 
Lunga 
Kauzeni 
manga 
Ilboga 
Llkata (h) 
r.Isata

Kizinga, for example,

no competition for leadership between tribes in such villages.

were communally owned.
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4.8. Administrative and
Leadership Pattern

Socialist leadership is constantly a challenge to itself and

so >cts in antagonistic contradiction with colonial and neo-more

colonial leadership. some

village leaders or administrators that are supposed to preach

socialism to other villagers are either not committed socialists

but are just conforming to

confused after having gone through the old colonial educational

system and now having to operate in a socialist-oriented economic

structure. This situation not only applies to village level

but also at the District and even

Regional levels.

The following administrative set-up prevailed prior to

passing of !IThe Villages and Ujamaa Villages (Registration,

which lias defined the

administrative structure and the roles to be played by individual

leaders from the regional level to the village level, including

committee members of the villages.

The 10—house cell system was the basic administration unit.

cell and each cell in turn elected

Cell leaders formed the communication link betweenits leader.

cell members o.nd the Village Development Committee (VDC). The

VuC members were elected during the Village Assembly (VA) meeting

of all adult registered residents, and was the main executive body

a given socialist economic order to

or if they are committed they are

Designation and Administration) Act of 1575"

administrators and leaders,

?Jach ten houses constituted a

safeguard their positions,

As discussed farther in chapter VIII,
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for the village. It took charge of the overall administration of

although its decisions v/ere subject to ratification

by the popular will of all the villagers during the Village

Assembly meeting. Tile VA meeting had the final say and normally

no decision wade by the TOC could be carried out without the

Issues were supposed to start fromassent of the VA meeting.

villagers, then to be channelled through their conixiittees to reach

the secretary who later summoned the TOC members to discuss the

issue and draw up the decisions which, were finally brought to the

people for approval and execution.

The other basic unit of leadership was the Tanganyika African

National Union (TANU) branch office which had a chairman and

both elected from among villagers for the same tenure

of office as the TOC members. This situation applied only in

villages where a TANU office existed.

1'inally, there was the general Extension Service which was

also a potential source of leadership. As defined in this study,

general extension service means village-level civil servants from

various ministries such as Agriculture, National Education, Health,

The term "agriculturaland Ujanaa and Cooperative Development,

refers only to the technical

agricultural staff.

On a structural-functional basis, two categories of leadership

can be identified in the village. One is that of the leaders

elected from among the villagers and the other can best be

The general extension service peopledescribed as "Bureaucratic,"

extension personnel or workers"

secretary,

the village,
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from. various i :inist?.,ios were zi. i

not because of ideological motivation,

of but because they were sent there by the

This situation had repercussions on the services roncered ?,;/

bureauciT.ts. It had also repercussion;; on relation.' .on rzito'cen

the extension staff and villagers and village-elected leaders.

Agricultural extension workers occupy uncomfortable pcs

in villages. Villagers often view the local agricultural ezten-
possible mediator between themselves and thesion worker as a

colonial administration) who have to ensure that they keep Their

The more dishonest the relationship betweenpart of the bargain.

the more difficult the position of the

local agricultural extension staff.

convince the villagers to improve their performance, they attract

the displeasure of the village which fears that critical staff

If the staffmight spoil their relationship to the District.
avoids a critical stand they will find themselves blamed by their

In either case they will find themselvessuperiors for idleness.
in the position of a scapegoat^

the wealthy peasants are often
They are elected mainly forappointed or selected as leaders.

their sldLlls in communication with higher levels or because of
expected economic favours on the part of villagers in borrowing

As a rule,money oi‘ getting other t pes of assistance from then.

these wealthy peasants are not only against spending much time on

"Ujamaa,"

that the village is not working as expected, or if they try to

As pointed out earlier,

or grasp t?.r.

District or

If they report to the District

"outsider;;" ’./ho ca;..c- >.o

as inspectors (the title given to then durin

villages and Districts,
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the communal .field, they are also interested in diverting some of

the communal property to their own pockets. .■■or example^ dishonesty

and theft were alleged in Segera, Komkonga, and Lunga villages >

and all cases involved the leadership who were also the custodians
Bavu (1971) and Preyhold (1971) encounteredof the village fund.

similar cases in Handeni District villages.
The staff who might want a more honest deal ere soon regarded

a potential danger to these kinds of abuses. By denouncing theas

the village leader also gained prestige among
the common members since the latter never see any good in associa
ting with the staff anyhow and take the courageous stand of their5

leaders as a guarantee that these leaders will also steer them
through other potentially dangerous dealings with the outside
world. between staff on the ore side and villa-ouch conflicts
gers and village leaders on the other side as reported by Bavu,

caused habuIai-ITdani village to resolve to dispense with employed

government personnel stationed in the village.

Village leader-staff relations become even more complex when

Such leadersthe leader himself is an appointee of the District.
On the one hand they have to assureare forced into a double role.

the villagers that they are protecting the village from any demands
coming from above while on the other they have to see to it that

District without which they would not be able to hold their
Such leaders can be heard sometimes publicly denouncingposition.

sone of the demands are fulfilled to maintain the support of the

the staff as incompetent and urging the villagers to recommend the

government staff,
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replacement of staff. ths government

staff and village leaders appeal to the District headquarters and

most often village lenders win and the government staff involved

get transferred to another village or District headquarters.

Often village leaders have

local government staff from other members in order to ward off

dangers of being caught in embezzlement of cornaunal funds, to

enhance their prestige in the village, and to safe-guard their

They thereposition as the sole mediators to higher authorities.

fore do their best to downgrade any service which the staff might

This situation explains part of the cause for the ineffec

tiveness of the agricultural extension workers in the villages.

Now the position is changing slowly after passage of "The

1975" and after the adoption of

These guidelines, issued under Chamathe new Party guidelines.

elm JIapinduzi (CCI'.l) which replaced T.-'IJU in 1977, cover the selec-

Intenure ci' office, and their roles.

clauses require prospective village

leaders to be thoroughly scrutinized before they take up the

It is hoped that in so doing the undesirable candi-leadcrship.

dates would be rejected, and a committed Village Socialist

leaderslxip would evolve.

render.

a strong interest in isolating the

tion of village leaders.

Village and Ujamaa Village Act,

When such conflicts arise,

the guidelines and in the Act,
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TO’01 IC . STIVITILS Al7?.)

5.1 ._ Economic Inf rnstruct lire

an analysis

of economic infoi’malion pertoining to the area and to each survey
to document the basic status of thevillage is give:* iiere in ora er

!uch informationvillages imnedia. tely before and after the study.

infrastructural, andfirst helps to oho.; the economic,

other changes tint took place within the 4-year period of study.

it helps to indicate possible causes for such changes,

some of '.vl ich night be attributed to the programmes or -roup-based

Third,agricultural extension methods applied in these villages.
this information night !-• Ip in explaining deviations from the
regressions tested in tl- is study relating to the effectiveness of

the group-based agricultural extension methods.
Supporting infrastructural development differed between

villa. es (Table 5.1 ).
fertilizers, and insecticides.storage of crops, fa.ri.i equipment j

T.0V7high t-odium

Bv/ilingu 
Lunga 
IHembule
Msata
Sinya Uliiae

Source:
1

Cl I’.- :.n V

Second,

Chekelei 
Kiluwani 
Kitumbi 
Kilcundi 
Komlconga 
Lukobe 
iianga 
JTalivundo 
Ilboga 
L-.daula

Kauzeni
Kisinga 
hazingara
Magamba
I'lratn (h)
Kwamsisi
Segera

J'h’IC . • )? SURV'.Y VILLA'S!’..!

Trior to detailed discussion of the study results,

social,

he./ever, the majority had godowns for

Survey results.

High = 11 and above, Medium= ‘1-10, Low=1-5.

Tabic 5.1. Level of infr^sti-uctur nl development of sample 
d 

■villages in terms of amenities available’
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The majority of villages have primary schools. Tv/o major
problems are associated with primary school education: first,

poor attendance particularly with girls. According to coastal
Swahili society, especially Moslems, when a female child reaches

the puberty age, she is confined to the house and not allowed to
be seen by the public for sometimes over a year. This takes place
at the age of 11 or 12 when the child is still pursuing her
primary education and therefore is drawn out of school for that
whole period. female children generally marry inmed i-
ately after the confinement mentioned above. These two factors
contribute to the low literacy percentage observed in the coastal

villages despite the large number of primary schools.zone

According to the Village and Ujamaa Village Registration,

Designation and Administration Act of 1975 every registered
village is deemed to be a cooperative society. By the beginning

almost all villages operated as cooperative societies,
marketing both cash and surplus food crops of the villagers.

Insofar us demographic characteristics arc concerned, peri
urban and peri-sisal estate villages and those forming parts of
the old Swahili trading centres or minor settlements had household
heads mostly with an age of over 65 years (Table 5.2). This is an

important factor because it affects labour contribution to the

Households heads, with an average of about 70 years,village.
The same village had thewere oldest in Sinya Ulime village.

highest average numbers of non-working dependents per family.
Villages with high numbers of old household heads had higher

Secondly,

of 1975,
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Two majorThe majority of villages have primary schools.
first,problems are associated, with primary school education:

According to coastalpoor attendance particularly with girls.
Swahili society, especially Moslems, when a female child reaches

the puberty age, she is confined to the house and not allowed to
Tliis takes placebe seen by the public for sometimes over a year.

child is still pursuing her
is drawn out of school for thatprimary education and therefore
children generally marry imnedi-whole period. female

These two factorsately after the confinement mentioned above.
contribute to the low literacy percentage observed in the coastal

zone villages despite the large number of primary schools.
According to the Village and Ujamaa Village Registration,

every registeredDesignation and Administration Act of 1975
By the beginningvillage is deemed to be a cooperative society.

of 1975, almost all villages operated as cooperative societies,
marketing both cash and surplus food crops of the villagers.

demographic characteristics are concerned, peri
urban and peri-sisal estate villages and those forming parts of

minor settlements had household
Tliis is an

important factor because it affects labour contribution to the
village.

Secondly,

Insofar as

Households heads, with an average of about 70 years, 
The same village had the

at the age of 11 or 12 when the

were oldest in Sinya Ulime village.
highest average numbers of non-working dependents P 
Villages with high numbers of old household he<--do

the old Swahili trading centres or
heads mostly with an age of over 65 years (Table 5.2).
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Thesecompared to other villages.
levels of wealth than the

others a.nd several people were
in these villages did not grow enoughSome familiesactivities.

they supplemented the little they grewco

with that bought from the market.
Poor record of attendance atattention was poid to cash crops.

1 jo observed in these villages.village meetings war

Average r.go of village household headsTable 5.2.

4J-5S Years47 years.. & below

Source: Sample survey.

Some villages orc connected to the main road by feeder roads
Others are locatedthat are only useoblo during the dry season.

on the main all-weather roads (Table 5.5) • Although Sinya Ulime

problems because it is one

Dar es Salaam railway lino.

Competing Interests

enmeshed in a structure of

as well as theirtude to their existing

villages had slightly higher average

engaged in trade and commercial

economic and social variables,
economic opportunities

Agricultural co-operation is
It was noted that farmers' atti-

Kikundi
Kitumbi
Kizinga
Lukobe
Manga
Mbogn
Hkata

Kwamsisi
Eunga
Malivundo
Masingara
Mduula

Choice lei
Kauzc'.i
KiiLown
Kiluwrmi
Kitumbi 
Komkorg ..

I

village is off the main road, it does not experience transportation 
of the stations on the Morogoro-

Bwilingu 
Lilcata (H) 
Jllcmbule 
Msata
Sinya Ulime 
Segera

food for domestic use,

percentages of illiteracy as

Under those circumstances little

60 years and above
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Accessibility of transportation facilities of sample

PoorGood. To ir
1

Source: Survey results.

degree of involvement in uha:-; v.^re dcteri ined rot only by the

immediate dome's of the.-,o opportunities but Iso by the tradition,

and h bits they have accumulated through the course of

operating in previous To understand the currentsituations.
farmers’ behaviour' in the new farming situation in village farming,

consideration must be riven to factors arising from their previous

social origins.

The degree of importance of cash cropping or agri culture in
general as contrasted to alternative economic activities differed
greatly between villages depending mainly upon the locution of the
village .-.nd the previous historical background and occupational
experience. As we

been and ore occup.tioaa.lly engaged fully in livestock-keeping.

Anything that diverts their effort away from livestock meets with

resistance. Similarly, in old Swahili areas along the Indian
Ocean strip fishing is the main occupational activity of the
villagers. These people resist shifting to farming because to

them it symbolizes slavery. Most villagers in peri-sisal estate

Bwilingu 
Chckelei 
Kauzeni 
KiloSa 
Kitumbi 
Komkonga 
Lunga

Table 5.3.
villages

Lukobe
I .o.gamba 
•'nlivundo 
3inya Uliuc

Milcundi
Kiluwani 
hizingc. 
i.wamsisi
I iazingara

-■

I -Logo.
' dunlo.

k: .to (ii)
1 ;lc-mbule 
; yw-ta 
Jegero.

interests,

have seen, the Wakwavi in Bo.ra.guru areas have
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villages have part-time employment on the sisal estates. As a

result they are not able to exert maximum effort and attention to

private or communal fields. In peri-urban villages and villages

that are either former minor settlements or trade centres, some

village members arc engaged in petty trade or commercial activi

ties which occupy most of their time. Others are more or less

involved full time in the sale of services to the lorry-trade

complex. Some rich individuals employ other villagers to work on

their fields. All these activities mean less labour contribution

to communal and individual crop production for the villagers

concerned. most villagers concentrate on

horticultural crops such as vegetables and on coconut, mango, paha

oil and citrus fruits as compared to the main cash crops such as

cotton, cashewnuts, and sunflower or on food crops such as maize,

Returns realized from horticultural and treecassava and beans.

crops are in most cases low as compared to these from conventional

cash crops but they also are less labour demanding.

5,2.1. External Interests

Farmers or villagers have two types of interests - external

and internal. .External interests are those that necessitate the

villagers being physically away from the village. Some newly-

established villages, especially those whose members had to shift

from their former traditional villages or sisal estate camps to

new sites, tended to maintain their previous economic and social

interests outside the new cooperative institutions and village

activities (Table 5.4). They were caught up in a web of rights

In old Swahili areas,
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and obligations which are related to their tradition and previous
activities but which at the sane tine affect their choices or
level of participation within the village activities. Agricul

tural production in most newly-established villages was accompanied

by new locations for both coriraunal and private farms. It was clear

from this study that farmers still maintained their fields in their

old traditional villages or homesteads. Their interests on these

fields were strong and of long duration if the fields were planted

with permanent or perennial crops. Such farmers travelled 15-20

km to their old fields and sometimes stayed there for seven days

attending to the crops. This situation was possible because in

most cases their hamlets were not demolished when shifting to new

sites. Some villagers did not wont to part completely from their
traditional villages, the place where parents and grandparents had
lived and where the ancestors were buried, so they made these
places second hones. Similarly, at Kwamangugu village in Iringa

Region Peldman et al (1969) found that women had a strong interest

in land which had been traditionally allocated to them since it

represented either dependence on or independence from their

husbands.

function of these rights. V/onen had to maintain their interest

in those rights irrespective of whatever distance the

traditionally—allocated land happened to be. The sane situation

was observed by the author in villages in Handeni and Korogwe

Districts.

Their responses to new organizations was partly a
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Table 5.4, Type of external village interests

ilcata (l.'Iorogoro

As indicated earlier, in peri-sisal estate villages the

majority of members have p. rmanent or part-time employment on

or purchase of foodsisal estates in order to earn extra income

and other domestic requirements.

5.2,2, Internal Interests

These are interests that do not necessarily require villagers

to be physically away from the village but hinder them from

In some villages, typicallyparticipating in communal activities.

those along main roads, people are interested in trade or courier-

cial activities (shops, bars, hotels) and in the sale of services

to the lorry—trade complex (Table 5.5).

Wealthy people, who mostly compose the leadership of

villages, employ part-time labourers on their individual fields.

fields because he needs cash

misses the time not only to attend to and to expand the communal

field but s.lso to attend to and to expand his own field and,

Wage employment 
on sisal estates 
and elsewhere

Lukobe 
i.'agamba 
iidaula 
JTlembule
Segera

•.'amily ties outside 
the village

Land away from the 
new village

I 
t

i ialivundo
1 Iboga 
Kikundi
Kizingn'”'

Source: Sample survey.
*After the second year of its establishment, villagers started 
developing great interests on their old abandoned fields away 
from the village.

The man who works on other peoples’
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Type of internal village interestsTable 5.5.

Commerce or trade Farming
1

Sample survey.Source:

unless the harvest is very good, he may find his stock exhausted
before the nejct harvest comes so that he is again forced to work
for somebody else.

The maintenance of interests on land away from the new
village, on part-time employment, on tra.de or commerce, and sale
of services necessitates the person concerned to be away from

Since these private activities compete withcommunal activities.
it means that some resources,

particularly labour and capital, are not used adequately far
village farm act iviti e s (Table 5.6). This situation can be

Sale of services to 
lorry trade-complex

Kauzeni
Kiloza
Kiluwani
Kitumbi
ICoolconga
Kwamsisi
Ilanga 
llazingara

Bwilingu 
Kauzeni 
Illenbule
7 Isata
Sinya Ulime

Lunga
Llir.ta
I.isata

village or communal activities,

tra.de
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deleterious to cor.mn.uial farming. This is part of the theoretical

explanation for the generally poor results on communal fields.

Table 5.6. Degree of commitment to communal activities

High Medium Low

Sample survey.Source:

Ownership of Village Activities5.3.

and Property

The essence of Ujarnna Vijijini is to revolutionize the indi

vidualistic attitudes of villagers. The revolution is based on a

drastic change of attitude from their individualistic production

to a socialist production and distribution, and from individual

management of one’s labour to communal organization, all of which

requires guidance by dedicated leadership, rational labour organi

zation and division of labour, democratic decision making, calcu

lation of man-hours and man-days to be spent on communal fields,

and worked-out incentives for individual efforts for their

communal work. This type of revolution has not been easy to

In all villages during one timeachieve in coastal zone villages.

or another, there were two types of ownership with the relative

amounts depending on the degree of communalism that the village

These were communal and individual ownership ofhad attained,

Kizinga 
Kwamsisi
Mboga

Bwilingu 
Chekelei 
Kilcundi
Kiluwani
Kitumbi 
Konkonga 
Magamba

Hazingara 
Mdaula 
Mkata (H) 
likata
Msata
Sinya mine 
Segera

Kauzeni
Kiloza
Lunga
Lukobe
Manga 
lialivundo
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Comi-iunally-ovaicd Enterprises and Property5.3.1.

Such enterprises in most villages include mainly crop farming
and to a lesser extent livestock keeping, grain mills, shops, bars,

and a variety of hand tools. One

major characteristic of communal enterprise is poor performance as

compared to private or individual enterprises (fables 5.7, and 5.8).

Table 5.9 shows lia cultivated individually and communally for all

four Districts combined. Figure 5 • 1 shows adiagramatia comparison

of these areas. 1 though there is an upward trend in the area

hectareage under individual farming

systems has increased faster than that under the communal farming

Causes for these differences are discussed in Chaptersystem.

VIII. Similarly communal property is poorly looked after. Constant

breakdown of either grain mills or ox-ploughs were often reported.

This could reflect the fact that these items were given free to

the villages by government or where purchased by communal funds.

Table 5.7.

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 Average

T.Shs.

Nature of 
activity

Communal
Individual

560
1,350

564
1,351

629
1,393

834
1,823

468
1,045

enterprises and property.

Average income per ha per year per village’”’

under both types of farming,

local beer shops,

Source: Sample survey,
* For details see appendix A-3.

xploughs,
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Average incone per man-day per year per village*Table 5.8.

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 Average

T.Shs.

Table 5t9.

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 Average

Ha

The system of work organization adopted in villages differed

depending on the level of cooperation. l ost villages spent two to
'.There communal workthree days per wook doing communal activities.

in most villages a muster-roll recording the
presence or absence of each member was kept, and where appropriate,
tasks were allot cd to each member or group. At the end of the
year, proceeds from communal activities are divided among village
□embers in proportion to the number of work-days contributed.

5.3.2, Individually-owned Activities and Property

As night bo expected from the previous explanation, the

larger part of the economy in the coastal zone villages is still

in the hands of individual village members who compete seriously

with the village o.s

Source: Sample survey, 
*Por details see appendix A-5.

Nature of 
activity

Communal
Individual

Communal
Individual

25.4
31.2

2.05
4.17

1.90
5.46

18.7
35.9

3.20
5.33

3.65
6,79

2.70
5.44

25.6
31.4

Nature of 
activity

19.7
28.0

38.5
30.4

Average area cultivated per year per village*

Source: Sample survey, 
*Por details see appendix A—4.

a whole in the ownership of economic activities

was concerned,
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such os farriing, livestock keeping, shopkeeping, bars, hotels,

charcoal burning ar..' oilier snail-scale industries. As indicated

earlier, privnto enterprises seen to be flourishing in comparison

with village or co.u■’un.-.lly—owned enterprises.
to understand how the survey results nay

it is use

ful to describe each village individually os it was during the

Villages are reviewed District by District,

additional features at the local level which

night explain or have affected the survey results are presented

in subsequent chapters.

Dagarioyo District5,4

5.4.1, Dungfi .Vi.llaf^e.

along the Chalinze-Ta.iga main road, is a divi-

Thens -well as a market centre for the area.

The village had a fairly wellTonga—hence the name Dunga,
developed infrastructure iron tine of its est~.blishi.ient, including

cooperative shop,
grinding mill, hotel, bar and a godown. After four years the
village had expanded its cooperative shop, and had built a large
health centre and a community centre. The total costs for this
expansion were net by increased crop sales which were the result
of the effectiveness of agricultural extension methods used in the
village.

grain

Iiunga village,

and information on

a primary school, market, post office,

sional headquarters,

For tills reason,

have been affected by village economic characteristics,

time of the survey.

village was established out of two separate villages—Lugoba and
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Lunga village experienced severe drought during the 1972/73

The Icnowledge end the rate of adoption of recommended farming

Although the leadership of the villagepractices were average.

wealc and uncommitted. It was unable to organize villagers effec
tively and lacked the push necessary. During demonstrations and
discussion meetings, it was apparent villagers understood what was
being demonstrated and discussed.

Lunga is located on a large area of flat and moderately-
fertile soil with high potential for agricultural development. It
has a market within the village for all of its agricultural
products. Although it lias no transport of its own, villagers have
no problems in. this respect for there are private and public means
of transport to Tanga, orogwe, Dar es Salaam and J.orogoro. Lunga
stands a good chance for both social and economic development.

5.4.2. lisata Village

Msata is also located on the Chalinze-Tanga main road. Ini-
coopera-

area
severe

crop
yields were

applied

was stable in the sense tliht it did not change frequently, it v/as

and 1973/74 crop seasons which reduced crop yields considerably.

study there were no changes in "unis iniras'urucuure. Like Lunga 

village, ?Isata is surrounded by a large, noderately-fertile 

of land suitable for agriculture and it also experienced 

1972/73 and 1973/74, which adversely 

maize). Fertilizers and

tially it had a small market, primary school, dispensary, 

tive shop, godown, post office and piped water. At the end of this 

changes in this infrastructure.

drought during 1972/7? ^v«Sexy affected
(particularly maize). Fertilizers and insecticides 

on main© ana cotton on oomnunul ana Individual tleldn but
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no substantial i crec.s • ; p;• r ticulo.rly from;-ry yield

commvr.nl fie.ltk , cticas worecoo ,i ;.

b e 1 or/ s t a; • <1t ■ nd, htensiou methods applied in tb.a village were
fairly e.?.’active ui- ovideucod by rhe level of kno. ledge and race

of .adoption of roco;.L.;o-. .d.c-d practices G\bt?ve average, and just
respectively),

The leadership of the village effecient'and committed to
communal . • ctivities, both the chairmen and secretaryHowever,

The leadership w?s stablewere unpopular among village members.

because these two loaders could not be removed from their offices
since they were at the me time ctairman and secretary of the
political party (ta.'li'*.

Being on the wain .road with large unclaimed, moderr.tely-
fertile land ..nd with other essential services for development •)

lisata has the potential for increased .• gricultural production.
i.sata ’sThe village ba:; no traj. sport problems.

villagers can obtain access to other neighbouring villages and to

any large tov/a within the rc.-gion.

5.4.3. I'bogL! Vi.l lage

The newly-es tfblishod hbogr. village in on the Ch linze-Tanga

Tl-.e v.LJ.lo started without ciny infrastructuralmain road.

i/ithin the 4--ye.‘»r period from its establishment, thedevelopment.
village had built a prim: ry school ?.nd cooperative shop. It had

ill this ’.’as realized from increased cropalso bought some gocts.
sales, attributable -co the relative effectiveness of extension

j.oct--nsion effectiveness is evidenced by increasedmethods applied.

average3

Iiike Lun;o’G,

ClV^-ll c-husbandry pi-.
occur J,

commvr.nl
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knowledge of re col: .ended f-lining practices (above average), and by

There was a steady increase
The villagein yields per hr. on both co..iraunal and private fields.

lias plenty of modcratcly-fertile land which can allow for expan
sion of agricultural activities. Like previous villages, Ifboga

The leadership of the village was strong, effective andseasons.

popular and was devoted to its work. There was a fair amount of

work organization in the village.
Given the unlimited amount of fairly fertile land at the

its location on the main road, and also
the village stands a good chancea leadership that is committed

for development.

5,4.4. Bwilingu Village
Bwilingu village is part of the Chalinze minor settlement

located at the junction of the rforogoro-Dar es Salaam and Chalinze-
As a part of Chalinze minor settlement,Tanga main roads.

Bwilingu village enjoys the infrastructural development that
There were already a primaryexisted before its establishment.

school, health centre, market, post office, electricity and a
In a 4-year period the village had builtpolice station. an

and poultry unit, and had established a vegetable

garden.
these activities was

This situation is

from the effectiveness
confirmed by the increase in the level of

office, bar,
A greater part of the funds for the establishment of 

raised from increased crop sales resulting 
of methods applied in teaching farmers.

was affected by drought during the 1972/73 and 1973/74 crop

an increased adoption rate (average).

disposal of the village,
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knowledge of practices of farmers which was far above average and
by the increase in the adoption of these practices, v/hich was

Bwilingu hasaverage. enough arable land for its present and
future population for probably the next 10 years.

The village had stable and capable leadership. The village
secretary, who was also the ward secretary, had 10 years of basic
education and several years of work experience in rural areas. He
got most things done in spite of villagers' resistance.

Bwilingu has potential for development. It lias an adequate
amount of fairly fertile arable land, easy means of transport to
Bar es Salaam, Ilorogoro or Tanga and a local market for all that
it can produce. The major economic activity of the village is
agriculture
also increasingly involving more and more people.

5.4.5. lialivundo Village

lialivundo village is off the Chalinze-Tanga main road. The

feeder road joining tialivundo and Chalinze minor settlement is

This situation makes transpor-usable only during the dry season.

tation rather difficult for villagers especially during the rainy

when they liave to walk and carry their products on theirseason,
heads to the market.

The

previousalso

were notExtensionvillages.

Lialivundo has an

affected by drought
methods applied in this village

the infrastructure of
liad built its own primary school and office 

amount of arable land.

Buri ng the establishment of this village, 
the village was undeveloped, /ifter four

years the village

but as the village grows, commercial activities are

village wasadequate
during the same period as the
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farming practices was far below average and the rate of adoption

of these practices was just average. There was no significant

difference in yields per ha between individual and communal

fields; in fact communal fields performed slightly better than

individual ones. Villagers showed a relatively high degree of
commitment to communal farming. The leadership of the village was
stable and average in performance.

Ilalivundo is promising village for development, However,
it has transportation problems and lacks a market for minor agri
cultural products which have to be carried by head to Chalinze,
10 km away.

5,4,6, ildaula Village

I.klaula village is on the Morogoro-Dar es Salaam main road.
infrastructural development in the village at the

After four years it acquired a fairlytime of its establishment.
lidaula has a limitedlarge hotel between liorogoro and Chalinze,

amount of moderately fertile arable land because it is surrounded
Like previous villages, Tidaula was badlyby a sisal estate.

affected by drought during the 1972/73 and 1973/74 crop seasons.
Extension methods applied in this village were not effective. The
final assessment shows that knowledge of recommended farming
practices was far below average and the rate of adoption of these

Little attention v

fields.

for

practices was just average. Little attention was paid to communal 

Most village members had part-time employment on the 

nearby sisal estate and consequently village labour force

There was no

effective; it was found that villagers' knowledge of recommended
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communal as well as individual farming activities was reduced.
There was poor attendance of farmers at group discussion meetings,
and little understanding of what was discussed.

T'.daula faces a serious problem of labour force shortage
because most villagers have part-time employment on the sisal
estate. The village has a limited amount of arable land. Ildaula

village stands a poor chance for both social and economic develop
ment unless the leadership and location of the village are changed
or the sisal, estate is relocated.

5.5. Handeni District
5,5.1. Segera Village

Segera village is located on the Korogwe-Tanga main road. At
the time of its establishment, the village bad a small dispensary,

piped water and a shallow-water well. After four

years the village had built a large god own, a new and large

dispensary and an elaborate office.

cooperative shop, and a hotel, A greater part ofa
the cost of these items was met by the government, and so had
nothing to do with the extension methods applied. Contrary to

extension methods applied in this village were not
Villagers ’ level of knowledge and their rate ofsuccessful.

Lack

meetings. a good
number of villaSers nearby sisal

adoption of recorded forcing practices were Just average, 

methods was mainly caused by lack of

poultry unit,

expectations,

primary school,

It had also established a

•Tinkers never attended tnese. moreover Host Vl-LJ-agBXO

land part-time employment in the

of success of the methods was mainiy caused oy jao], • y xack of interest on 

the part of the villagers in demonstrations and group disci 

never attended these.
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estates and consequently were not committed to communal activities.
Out of the four years of this study, the village had a communal
field for one year only.

Oomplaints of dishonesty or theft of village funds were
but the amounts and persons involved were not disclosed.

It was alleged that the leadership (chairman) was involved.
Segera lias an adequate amount of fertile arable land for

agricultural activities. It is strategically located for getting
products to markets in Korogwe Poor leadership,Kuheza or Tanga,

poor-work organization and tribal conflicts among village members

likata Village (ll)5.5.2.

r.ikata village is on the Chalinze-Tanga main roadi ".hen this

study started the village had

piped water.
Funds for building theand a cooperative shop.

god own and the shop were raised from increased crop yields resul-
lirtensionting from agricultural extension methods used.

programmes or methods conducted in this village were successful.

Although increased yields per ha were not substantial, villagers’

knowledge of recommended farming practices was far above average

Villagers

appeared to have understood what was demonstrated or discussed in

a dispensary, primary school and

and the rate of adoption of these practices was average.

frequent,

After four years the village had built a godown, a

post office,

the meetings.
The leadership of the village was stable but weak, and its 

lack of push was recognized by most villagers.

are major obstacles to village development.
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Itlikata is fairly well located for agricultural activities.

has an adequate amount of fertile land suitable particularly for
this village standsmaize and cotton.

social and economic development.

5.5.3. Xomkonga Villa ge
Komkonga village is located

At the time of its establishment it had a primary school and as

small market. At the end of the 4-year period the village had

grain mill. Part of the-'cost of these items was net by funds from
increased crop sales which were attributable to extension methods
applied in the village. Villagers 1 knowledge of advocated farming
practices was far above average. The rate of adoption of these
practices was below average, simply because of the poor financial
position of villagers since some of the advocated practices requirp
sizable capital investments.

The leadership of the village was stable and village members
The chairman was not

member.
Komkonga

willwell

commitment toship to

largely depend 

orga^ize

with a large area of fertile black 

activities. Its

Given effective leadership,

on the Chalinze-Tanga main road.

village, 
located for agricultural

on agriculture. — —racks 
the village labour force and induce

a good chance for infrrstructural,

were ready and willing to cooperate with it.

keen and aggressive enough, particularly in respect of communal 

activities, perhaps in part because he had the largest shop in the 

village and was economically better-off than the average village

built a godox/n, cooperative shop, and dispensary and had bought a.

soil, is
development

The village lacks
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communal activities.

cooperative shops but Komkonga had just started one.

5.5.4. Manga Village
TheThis village is located

infrastructural development that the village started with included

a primary school At the end oflarge health centre and a market.?

this study the village had bought a grain mill, started a coopera
tive shop The cost of alland hod built a godown and an office.f

this was met by funds realized from increased crop sales.
Extension programmes or methods used in the village were

fairly effective. There were steady increases in yields per ha,
Villagers * knowledge of rccom-particularly on private fields.

mended farming practices was far above average and the rate of

adoption of these practices was average.

The leadersliip of the village was stable and determined.

Village members respected the leadership and had good cooperation

Nevertheless, village members’ participation in communalwith it.
activities was only satisfactory.

Manga has a high potential for increased agricultural produc-
A1though the village’s markettion and for overall development.

these products could be
delivered easily to Xorogwe or to IJbewe village, which is the next
largest market for minor agricultural products.

At the start cooperative

for minor agricultural products is small,

By 1974/75 most villages had their own

on the Chalinze-Tanga main road.

5.5.5, Kitumbi, 
Kitumbi village is located on the Chalinze-Tanga main road, 

the village had a primary school and a
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By the- end of this study the village had built a smallshop.
Agricultural extension methods applied in the villagedispensary.

Kitunibi village scored above averagewere relatively effective.
in knowledge of recon tended farming practices but was far below

This is mostlyaverage in respect of adoption of these practices.
because of the poor financial position of farmers. There was no

substantial increase in crop yields per ha for either communal or
private fields.

The village Ins poor leadership. There is no work organiza
tion in the village. The leadership did not have sufficient push
to induce villagers to work, so that during the last two crop
seasons of this study the village had no communal fields.

has the potential for agricultural expansion, but it is far away
from marketing centres. Poor leadersiiip and remoteness from
marketing centres are among the many problems hindering development.

Ilazingara Village5.5.6,
This village is located on the Handeni-I-Qcata feeder road. It

When this

4-yearNazingara
deve-

pcr ha partislight ly
recommendedonculartly

a primary school, dispensary

individual fields.

is a divisional headquarters for othei villages around.

with a vast amount of fertile arable land,

» market,study started the village had

post office and a cooperative shop.

received no government aid for the entire 

were no additional infrastructural 

conducted in the

Villagers' knowledge of

Kitumbi village,

study period, end t *ere
Intension programmes conducted in the village v/ere 

There were increases in yields
lopments.

effective.
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fanning practices was above average but the rate of adoption of
these practices was just below average.

Villagers manifested a low degree of commitment to communal
During the 1974/75 crop season the village hadactivities. no

communal field. The leadership of the village, although stable
was weak. It was not able to organize the village labour force
effectively.

Although Iia.zinga.ra has a vast amount of fertile arable land,

it lias no market and is faced with transportation problems. The

road between llnndeni and likata is not easily passable during the

rainy season. During the dry season few vehicles use the road.
For the greater part of the year the village is cut off from towns
and markets.

5.6, Korogwe District

5.6,1, Kiloza Village
on the Moshi-Kdrogvve main road.Kiloza village is located
the village had a small market,
By the end of the study theprimary school and a dispensary.

village had built an office,
The cost of building the office and of establishing thewater.

cooperative shop crop

the village.
of recommended farming practices was far aboveledge average and

There was a steady increase in

yields, the result of effective extension programmes applied in 

The final assessment showed that villagers’ know-

At the beginning of this study,

the rate of adoption was average, 

yields per ha on communal fields.

was met by funds derived from increased

a cooperative shop and had piped
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The leaders!lip of the village was stable, capable and commi
tted to the work, and villagers responded favourably to it. Kiloza
is among the few villages that had effective work organization.

Kiloza has a limited amount of land for agricultural expan
sion. The soil is rather stony and of poor fertility. The
village experienced a ttacks by wild animals on crops every yeaj.
Although the village is strategically located on the main road,
increased agricultural production and hence economic and social
development can only be achieved if the village could be re-located

tive control measures over wild animals could be developed.

5.6.2, Kwamsisi Village

Kwansisi village is located 4 ion off the Korogwe-Tanga main

road. At the beginning of the study the village had a dispensary,
primary school and a modern shallow-water well. By the end of the
study the village had established a fairly big shop and hud built
handicraft centre and a godown, the cost of which was met bya

funds raised from increased crop yields resulting from effective
extension methods used in the village. The final assessment of
the effects of agricultural extension methods used in the village
showed that villagers’ knowledge of recommended farming practices
and the rate of adoption of these practices were both average.

There was a substantial increase in yields per ha from. both

communal and individual fields. village was
stable, capable and higlily committed to the work. Villagers’
respected and responded to it favourably. There was commendable

The leadership of the

on a new site with an adequate amount of arable land, and if effec-
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work organization in the village and high commitment to communal
activities. There were

ha between communal and individual types of farming systems.
Attendance at comiiiunal activities demonstrations and meetings was
good.

Kwansisi has the potential for increasing its agricultural,
social and economic development. It has an adequate amount of
fertile ar-'-hle land. One major problem is that the village is far

main road is not easily passable during the rainy season.

5.6.3. Kiluv/ani Village

Kiluwani village is 5 km off the Moshi-Korogwe main road.
The feeder road joining Kiluwani and Moshi-Korogwe road is only

At the start the village had ausable during the dry season.
At the end of the study there wereprimary school and a godown.

no additional infra structural development in and around the
Agricultural extension methods applied in the villagevillage,

There was a gradual increase in yields per hahad little effect.

Both knowledge and rate ofparticularly on individual fields.

adoption of recommended fanning practices were average.

The leadership of the village was poor both in education and

ability to lead and get things done.in the

arable
Increased agricul-

is however hampered by lacktural production of market.

no significant differences in yields per

The only

There was no sign of 

development during the entire four years of this study.

Kiluwani has an adequate amount of moderately-fcrtile 

land for increasing agricultural production.

from the market, and the feeder road joining it to Korogwo-Tanga
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market available is 22 lari away in Korogwe and transport iron the
.Poor leadership andvillage to the I loslii—Korogwe road is lacking.

location of the village contribute to the underdevelopment of the
village.

5.6,4, Chekelci Village

Chekelei village is on the lloshi-Korogwe road. At the begin

ning of this study the village had a primary school, village office
and a godown. There were no additional infrastructural develop
ment made. Contrary to expectations, extension programmes applied
in the village were not effective. One major reason was the
negative attitude of villagers towards group meetings. There was

poor attendance at the meetings and consequently the level of

knowledge of recommended farming practices of villagers was just

average and the rate of adoption of these practices far below

average.

The leadership of the village was weak and uncommitted to the
It appeared ns if theThere was poor work organization.work.

village and the leadership did not attract the attention of
either District or divisional levels. During theauthorities at

of the study, the village had no communal fields.

Moreover,cultural purposes.
There wereis low.

to achieve increased agricultural
production

'/ill have

amount of

present fields 
complaints of attacks by wild animals on crops

the soil fertility on

last two years

Chekelei does not have an adequate amount of land for agri-

to be re-located on

every year, 

and hence social and

In order

[ economic development, the vilia^g 

a new site having an adequate
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fertile arable land and free from wild animals.

5.6,5. Lilembule Village
It isMlembule village is on the IJoshi-Korogwe main road.

part of i.Iombo minor settlement which is also a divisional head-
Mlembule right from its establish-quarters. As a part of lior.ibo

It had a bigment had a fairly well-developed infrastructure.

health centre,
piped water and electricity. At the end of the study there were
no additional infrastructural development but the village inherited
some agricultural equipment from the old Irrigation Scheme.
Agricultural eictension methods used in Mlexnbule were not effective.
Villagers T Jcnowledge of recommended farming practices was below
average and the adoption of these practices was just above average.
There were marginal increases in yields per ha.

Village leadership was unstable due to tribal conflicts. The
leadership was capable but villagers were not easy to control due
to the influence of the minor settlement and the nearby sisal

There was a satisfactory level of work organization.estates.
Most villagers had part-time jobs on sisal estates or in i.Iombo,

and

thus the village labour force was seriously reduced.

Lilembule has most of the necessary infrastructure for social

and
Forted. suitable

and vegetable growing with a

for irrigation, use these facilities.

economic development but these facilities are not fully exploi- 

instance, there is plenty of fertile arable land

court, post office, primary school,modern market,

others were engaged in various minor commercial activities,

for maize, rice permanent water supply
but people lack motivation to
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Availability of part-tine jobs in Mombo and the surrounding sisal
estates reduce villagers’ level of participation in village
activities,

5.6.6, Id.-gamba Village
Magamba village is 22 km off the I'oshi-Korog.ve main road.

The feeder road between L'agamba and the Iloshi-Xorogwe road is not

There is no regulareasily passable during the rainy season.
transport from ■ ■'agamba to Hombo or to Korogowe. The village

received much assistance in terms of equipment and finance from
At the beginning of the study, the village hadthe sisal estate.
After four years the village had built avirtually nothing.

had bought a grain mill, and had
poultry unit and a fairly big cooperative shop.

Extension methods applied in the village were not effective. The

final assessment of villagers’ knowledge of recommended farming
practices shows that it was below average and the rate of adoption
of these practices was just about average.
significant increase in yields per ha or in village development
during the four years of study.

The leadership of the village was unstable due to tribal
Major problems hindering increased agriculturalconflicts.

production are lack of markets, poor transportation facilities and

competition between communal and private activities together with

part-time employment outside the village.

primary school,godown,market,

Moreover, there was no

established a
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5.7. Ilorogoro District

3.7.1. Kauzeni Village
Kauzeni village is on the old Morogoro-Iringa road. At the

beginning of the study the village had a cooperative shop, primary

school, godown and piped water. At the end of the study the
village had bought a grain mill and some cattle. These were
purchased using realizations from increased crop sales which were

This statement isthe result of the extension methods applied.
supported by the level of Iznowledge of recommended farming
practices which was far above average and also by the rate of
adoption of these practices which was average.

Both the chairman and his secretary were ineffective although
Village members didthey held offices for quite

not abide by village regulations and rules.
Village development is hampered by a number of obstacles, the

major ones being inadequate amount of land for the expansion of
agricultural production; attack by wild animals on crops; and

Because of nearnessproximity to Iiorogoro town and sisal estates.
to these places, most people had either part-time or seasonal
employment in town or on the adjacent sisal estates. This situa
tion reduced the labour force available to the village.

Kizinga Village5.7.2.

Salaam mo.in road.

Within
four years

study, 
primary school, godown, bought

Kizinga, being a new village, had virtually no 
infrastructural development at the beginning of the 

the village had built a

Kizinga village is located 10 km off the Morogoro-Dar es

a long period.
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All except part ofa grain mill and established a poultry unit.
the building materials were financed from increased crop sales

This is evidencedresulting from effective extension methods used.

by increased knowledge of recommended farming practices and adop

tion rate of these practices both of which were far above average.
Kizinga is the only village out of the 24 studied thr.t had no

individual fields during the first two years of its establishment.
The leadership of the village was stable, active, effective

and highly committed to communal activities. The chairman and his

secretary had exceptionally good work organization. Village
members responded favourably to the leadership, and all village

tribe (v/aluguru) and had sone bloodmembers were from the same
relationship. In other words the village membership was highly
homogeneous. Wring the first two years village membership v/as
rather small. It is presumed that these are sone of the factors
for the cohesiveness of village members.

Kizinga, with a vast fertile arable land, stands a high chance
for social and economic development. However, agricultural produc
tion is limited by lack of transport facilities and attacks by wild

Kikundi Village5.7.3.
Kikundi village is 15 Ina from the Lorogoro—Bar es Salaam main

newly established village, there was inf ra s truc turalnoAs aroad.
Within a 4-year periodin the village.

One major
land.natural resource Agricultural

development
had built a primary school, a godown and an office, 

is the vast amount of fertile

the village

animals on crops.
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extension methods used were not effective because both villagers’

level of knowledge of recoramondod farming practices and the rate

of adoption of these practices were far below average. hiscussion
meetings were used by villagers as a forum to air their complaints

against the government for not having solved most of their
problems,

Although the leadership was stable, nevertheless it was
There was poorineffective and not respected by village members.

and misunderstanding among village members.
Possibilities for expanded agricultural production exist.

the village has no market for its minor agriculturalHowever,
products and faces serious transportation problems. For a greater

part of the year the road joining Kikundi with the Morogoro-
Dar es Salaam major road is not useable.
around Kikundi is heavily infested by wild animals that cause

crop losses every year.

Sinya Ulime Village5.7,4.
Sinya Ulime village is part of Negerengere minor settlement

which is also a divisional headquarters and one of the railway

stations between Korogoro and Dor es Salaam.
part of Ngerengero minor settlement enjoys infrastructural
developments already in existence before its establishment. At
the beginning of this study the village had

Sinya Ulime as a

work organization,

Moreover, the area

a primary school, 

market, dispensary, piped water, community centre, post office, 

court, electricity, cooperative shop, and several private shops. 

There were no additional infrastructural
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of the study. Ono unique chnracteristic is tint over 50 percent
of village members are 65 years old and above. The effective
labour force in the village is small.

For the entire 4-yoar period the village received no govern
ment aid. The village appears to have been ignored by both
District and local leaders. During the last two years of the
study the village had no communal field. Extension methods

applied were not effective. The level of knowledge of recommended

farming practices and the adoption of these were both far below

There was very little progress in performance on eitheraverage,

'.’hen group discussion meetingscommunal or individual fields.

Village members consistently blamed the chairman for being auto

cratic and for the disappearance of communal funds.

VillageSinya Ulino stands a poor chance for development.
membership is mainly composed of old people who are unable to work

Sone young and strong village members have part-timeeffectively.
employment in the nearby dairy faro or sisal estate or at the

A few others are engaged in commercial activitiesArmy base.
These competing activities leave Sinya in impwithin the village.

The village has limitedwith practically no village labour force.
The soil is sandy and poor,land for agricultural expansion.

requiring heavy manuring or fertilizer application to bring its
fertility un to a minimum level of production.

were called, often less than half of village members attended.
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5.7.5. Lukobe Village

Lukobe village is located 11 km outside morogoro town The
village is adjacent to the sisal estate that occupies the best
part of the land. Lukobe had no

infrastructural development at the beginning of this study. .It
the end of the study the village had only established a coopera
tive shop. Lukobe responded slightly favourably to extension
methods applied. The Irowledge of recommended farming practices
was above average but the rate of adoption was far below average.
Villagers were cooperative and their attendance at the group
discussion meetings was satisfactory. There were slight increases

in yields per ha, particularly on private fields.
Village leadership was stable and capable of having things

done. It was held in high respect by villo.ge members who also
showed a high level of cooperation with it. 7/ork was fairly well

but due to the small size of the effective labour
force, little was accomplished in terms of communal farming. The

slow growth in terms of population.
Lukobe has a limited amount of suitable arable land. In

order to increase agricultural production, the village will have

to acquire more land, probably from the nearby sisal estate. It
will also have to apply groat amounts of manure or fertilizer in
order to ??aise its soil fertility. Moreover, the village has no
market for its minor agricultural products. Although the road to
Morogoro is passable all-year round, the village has no means of
transport to Morogoro town.

village experienced a

As a newly-established village,

organized,
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5.7.6. 1-1g ta Village

This village is located 10 km off the i.iorogoro-Iringa main
road. I.lkst". started settlement scheme in 1962 and, as such,

the village had amenities such as a primary school dispensary,
tractor and piped water. /ifter four years, the village had
constructed a cattle dip, Thecommunity centre and an office.
cost of these ‘..-as met by funds realized iron increased crop sales.
Extension methods used were not effective. They did not improve
villagers ’ knowledge of recommended farming practices or the

adoption of those practices both of which were below average.

There were little increases in yields per hr. even on private

fields,

Although the village as a settlement scheme was established
long tirae ago, little social and economic development had takena

This is probably partly because of the spoon-feeding donepla ce,
and partly because most

founders of the village came from places such as Dar es Salaam
city or T'lorogoro town as part of a repatriation exercise. hhen
these people joined the settlement scheme, they were not interested

Moreover the leadership was poor and could notin farming.
exercise control over them.

The majority of the first settlers of the village, who were
brought in from outside the Region, have now left. The remaining
members of the village have greatly changed their attitude toward

village life and farming in particular. Possibilities for the

expansion of agricultural activities exist. The village suffers

on settlement schemes in early days,

as a
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annually from crop losses due to attacks by wild animals. Moreover

the village is located far away from a reliable market in llorogoro
town, and trr.nsporrntion facilities between Mkata and llorogoro are

In addition, the portion of the road between Mkr.ta and thepoor.

Iringa-1 iorogoro mein road is not easily passable during the rainy
season.

Other Characteristics©!*5.0.
Purvey Villages

Tables 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 show a sumr.Ta.ry of characteristics
of survey villages which have not been documented in detail in
this chapter.

Summary5.9.
Most villages are located on the Morogoro-Chalinze-Korogwe-

For those villages located near towns, sisal estates,Moshi road.
or those that are .former minor settlements or trading centres, the
majority of village members have part-time employment in these

These villagers could not participate fully in bothplaces.
communal and individual village activities. Generally, there was

Villagers whose villages were subjected to demonstrations
together with intensive group discussion meetings showed a higher
level of understanding of what was discussed and demonstrated than

This high
was confirmed

villagers for which the other two methods were applied, 
degree of apparent understanding shown by villagers 
by the level of lmouledSe of recoauendod fan-jins practices which

a low degree of commitment to communal activities in these villages.
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Typo of aid given to the village'"'Table 5.11.

Village Otherstockmaterials seeds pump

AR AR
AR

AR
AR

AR
AR AR

AR

AR
ARARAR

ARAR

/di

AR

above average, although the rate of adoption of thesewas

These villagers alsopractices was in most cases just average.

obtained relatively higher yields per ha and per man-day under

both communal and individual fanning systems than villagers whose

villages were subjected to the other two types of extension

Villagers in villages for which formal scheduledmethods.

topics also their
knowledge and rate of adoption oflevel of re commended farm' ng*

AR
AR

AR
AR

AR
AR

AR
AR

AR
AR

AR
AR

AR 
AR 
AR 
AR
AR

Bwilingu 
Chekelei 
Kauzeni 
Kiloza 
Kiluwani 
Kikundi 
Kitumbi 
Kizinga 
Koinkonga 
Kwamsisi 
Lukobc 
Lun go. 
Lio.gamba 
r.lalivundo 
Manga 
Mazingara 
Mboga 
Mdaula 
ilko.ta (h) 
Mkata 
Jlleiabule 
Lisa t a 
Segera 
Sinya Ulime

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

AR
AR
AR

'R
AR

AR 
AR 
AR
AR 
AR

AR
AR

AR 
AR 
AR 
AR 
AR 
AR 
AR

AR
AR

AR 
AR 
AR 
AR
AR 
AR

AR
AR
AR
AR

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

AR
AR

group 
meetings only were applied not only showed less understanding of 

discussed compared to those discussed above but

I
Building Ferti-iInsecti- Improved Spray Live- 

lizers|cides --- I--

Source: Sample survey.
“'AR-aid received; - aid not received.
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ConmunalVillage

H'.

Source: Cample survey.

practices were just average but higher than those in villages where
unscheduled or general meetings alone were applied.

Production per ha and per man-day were also higher in these villages
unscheduled or general

meetings alone were used.
During the 1972/73 and 1973/74 crop seasons, most villages
seriously affected by drought which reduced crop yieldswere

Several villages also suffered seriously from annualcons id erably.

vermin attacks on crops.

7 
i t

0 
0 

12 
34 
0
0 
0

27 
38 
21 
47 
33 
14 
38 
13 
34 
44 
11 
27 
50 
42 
38 
53 
48 
26 
46 
18 
20 
27 
31 
23

16
4

47
29

.£
48
15
40
71
45
16

137
83
56
37
44
70 

200
27
84
36
44 

102
9

18
15
7

39
21
8 

30
0

16
21
16
43
13
17
32
23
15
13
13
13
21
13
11

Dwilingu 
Chekeloi 
Ksuzeni 
Kiloza 
Kiluwoni 
Kikundi 
Kitumbi 
I'iziaga 
Komkonga 
Kwamsisi 
Dukobe 
Lunya 
Ir ga: iba 
Ikilivundo 
i-ianga.
? "asingara 
j ibugr.
i Id aula 
Meat a (ll) 
: "ka ta 
lilembulo 
I Isa ta 
•3cge.ru 
Sinya uline

41 
38 
36 
74 
40 
24 
45 
36 
32 
69 
23 
42 
57 
65 
67 
32 
75 
48 
67 
30 
30
41 
67 
40

0 
0 pt
2
0

13
0 
28
0
4 
0

7
10
3 
0

than in villages where only informal,

Table 5.12. ‘rca cultivated communally and individually over 
four consecutive years by village

informal,

!_______ Communal________{______ Individual______
I riinimum’ !a?:imuii I Average I J.:lnixiua|lVu:irugi | Average 

■ »-■» — - <■ — -'I' - ' *1 i- ji — ■ •" i ■ ■ > I

4
11
36
12

2
29

7
34
28
20

7
71
43
27
16
19
30
51
11
'■••7
80
21
26

4

%25e2%2580%25a23cge.ru
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Host villages have the potential for development. They have
adequate amounts of at least moderately fertile land, are strate

gically located in terms of accessibility to markets, and most
have the labour force required. However, almost all these

social,

political or administrative—that hinder their development.
Economically, apart from lack of entrepreneurship, all villages

They cannot afford to undertakeare in a weak financial position.
any economic activity that involves relatively heavy initial

Lending institutions such as the nationalcapital investment.
Bonk of Commerce Tanzania Rural Development Bank, Tanzania
Housing Baric, and the Tanzania Investment Bank impose restrictive
conditions before they extend credit to villages which disqualify

It is a credit-worthy villagemost from getting these credits.
and not a credit-worthy project which is considered the most
important criteria for extension of credit.

■Socially the coastal zone is peculiar in the sense that
people traditionally lack motivation for development even if

There is a feeling of compla-opportunities are offered to them.
cence insofar as development is concerned. This serious handicap

This might explain the underdevelopment of the zone despite the
opportunities at its disposal. From tine to tine, and more so in

on
villages many cases without

Many of these projects were

the last 10 years, projects have been initiated and imposed 
without consultation with them and in

villages are faced with a number of problems—economic,

has been observed by various researchers in the coastal zone.

having made a feasibility study.
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Projects and certain agricul-started t'irough political pressures.

tural extension recommendations that were economically unsound
were imposed on villages and failed; as a consequence villagers
were demoralized. Politically the level of commitment and hence

participation in communal or government-imposed activities is
ex t r erne ly 1 ow. Failure or poor performance of these activities

Most villages have ineffeemay be attributed to these conditions.
tive leadership, in many cases caused partly by illiteracy and
partly by lack of commitment to the whole concept of Ujamaa and
its demands. Some village leaders felt insecure about their
property for in most cases the leadership was composed of people
who were better-off than the average village member. So, the
administrative machinery in villages was confused and less willing
to participate in effective economic planning and work organization.
Finally lack of village-level government experts or extension
personnel from various development ministries aggravates the
situation.
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CHAPTER VI. DISSEMINATION OF IF,CO! ji'.?irj)ATIONS

III THE COASTAL ZONE

6.1. The Communication Process
Agricultural extension is essentially a process of communica

tion of ideas, skills, and farming innovations between the farmer
and the agricultural extension worker in such ways that each gains

therefore, is the essence of good extension
tea ching. The basic moans of communication are words and visual
symbols. '..'hatevor symbols are chosen to convey ideas, they must
be appropriately selected and used so that their meaning is clear
to the learners, otherwise no communication will take place.

It is intended in this chapter to give a theoretical back
ground of how the communication process of agricultural informa
tion takes place in the coastal zone and also to show the coherent
limitations of this process encountered by the agricultural
extension service in the zone.

Sources and Channels of Communication6.2.
for Farm Information

6.2.1. Sources
basic and applied research leading to the recommendationThe

innovations comes from These

include:

stations,

centres formSalaam. a basicof Dar cs

of agricultural

(i) international research centres, (ii) national 

together with zonal experiment

Good conmunication,

research stations toge™«x- experiment or trial

and (iii) the Pnculty of Agriculture, University 

The findings from these

a common understanding of the meaning and intent of the message.

a variety of sources.
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part of the curriculum in all the institutions engaged in
staff for the Ministry of Agriculture and its parastataltraining

In addition, the national research stations andorganizations,
the Faculty of Agriculture maintain regular contact withi.senior

staff who are doing work related to their particular specialties.
distributed to the Ministry of Agricultural

headquarters, agricultural training institutions, crop authorities
and boards, and to all regional agricultural offices. Periodi-

national conferences of research workers, and staff from
the Ministry of Agriculture at the headquarters, Regions, and
agricultural training institutions are held to exchange ideas on
recent developments and field problems that have been encountered.
Zonal and Regional experiment or trial centres do their own work
in refining and adapting research findings for regular farm use in

The coastal zone has five majorspecific areas of the country.
at Ilonga, Mlingano, Amani, the Faculty ofresearch stations:

Agriculture in Morogoro, and a research sub-station at Bagamoyo.
This zone is therefore well covered by research institutions in
comparison to other zones.

Transmittal System or Channels of Oommunication6.2.2.
The village-level agricultural extension worker, whom we have

be inadequately trained, is the vital link in the chain ofseen to

the village-

cally,

communications between the agricultural research stations and 

Little information on technological

Research reports are

■Some sources of information

innovationvillage farmers.

reaches the village tanner without passing through the 

level agricultural extension worker.
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that arc genuinely independent of these workers are the farming

experience of the farmer through "trial and error" or through

traditional Imowledge, parents and neighbours, Crop Authorities

and Boards, students from agricultural training institutions,
radio, and 1'armers’ Training Contres or .'.'oik Development Colleges

as they are now called.
The village-level extension worker potentially obtains

considerable

variety of communication links,
diagramatically.

The information transmittal system shows that mainly the
senior staff at the Ministerial Headquarters and Regional Agricul
tural Development Officers (RADO) receive direct information from

The Ward and village-level extensionresearch institutions.

worker gets information after it has passed through several steps.

lie has no routine contact with the research institutions which

create the recommendations he is expected to disseminate to the

He neither reads research reports nor meets withfarmers•

researchers formally or informally. So he lias almost no opportu

nities to gain first-hand knowledge of technical innovations.

village

and insights,’hamperstions

further research.

the Ministerial Headquarters and

technological information and advice through a

The transmittal system shown in figure 6.1 is a bureaucratic, 

hierarchical, and downward communication system which needs

This hierarchical formation from the

as figure 6.1 illustrates

farmer up to research institu-
upward communication of problems
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what in communications’ theory we call "feedback."

6.3. Methods used in Communicating

Agricultural Information and Advice
One might say that there is hardly an agricultural extension

service os such in Tanzania when compared to technologically
advanced countries, This is particularly true with respect to the

of agricultural information communication are usedmethodsway

and to the skills of communicators. Yet there are systems or
methods that are currently used in Tanzania that are similar to

those in developed countries.
It is quite true that these systems are rudimentary and are

This situation is a result ofused.poorly and inadequately
lack of

facilities, and the limited number of agricultural extension
workers, all of which account in part for the ineffectiveness of
the agricultural extension service.

Methods of communicating agricultural information and advice
in the coastal zone villages are basically divided into three

major groups:
(3) and group methods.

Individual Methods6.3.1.
Individual methods are those based on direct contact between

the agricultural extension worker and formers individually. As in
other parts of the country, these methods used to be the most

emphasis to group methods. This study was made during the

methods,

inadequate training of agricultural extension workers,

(1) personal or individual methods, (2) mass

common and widely used in the coastal zone before the shift of
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transitional period from individual to group methods. Individual
methods include face-to-face contact during farm or home visits,

and other

unofficial situations. extension

workers on their own initiative paid visits to farmers to see how
things were going and also to see whether there were problems that

Sometimes visits were made on request fromthey could help solve.
Itthe farmers in order to explore a specific problem situation.

observed that village-level extension workers had neitherwas

schedules for making visipts nor work programmes. As a result,

useless visits were often made because the extension workers had
to offer to the farmers or formers were not found at homenothin-'

since they were not informed of the visit.

6.3.2. Mass Media
first, theMass media are divided into two major groups:

written word, which covers all press articles such a.s farm news
papers, booklets, bulletins, pamphlets, leaflets, brochures, and

Secondly, the spoken word which includesordinary newspapers.
“Ukulima waspeeches and lectures.

farm magazine, together with other printed materialsa
sold in villages to literate villagers. < Often exhortationwere

meetings were also held in villages, and agricultural subjects
During the campaign for cotton produc-

cotton husbandry.films on of the
of Agriculture, an information unit gives 15-30 minuteMinistry

radio broadcasts, film shows,

tion, landrover—mounted cinema projectors were used in shown ng 
Moreover at the headquarters

Under face-to-face contacts,
unplanned encounters at the socializing centres,

Kisasa,"

v/ere sometimes discussed.
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radio programmes five times
(Farm news for this week). During these programmes, which are
aimed at the fanning communities, a wide range of information and
advice on farming is given.

6.5.3, Group Liethods

gricultural extension methods include scheduledGroup-based
and unscheduled meetings, group discussions, method and result
demonstrations, farm visits, conducted tours and short courses of

instructions.
varying degrees of combination and intensity, with varying levels
of success.

Experimental or trial plots which were incorrectly regarded

as demonstrations were set up in various parts of the zone.
Farmers near the plots were sometimes taken to visit them.
Farmers near research stations, such as Ilonga in Liorogoro
District, Illingano in Muheza District, Bagamoyo sub-station in
Bo.gamoyo District, the Faculty of Agriculture in LTorogoro District,
and Anani in Korogwe District, were also sometimes taken to visit
these stations to learn mainly crop husbandry practices. Once or

short courses of instructions in agriculture lasting for 1-2
/□.though there was only one Folk Development College perweeks «

District, they were underutilized during the tine of the study.

twice a year selected farmers were sent to Farmers ’ Training 
Folk Development Colleges) to undertakeCentres (now known as

a week called !'Sharnbani Juma Hilin

In the coastal zone, these methods were used in
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6.4. Obstacles to A,r-a?i cultural

Information Comnunication
'..lien evaluating the effectiveness of an agricultural extension

service, it is essential to consider the circumstances under whi*h

the evaluation process is carried out. ?iost criticisms regarding

the effectiveness of the extension service are based on the rather

poor achievement of existing services in relation to the assumed

final goals. An agricultural extension service can only perform
well and achieve the assumed final goal when the essential
prerequisites are satisfied. This means that there must be suffi
cient numbers of properly trained agricultural extension workers,
extension programmes aimed at responding to farmers’ needs and

attributes conducive to
adoption of farm innovations, and an appropriate agricultural

all of which have an influence on theextension organization-
As observed in theefficacy of the extension methods applied.

coastal zone villages, the author found the following obstacles
affecting the communication of agricultural information.

6,4.1. Difficulty of Comprehension
Each episode of communication involves two components: a

receiver(s). The one has a message that is
supposed to be communicated for some purposes to the other. A
message can vary in its complexity. The more complex it is, the

In
order to transmit the message, the sender must put it into some

In speaking or writing it,communicable form. or making another

necessary work facilities, farmers’

more difficult are the acts of transmitting and receiving.

wants,

sender(s) and a
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of which there are

several types such as letters, pamphlets, conversations, lectures,

parti

cular communication channel and at the other end of the channel
The particular decoder usedthe message is received by a decoder.

Theby the receiver depends on the character of the message sent.
end product is then a message received, which will contain a

certain proportion of the original information transmitted, the
rest having been lost or subverted through distortion.

The whole process of communication has at least three phases:
Unless

the expression is clear, the interpretation accurate, and the
response proper, one’s effort to communicate will not succeed.
The typical coastal zone rural society is unsophisticated, unable
to speak and understand Swahili properly, and mainly illiterate.
Intension workers serving this society have a rather low basic
educational qualification with inadequate professional training
in both the extension content to be disseminated and in the art

Both senders and receivers are in a weakof communication.

understand difficult

Agricul
tural information is disseminated in Swahili, which is the

the sender is using an encoder,

proficient

typo of signal,

The message is sent through a

by his capacity to handle complexity in the messages and his 

efficiency in dealing with particular message channels.

(i) expression, (ii) interpretation, end (iii) response.

radio broadcasts, and so on.

position to communicate effectively.

The decoding ability of the receiver (farmer) is determined

official language. As previously mentioned, 

enough in this language to
not all villagers are
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education generally increases an individual’smessages,
linguistic depth and efficiency, and hence his decoding ability.
The author has the impression that problems in communicating
agricultural information in coastal zone villages usually stem
from the language used, the meaning of words and other symbols

selection and utilization of channels of communication and
Ml thesefinally, the development and understanding of facts.

problems arc highly related to extension workers 1 and farmers’
The end result in most cases in the coastal zone isattributes.

poor expression and interpretation of agricultural information
and little or no response to the message disseminated because it
cannot be fully comprehended.

The method used in communicating the message should be
If a procedure being disseminatedclosely related to its contents.

involves a complicated series of movements, the method chosen
should be able to convey the idea of movement. Some methods, such.
as demonstrations, meet this qualification well. This is defini
tely one reason for the effectiveness of demonstrations where they
were applied as part of this study in the coastal zone villages.
With rural audiences, the method should be o.s direct as possible.
Other methods, such as printed graphs, are abstract and require
considerable interpretation by the audience.

ones
Comprehension of an object or action is

If printed or spoken 
well as visual symbols, are to be used, they must be

synonymous to
deriving meanings from visual symbols or actions. Giltrow (1973)

Similarly,

words, as

tint have meaning to the audience.

used, the specificity, selection and organization of messages, the
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found that there are audience attributes that assist people in
comprehending or deriving meanings from visual symbols or actions.
He noted that live rendition was more accurately comprehended than

Adolescent school childrenanimated rendition of the same content.
with a wide variety of geographic, ago, and prior film-viewing
backgrounds could easily comprehend the action in different combi
nations of perceptually filmic elements when presented shot by
shot with familiar, readily understood content.

Diagrams or verbal description may frequently be inadequate
On the other hand if the objective,as a means of communication.

for example, is to get a farmer to sow seeds at a particular time,

then a verbal message on
satisfactory to a mainly illiterate community provided there are
enough radios in the community and the majority of the people can

If the last two conditions are notread comprehensively.
then a verbal message on a poster or over the radiosatisfied,

This means that the effective extensionwould be ineffective.
worker must not only have at his command a variety of tools and
methods for communicating information, but must also know what
method to use, where to use it, and how to use it.

Farmers * Economic and Social Sonstraints6.4.2,
The extension worker needs to have a thorough understanding

values

technologicaland
and the stages in the diffusionsituations,

a poster or over the radio would be

and adoption process.

of his audience if he is going to transmit his ideas effectively.

He lias to understand farmers' personal characteristics, 

attitudes, socialization patterns, economic and
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Knowing the personal characteristics of the audience provides a

basis for the selection and organization of the message.
The farmers ’ economic situations influence the effectiveness

The direct influence of theof the extension method applied.
economic situation is that farmers with limited financial resour
ces cannot afford the purchase of information media such as a

Like other parts of the Tanzaniaradio and printed materials.
the coastal zone receives a regular supply of an

and a variety of book-
Some oflets and pamphlets on various crops grown in the area.

these materials are given free of charge to villagers, while
others are sold at prices ranging from 30 cents for "Ukulina wa

to Ohs. 1/50 a copy for some crop husbandry booklets.
Due mainly to the weak financial position of individual farmers
and villages, these materials sell poorly, and often bundles are

Likewise, the radioreturned to the District headquarters unsold.
is an important media for the spoken word in disseminating inforaa-

In the 24 villages surveyed, only 6 village radio sets andtion.
15 privately-owned radio sets were owned. These were concentrated

mainly in peri-sisal estate villages and in peri-urban villages.

Because of the weak economic positions of farmers and villages as

which farmers in the coastal zone could increase their technical
knowledge in farming.

An indirect influence relates to cost: innovations that cost

expenditures.

Kisasa"

mainland,
agricultural newspaper "Ukulima wa Kisasa"

little will be adopted more quickly than those requiring large
The farmer must see an advantage in adopting any

a whole, mass media have not been effective as a means through
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innovation and expect satisfaction as a result. He must also
possess the required resources and be willing and able to take
the risk. This factor had a great influence on the coastal zone

village formers as reflected in the higher adoption rate of

timely and proper weeding, which in financial terms cost them

nothing, as compared to the relative adoption of fertilizers and

insecticides that cost a lot of money. Therefore, extension staff

need information that indicates the economic situation in deciding

which extension method to use in disseminating a particular inno

vation and which innovations to promote most actively.

People belong to many groups, each of which tends to set up

The reward for conformitystandards of behaviour for its members.

to these standards is acceptance and prestige; the penalty for

nonconformity is loss of them (lionberger, 1964). Generally

farmers are conservative and the rural community has a

certain resistance against non-traditional pi'actices, bhen one
farmer starts using a new practice he is often criticized and even
laughed at by the other members of the community. Typically,

coastal zone Swahili farmers are envious of economic or social

Villagers said that individuals feared, say, to buildsuccess.
modern houses because of public opinion and the likely punitive
sanction in form of being bewitched. Similar sanctions are
likely to be applied against an individual who might get a bumper
crop in a particular crop season due to an adoption of certain
agricultural innovations. Some villagers complained that such
mechanisms of social control were retarding development in the

speaking,
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coastal zone. This is one of the likely sociological causes for
ineffectiveness of some extension methods, such as individual and

in the past. The weaker personalities would
not take the risk of being labeled as deviants from the society’s

To overcome such problems, the extension worker mustnorms.

utilize extension methods that start with the involvement of
groups of farmers in introducing an innovation. This becomes an
additional justification for the use of group-based extension
methods. Results of this study support the above statement in
that villages in which demonstrations were performed had rather
high adoption rates of recommended farming practices both on

Ruthcnberg (1964) also drawscommunal and on individual fields.
attention to the sociological factors as r. constraint on extension

effectiveness.
/□.though these constraints are not of equal importance in all

they are important in the coastal zone areas.

Preyhold et al (1972) defend coastal Swahili farmers by saying
that during the colonial period coastal farmers were willing to
work on sisal plantations for a short period of casual work when
there was nothing to do on their own farms or when there v/as an

They were also interested in working asurgent need for cash.
clerks or supervisors, if they had the chance, but they were not
interested in becoming professional sisal cutters or weeders as
long as they could earn more on their own farms. She concludes
by saying that it v/as their refusal to be exploited on the sisal
estates that earned then the reputation of being lazy. The author
lias some reservations concerning this conclusion because farmers

parts of Tanzania,

personal contacts,
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in other coastal areas such as Bagamoyo and Rufiji Districts, where
insignificant amounts of sisal are grown, exhibit the sane beha
viour as do farmers in areas where sisal is grown in large amounts.
From the observations of this study on farmer’s attitude towards

it appears that Ruthenberg’s comment
given above is more relevant than anywhere else in up-country
Regions.

6.4.3. Unsuitable Methods

It would be ideal if an extension worker could select the

best possible method and then use it, but there are various

practical factors that nay make this inpossible. Perhaps it

would be desirable to set up a snail demonstration plot on every
farmer’s piece of land. But this procedure would not be practi
cable because there are rarely enough extension workers to carry

a demonstrationout such a procedure.

Whenfield for, say, every village might be a possible solution.

materials such as films, filmstrips, and slides are used, there

is a possibility of selecting from what is already available. A

large number of films are available from the Ministry of Agricul-
but most of

these were produced for audiences in nations that are more

The setting for such films is usuallytechnologically advanced.
making it difficult for village

audiences of the coastal zone to identify with them. In such

say from Mlingano or the

Bagamoyo research sub-station, might be the best solution for the

Under such situations,

circumstances a locally-produced film,

farming and work in general,

from a totally different culture,

ture, covering a variety of agricultural techniques,
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coastal zone area. These stations are located within the zone and

therefore villagers can identify themselves with the people, place,

crops, and practices which would bo shown. Such a film could have

a great impact on the villagers. However, economic and personnel

limitations impose many restrictions. The method that is eventu

ally chosen is usually a balance between what is best and what is

possible. Due to high costs in making films and lack of expert
personnel, most films, slides, and filmstrips shown in the
coasto.l zone villages during the campaign for cotton production
on the utilization of fertilizers and insecticides were imported
from the United States; the rest were produced from Ilonga and
Ukiriguru cotton research centres.

Frequency and Intensity in the Use of Methods6.4.4.
Although some demonstrations had been conducted in a limited

number of coastal zone villages, their effect on farmers’ agricul-
One of thetural knowledge and adoption rates was insignificant.

reasons is that these demonstrations were erratically and sporadi-
Skeptical farmers would like to see the demons-cally conducted.

tration repeated a number of tines before deciding to adopt or
reject the recommended innovation, skeptical farmers who predomi
nate in rural communities of the coastal zone, and who are cost
and risk conscious, insist on having evidence before first trial

Repeated exposure to a demonstration deeper© theand adoption.
The other reason for ineffectiveness of demonstrations ineffect.

the coastal zone was that they wore conducted at only a few sites,

in one or two villages per District. Villagers v/ere involved in
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the last or final stages of these demonstrations, thus missing all
the crucial steps of the process. In this study, denonstrations
were conducted for four consecutive years, and effects of frequ
ency of denonstrations can be observed from the significant
increases in the level of knowledge and rate of adoption of
recommended agricultural practices in villages where denonstra
tions were conducted.

6.4.5. Limited Government Financial Resources

In order to allocate or reallocate available resources in an

efficient and productive manner, planners and others nust in the

first instance be in possession of these resources in adequate

amounts. Such resources are frequently deficient for various
reasons such as the impingement of administrative, social or other

The coastal zoneobstacles which vitiate resource utilization.
suffers from serious shortages of agricultural extension workers.
Financial limitations force extension administrators to organize
their services on an extensive rather than intensive basis.
Consequently there is one extension worker per 15-20 villages.
These limitations force the extension service to operate through
and with organized groups, hence the use of group-based extension
methods. Demonstrations are costly programmes which require

relatively heavy financial expenditure in purchasing demonstra-

tional material (depending on the typo of demonstration to be

performed), Audio-visual equipment such as films and projectors

also are expensive. Dissemination of information through the

written word is equally expensive. In short, the government does
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not have sufficient manpower and financial resources to provide

the extension service with all it needs to perform its communi

cation role satisfactorily.

6«4«6, High Levels of Illiteracy

Farming newspapers and publications such as "Ukulima wa

They could supplement otherof fanning information and advice.

methods and stimulate villagers to request information and advice

Publications could makeand to solve their problems on their own.

In developed countries farmexcellent handouts after meetings.

magazines (weekly
are likely to be an important source of innovative ideas.

In these countries massAlso TV and radio are highly important.
fast communication with

lasting value, and sometimes have been called ’’magic multipliers."

not very effective in part because of a high percentage of illi-
The coastal zone is predominately settled by Moslems.teracy.

Their adherence to Islam deprived them of educational opportuni

ties which came only from the missionaries and only to those who

Results of this study showwere willing to accept Christianity.

that 45 percent of the total population on average can read

Percent literacy ranges fromcomprehensively and write legibly.

31 for the lowest village to 55 for the highest village in the

The household heads who are also decision-makers accountstudy.

for 25 percent of this literate group. When the literate group

media ensure large and regular audiences,

or monthly), usually in specialized subject

fields,

In Tanzania, and particularly in the coastal zone, mass media are

Kisasa” might play an integral part in the overall dissemination
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was asked how often they saw and read "Ukulina wa Kisasa" maga
zine during the last six months, 20 percent of them said they had

seen it several times and the rest said they had never seen it at

all. Of those who said they had seen it, only 15 percent actually
read the magazine.

6,4.7. Inappropriate Nature of the Message Content

Some obstacles in the use of agricultural extension methods

are caused by the nature of the methods themselves and by the way

the message content is prepared. Sometimes the messages do not

match the farmers’ environment. Host articles in "Ukulina wa

Kisasa'1 are clearly written for the farmer growing cash crops on

Such informationa fairly large scale or for agricultural export.
does not mean much to the villagers in the coastal zone with their

They fail to identify themselves with thesmall hectareages.
these articles deal withinformation in the articles because

If onesituations and objectives beyond their attainment.

examines closely the articles written in Swahili, he will notice

that they were translated from English, often times not very

Moreover many articles require sone technical exper-skillfully.

tise to understand because they are delivered in the highly

The writtentechnical form received from research institutions.

as the reporter’s or writer’s skill. Currently the Ministry of

Agriculture does not have a qualified editor for the "Ukulina wa

Kisasa” magazine. Moreover farmers who can read farm newspapers

comprehensively often times do so selectively to support their own

word, such as stories, news articles or features, are only as good
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biases, needs, perceptions and expectations.

liytton (1976) held an interview with the agricultural radio

p r ogrammc s ma s t er. He was informed that when questions on a
subject previously discussed on the radio were put into the
programme and listeners were asked to write in, only 150 answers
were received and no..t of these cone from towns. Dvcn when prizes

the programme was still a failure. The programme
master thought illiteracy was the cause of the failure; or else

farmers never listened to the radio at all. The programme master

said that when he sent out questionnaires, the answers received

showed a misunderstanding of the questions. Tliis situation

emphasizes the weakness of mass media because there is no feed
back. source of information lias no v/ay of telling whetherThe

or anticipated receiver of the information listened tothe farmer

the radio and how much attention he paid to the information given,

or read the newspaper and understood the message.

Scholars in the study of underdevelopment widely agree that

attitude change plays an important part in creating the right

It is alsoconditions for economic, social and political change.

radio and the press have less impact on attitudes than informal

interpersonal channels of communication. Due to an inadequate

number of agricultural extension workers in the coastal zone, few

interpersonal channels of communication between farmers and

extension workers take place; this is an additional cause of the

low effectiveness of mass media in the coastal zone. Social and

were offered,

generally recognized (Mytton, 1976) that impersonal media like the
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economic conditions
values in the coastal zone, determine whether attitude change of

villagers is likely. On their own, neither the press nor the

radio can be expected to have much impact on deeply-seated values,

practices or beliefs.

Although Swahili is the national language, not every one in
Tanzania understands it fully. ’.Then administering questionnaires
to villagers for this study, it was necessary sometimes to trans
late the questions into local dialect or vernacular, especially
when elderly members of the sample were involved. Hence the radio

was limited in its impact in these rural coastal zone villages
because it uses a language which did not play an important part in
everyone’s daily life at home or at work. This observation is

rural areas were not familiar with Swahili and consequently much
of the content of both press and radio was strange to them.

Mytton also observed a centripetal tendency in media consunp-
He found that regular newspaper readers were more likelytion.

This factorand vice versa,

to increase the disparity in the ability to acquire know-serves
ledge through mass media between areas of high and low media

This situation is even more serious in the coastalexposure.
as already observed, because of financial constraints

and high illiteracy there are
people who are able to read comprehensively and write legibly.
Unevenness was also observed in the fact that young people were

confirmed by LIytton (1976) who also found that many people in some

zone where,
a limited number of radios and

also to be regular radio listeners,

, combined with existing cultural attitudes and
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more exposed to the mass media than the older people, men more

than women, and rich more than poor. These facts emphasize how

little the old, the poor.

whom we have seen do most of the agricultural work on the farms,

benefit from mass media.

Meetings and demonstrations as means of communicating

agricultural information and advice have also not been effective

in the coastal zone villages. They have often not been used

effectively to conscientize villagers and mobilize them into an

effective force to throw off all forms of oppression. /□.though

meetings convened for planning purposes have often been used as a
way to legitimize the extension organization’s plans for villages,
these meetings did not genuinely involve all adult village
members.
supposed to give the blessing to decisions made by the Village

There is lackDevelopment Committee before their implementation.

of popular participation of villagers in the discussions of

In spite of decades of experience inmatters affecting them.

many countries with different organizational approaches of

hierarchy and participation, Finucane (1974) sees that we are as

reliably estimate the probable effectivenessyet largely unable to

and efficiency of one form or smother in terms of goals such as

output and equality. Involvement of all people through meetings

in discussing issues concerning them forms the basis for equality,

and is a democratic way of getting effective decisions and

solutions.

Village assembly meetings, as mentioned earlier, are

the women, and the illiterate villagers,
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Where general meetings are called for all villagers to

discuss agricultural issues in the coastal zone villages, the

technique used is to rely on exhortation rather than discussions.

Under such circumstances, meetings do not contribute to the libe

ration of agricultural extension methods because villagers ’

involvenent in the discussions leading to problem-solving and

decision-making is completely ignored. The very essence for

arousing villagers ’ awareness and enabling then to unleash their

potential creativeness, which is a prerequisite for self-reliant

is lost.

One serious defect at village meetings in the coastal zone,
and which renders

meetings ineffective as group agricultural extension methods, is
This absence in public gatherings nightthe absence of women.

or the Moslemhave been reinforced by colonialism, tradition

As indicated in Chapter II, women are expected to lookreligion.

they work harder on tho farms than their menand

This situation applies to both individualin the coastal zone.

Since women do not attend meetings andand communal fields.

therefore do not participate in the discussions, they can easily

undemine decisions of which they do not approve by passive

Such a situation can be detrimental to the farmingresistance.

Preyhold (1972, p. 16) report thatactivities.

village in Handeni District women actually went on strike when

the men had decided during the meeting to change regulations for

When the dispute was brought to the villagecommunal work.

particularly in Handeni and Baganoyo District,

development,

in one

after the fields,
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Meeting, a man had to be appointed to defend the women’s case.
This is one example showing how discussion Meetings as an exten

sion method for disseminating agricultural information and advice

are at times inappropriate.

Demonstrations on fertilizers and insecticide application,

use of improved varieties of seeds, and use of ox-ploughs were

being tried in some coastal zone villages. From the stand point

of the way they v/ere conducted, it is questionable as to whether
these types of demonstrations were advantageous to the villagers

demonstrations v/ere conducted on the extensionat all.
workers’ fields or on primary school fields. Second, these

demonstrations wore conducted by cither the extension worker alone

Villagersor a research officer of the Ministry of Agriculture,

The demonstratorwere called just to see the final results.

performed all the operations of the demonstration alone without

Thus they failed to have ainvolving the villagers or learners.

feel of the practice and to comprehend exactly what the demonstra-

Third, demonstrations were con-tions meant or were all about.

about a quarter of a ha, and in

most cases this was done in one or two villages per District.

where these demonstrations were conducted, the practice

was not repeated or done as a routine in order to give villagers

Fourth, there is alsoa chance to observe and become convinced.

distinction between demonstrations and experiments or trials.

Though the difference between the two is generallytrations,

Moreover,

ducted on rather small plots,

First,

a general lack of understanding of and consequently lack of

Demonstrations are not experiments, nor are experiments demons-
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in actual practice in the coastal zone villages the two
wore not properly differentiated. Sone agricultural extension
workers introduced now practices, use of fertilizers and insecti-

and new crops into the areas on an experimental or trial
basis with the intention of observing how these innovations would
perform or what their results would be. Mistakenly, these were
regarded as "demonstrations," The danger with this is that in

it becomes exceedingly difficult for the villagers
to be convinced. This situation re-affirms the inadequacy of the
training programme of extension workers in the identification and

use of group extension methods.
In conclusion, it could be said that choosing the best medium

for a particular message requires an understanding of media charac
teristics as they relate to the various kinds of message content

It would be ideal ifas well as an understanding of the audience.

It is true that economic and personnel limitations foruse it.
the production and use of media impose many restrictions that
limit the choices, but the medium that is eventually chosen is
usually a balance between what is best and what is available and

It is worth remembering that farmers are influenced topossible.

make changes in farming practices or attitudes and behaviour

towards farming in direct proportion to their contact with several

Kelsey et aldifferent types of agricultural extension methods.

(1963) observed that as the number of methods of exposure to

extension information increased from one to nine, the number of

cides,

known,

an extension worker could select the best possible medium and then

case of failure,
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farm families changing their behaviour increased from 35 to 95

Extension staff endeavor to assist people to reachpercent.

objectives set forth in the extension programme. These objective

imply change. When broken down into teaching units, these objec

tives usually involve specific practices and/or ideas that speci

fic audiences should adopt. In such cases specific means of

communication are used to suit the type of audience. The problem.

of extension workers is to determine how most of a particular
clientele group (audiences) can be moved from the awareness to the
adoption stage as quickly and efficiently as possible. If one

could really laiow the cause-and-effoct relationship involved in

extension teaching would become more

Some things about teaching aresystematic and less mysterious.

well known; when these are applied properly, a significant impact

on the learner can be anticipated.

changing human behaviour,
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CHAPTER VII. THE EFFECTIVE11ES3 O'i? GROUP

BASED AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION ZETIiODS

7.1. Objectives
The word evaluation as used here means Measuring performance

against a predetermined goal by a comparison of the situation

before and after group-based methods have been applied for a

period of four years.

The major reason for evaluating group-based agricultural

extension methods is to help in understanding the factors which

those that enhance or retard progress

towards the goal of increased agricultural output. The major

then, involves a recurring analysis of
the operation of the methods to be evaluated, focusing on two

(i) why has, or lias not, there been progresschief qucsti ons :

set? (ii) why have the methods achievedtowards the goals

success than expected within the period? Thegreater or lesser

answers should provide a broad analytical base for policy deci

sions to determine which group method should receive greater

emphasis or priority in application.

jJxtension has been defined as an educational process with the

purpose of bringing about desirable changes in people’s behaviour

(knowledge, skills and attitude) which will contribute to better

farm p>ractices and consequently to better family living. The

feeling) must precede the tech

nical changes (action) and can be brought about best by education.

Evaluation is used as the process of determining the extent to

conceptual changes (thinking or

objective of evaluation,

make for success or failure,
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which these behavioural changes liave been accomplished in ways of

thinking, feeling, and acting.

j Valuation means to appraise carefully. It not only helps to

determine the effectiveness of a method used but also to clarify

what is really being done and how it is done. Even though assess

ment of extension methods is by no means a new concept, it is not

often done as part of the effort to improve the effectiveness of

There are many reasons for this such as lackextension methods.

lack of well

reluctance to face the responsibility of
undertaking evaluation, fear of revealing weakness to the public,

well as lack of time and pressure of routine activities. Itas
is perliaps more a lack of understanding of the purposes and

methods of evaluation and the role it plays in an educational

process that prevents most workers from using evaluation as an

The degrees of evaluation range from casualextension tool.
everyday observations and informal inquiries to systematic and

The local extension worker should be moreformal investigations.
concerned with the relatively simple evaluation processes which

give Iiirn an insight into his work and should leave the more com

plicated studies to evaluation specialists.

In this study an attempt was made to measure the effective

ness of demonstrations together with formal, scheduled group

formal, scheduled group discussion meetings

unscheduled meetings or contacts alone in

diffusing recommended agricultural practices in selected villages

alone, and informal,
discussion meetings,

specified objectives,
of trained personnel to supervise eva.luc.tion,
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representing the coastal zone. The measurement was done by
examining a number of factors that were expected to affect land
and labour productivity, village development increase, and
villager’s responsiveness to the agricultural extension methods
applied in respect of levels of knowledge and rate of adoption of
recommended farming practices using mainly simple and multiple
regression analyses. An upward shift in the multiple regression

equation, measured by use of 0-1 variables, was expected for those

villages using extension methods which were expected to be most

effective in transmitting to the farmers recommended farming

practices.

Results of the Study Based7.2.

on Analysis of Variance

Difference Between Group-Based Agricultural7.2.1,

Extension Programmes

Differences between group-based agricultural extension

programmes are indicated by the averages for each independent

variable involved under each programme (Table 7.1). According to

programmes or methods were expected to differ

significantly from each other in respect of their effects on the

dependent variables.

supplemented by least significant difference (LSD) tests in those

cases in which the AITOVA identified significant differences, show

that there are no significant differences between the three group-

based extension methods in respect of knowledge level, rate of

Results of an analysis of variance (AITOVA) for each factor,

the hypotheses,
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small and the arJiu-,1 range for mean highs or lows is smaller than
oThe mean annual temperature ranges between 23the daily range.

At no tine does temperature impose a total restriction
on agricultural and pastoral pursuits except indirectly by its)

contribution to evapotranspiration.
Host coastal zone villages experienced severe droughts during

the 1972/73 and 1973/74 crop seasons covering half of the study
period , In these two crop seasons, crop yields were drastically

This reduction affected calculations for income per hareduced.
and per man-day.

In respect to rainfall, the survey villages can be divided
Villages along the Morogoro-Chalinze-Tanga maininto two groups.

road form one group with some common characteristics. This group

includes S’inya Ulimo in Morogoro District; Hdaula, Dwilingu,
Halivundo, Mboga, Dunga and Ms ata in Bagamoyo District; and

l.Ikata (h) Kitumbi, Segera, Mazingara and Komkonga in
These villages experience a tricnnual rainfallHandeni District.

pattern which at times goes below 700 mm and seldom goes above
Vest 01 the line of the Ruvu River, water is chronically1000mm.

Vater supplies in most of these villages are almostshort.
entirely from natural water pools, most of which dry up during

Generally water is insufficient for human,severe dry conditions.
livestock, and agricultural activities.

The second group of villages comprises Xauzeni, Kizinga,
Kikundi, IHcata and Dukobe in Liorogoro District; and Kwamsisx,

Ilagamba and Chekelei in KorogoweKiloza, Kiluwani, ITlembule,

and 28°0.

, Manga,
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District. The average annual rainfall for these villages is 1400-
1 GOO m so that water is not so much of a problem. These villages
are located on liigher altitudes than those in the first group.
With the exception of Kauzeni in Ilorogoro District and 1-ilcr.bule

in. Korogwe District, which are on the main roads, the villages are
far away from the main road and less people are engaged in commer
cial or trading activities. Due to differences in rainfall
between

better in crop production than the first group. Eajor cash crops
and marketing facilities for the two groups are the sane.

4.2,2. Indirect Effects
Indirect effects of rainfall on the overall survey results

Water scarcity compelled villagersinadequate amount of rainfall.

to walk sometimes over six 1cm in search of water. In so doing
they wasted time and energy, both of which could have been other
wise used in productive work such as farming. Water scarcity in
the coastal zone is one of the most serious problems faced by
villagers and indirectly retards both the social and economic
development of the zone.

incurred by villagers in the process
energy cost, opportunity cost, and limitingof hauling water:

The unit cash price that an urban dweller pays for hiscost.
It is harder to give a cash price to thewater can be determined.

his rural cousin may use in carrying water home. However,energy
method adopted by researchers on this subject is to estimatethe

the two groups of villages, the second group does slightly

was caused by serious scarcity of water in the zone resulting from

Three types of costs are
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the amount or energy used and then determine the amount of staple
food required to supply this energy and the price of that amount
of food (chite, 1972, The same approach could be
repeated to calculate the cost of enei'gy expended by villagers
fetching water in the coastal zone villages.

'.lien calories are converted into cash, as in the above-
mentioned calculations, the question of the opportunity cost of
the time and energy arises. the woman sacri
fices the opportunity of do something else, perhaps something
which would produce a greater return for her labour. In a situa
tion where the carrier could find no productive alternative
employment of her tine and energy, the opportunity cost for her

from society's point of view. In
this zone, as in many parts of Tanzania, the women do much of
agricultural, work which occupies the largest share of the time of

Table 4.2 shows vzater sources to thea majority of married women.
As can be seen, most villages get water from naturalvillages.

Villagers using these pools have to travel longwater pools.
distances because natural water pools are not permanent water

Extreme distances to water sources often limit huronn settle
ment in particular areas only. There are several areas in Handeni
and Bagamoyo Districts with high potentials for agricultural and
other types of development. Resources in these areas have not
been fully exploited mainly because of water or rainfall shortages.

In carrying water,

PP. 93-97).

carrying water becomes zero,

sources near which villages can be established.
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Ihrogramme

No. -

Formal

Research results.
for table 7.1•)

Difference between Districts for methods in respect of rate

This is likely due to theof adoption are not significant.

similarity of factors affecting adoption rates in the villages

(as discussed in Chapter VI )^' one of them being the poor financial

Korogwe is significantly lower thanposition of villages.

Baganoyo and Handeni Districts for formal scheduled group discus

sion meetings only in respect of level of knowledge of recommended

5.0
5.5
5.5
4.5

3.0
7.5
6.5
4.5

968
671
907

1147

493 
721 
672 
696

654
717
886
641

5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
7.0

0.50
0.00
1.00
0.50

0.50 
1.00 
1.00 
0.50

Bagamoyo 
Handeni 
Korogwe 
riorogoro

Baganoyo
Handeni
Korogwe 
I.iorogoro

335
317
185
457

Com
munal 
plots

Bagamoyo 
Handeni 
Korogwe 
Ilorogoro

552
338
336
343

Know
ledge 
2/

4.5
5.0
5.5
7.0

3.8
5.3
5.5
4.5

10.0
10.5
4.0
6.0

8.5
7.5
10.5
8.5

2.2
2.5
0.9
5.5

Adop
tions 
2/

Devel
opment 
increase 
3/

7.2
5,4
6.8
8.7

4.7
5.3
6.6
1.8

0.00
0.50
0.00
1,50

5.0
6.6
6.0
2.5

Fer 
Indi
vidual 
plots

ha 
Com
munal 
plots

Income________ _
Fer man-day 
Indi
vidual 
plots

T.Shs,---

Source:
1/ For details see appendix A-2.
2/ and 3/ (Same as :  ..7 7 7. '

Table 7.2. Averages for dependent variables per village when 
arranged by type of extension programmes in each District!/

Demonstrations together with formal 
scheduled group discussion meetings

408
380
808
333

Informal unscheduled general meetings or 
contacts

scheduled group discussion meetings 
only

4.9
2.7
2.5
2.8
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farming pra c t i c e 3. One possible reason is that sone villagers in

Korogwe District—particularly riaganba, LUcnbule and Kiluwani—

were not interested in attending formal scheduled discussion

meetings. Ilandeni District is significantly lower than Baganoyo,

Korogwe and I'orogoro Districts for demonstrations together with

formal scheduled group discussion meetings in respect of village

development increase. The reason is that Ilandeni had the largest

number of traditional villages or minor settlements. This means

that these villages had already acquired most of the amenities

used as indicators for village development increase before the

For the same reason Bagamoyo Districtvillage was established.

is significantly lower than the other three Districts for informal

unscheduled meetings or general contacts in respect of village

development increase.

7.2.3 Differences Between Districts in

Delation to Nature of Activities

It was expected that Districts would react differently or

carry-out communal activities at varying levels of effectiveness

depending on the political awareness and degree of commitment to

The degree ofcommunal activities of their respective residents.

commitment presumably would affect income obtained per ha and per

man-day although it is realized that other factors also would be

These were, however, controlled to some extent byof importance.

Table 7.3 shows averages for income per ha and income perAITOVA.

man-day in respect of individual and communal types of farming

Results showsystems for each of the four Districts under study.
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that there are some differences between coastal zone Districts in

respect of these income variable averages but none of these

differences were statistically significant.

Income
District

3.1764Average 399 5.4
Source: lies earch results.

Differences Between Nature of Activities in7.2.4.

Delation to Extension Programmes

BSD results show significant differences betv/een communal and

individual types of farming systems in respect of income per ha

and per man-day under all three types of group-based agricultural

extension methods (Table 7.4). A significant difference also

exists betv/een the overall averages of individual and communal

types of farming systems in respect of the same variables as

This situation is what was expected undershown by the AI-JOVA.

present socio-economic and villagers 1 level of understanding,

acceptance, and commitment to communal activities or to villagi-

Possible causes for suchzation and Ujamaa policy in general.

differences are explained in Cliapter VIII,

5.2
5.3
6.3
4.9

705
703
821
828

Communal 
plots

Bo.gamoyo
Ilandeni
Korogwe
I-'orogoro

3.6
3.5
2.8
2.6

432
545
442
378

_______ Per
Individual 

plots

_____Per man-day
Individual
plots

ha____ __
Communal 

plots
T.Shs,

Table 7.3. Averages for communal and individual fields per 
village in respect of income per ha and per man-day for each 
District
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; Extension programme

plots plots

923 482 7.0 4.4

4.6724 392 2.7

645 4.7 2.3324

764 399 5.4 3.1Average

Multiple Regression liquations7.3.

and Correlations

List of Computer Code Names and Units Used7.3.1.

Code names were assigned to all variables used in the analyses

to facilitate the handling of these variables by the computer.

list of code names and the units used for their measure

ment :

Dependent Variables

Income per ha in T.ShsINCIIA

Income per man-day in T.ShsINC! ID

Adoption: Number of recommended practices adopted,ADOPT

e.g. application of fertilizers, insecticides, and so on

Demonstrations together 
with formal scheduled 
group discussion 
meetings
Normal scheduled group 
discussion meetings
Informal unscheduled 
meetings or contacts

_______Per lia______| Per raan-day
Individual CommunaltIndividual Communal 

plots

Table 7.4. Averages for income per ha and per r.ian-day per village 
in respect of individual and communal types of forming systems 
under the tliree types of extension programmes!/

Delow is a

Source: Research results.
_1/ Nor details see appendices A-3 and A-4.

income

plots I 
T.Shs.
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KNOY.' Knowledge: Number of recommended farming practices known

by the villager or fanners

dcvin - Development increase: The difference between the number

of amenities (schools, dispensaries, markets, etc.)

found in the village before the beginning of the study

and those after the completion of the study

Independent Variables

AID /mount of aid given to the village by the government or

other donors per year in T.Shs

Contacts: Number of visits the agricultural extensionCONTA -

worker made to the village per month

Final development: Development level reached by theFIDEV -

village measured in terns of number of amenities found

in the village at the end of the study

Initial development: Development level of the village atIliDEV -

the beginning of the study measured in terms of number of

above)

.Percent literacy: Average percentage of villagers who canI’CLIT -

read and write

Potential for village development: measured in terms ofPODEV -

roads, markets, nearness to town, and so on

0-1 variable (1-Demonstrations together with formalDENE

0-1 variable (1-Formal scheduled group discussionMONEY -

meetings only)

amenities (see

group discussion meetings)

good land,
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(1-Baganoyo District)BAGAIi 0-1 variable

(1-Korogwe District)K0F:0 0-1 variable

(1 -liorogoro DistrictIIOAO 0-1 variable

In the multiple regression equations shown in this overall

section, variables that entered with signs contrary to theoretical

expectations are omitted. The reader can check the variables

included versus the list of all variables shown above to see which

ones were omitted. The District 0-1 variables also are omitted

here but are shown in the comparable equations in Appendices A-6

and A—7 • results from these equations are summarized
here. Standard errors are shown in parentheses below the regres

sion coefficients, and statistical significance is indicated by a

single asterisk ("•) at P = 0.05 and a double asterisk (**) at

P = 0.01. Por the regression coefficients, a 1-tailed test was

since signs were presumed to be known.

7^.2. Desuits for Individual Farming Systems

are allResults

This means that factors that are0.47 or less for the equations.

in the analysis in all cases are important even whennot included

adjustment for average variability by Districts using 0-1

When District variables are not includedvariables lias been made.

thatis 0.35.

differed significantly from zero was the one for income per ha

when the District variables were omitted.

In all analyses, with the exception of the two for village

the expected positive sign for demonstrations

However,

us ed,

development increase,

2 the highest R

2 in Appendix A-6 show that the value of the R

2The only Rin the equations,
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obtained. For 5 of the 8 analyses for which demonstrations toge

ther with loraal scheduled group discussion meetings entered with

a positive sign, the coefficients were statistically significant,

4 analyses at P = 0.05 and 1 at P = 0.01. Thus demonstrations
together with formal or scheduled group discussion meetings have

a statistically significant effect on these dependent variables.

The expected positive sign for formal scheduled meetings only

was obtained in 8 out of the 10 analyses and for 4 of these the

coefficients were statistically significant.

The five regression equations omitting the District 0-1

variables are shown in table 7.5 based on the code names listed

in section 7.3.1.

Of the other variables included initially in the multiple

regressions, only a few entered with the expected positive signs.

Aid was one of these in the equations for income per ha and per

man-day and for village development increase. Those for the

income variables were statistically significant. This is to be

expected because the aid component in this context should be

viewed as a means for the village to acquire the inputs demanded

increased income and hence to increased village development. The

percent literacy came into the equations for adoption and knowledge

Contacts and potential villageof recommended farming practices.

envelopment entered the equation for village development increase,

with contacts being statstically significant. All these results

seem reasonable.

by the recommended farming practices which nay eventually lead to

togetner with formal scheduled group discussion meetings was
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These results agree with the hypotheses. They confirm that

multiple regression analysis was a useful analytical tool because

such results would have been difficult if not impossible to achieve

by simpler methods of analysis.

The fact that adoption and knowledge of recommended farming

practices did not enter with the expected signs for income per ha

and per man-day is understandable. The knowledge and eventually

the adoption of the recommended farming practices for increased

income per ha and per man-day depend not only on the profitability

and risks associated with the recommendation package but also on

the financial capability of the farmer

to afford the costs of inputs demanded by the recommended farming

and farmers’ motivation.

Moreover the income variables are indirectly affected by weather

It cun be argued on this basis thatand vermin attacks on crops.

adoption and knowledge did not entei- with the correct or expected

signs for income per ha and per man-day primarily because of

The fact that adoption did not entersituational constraints.

with correct signs suggests that the total package of recommenda

tions may not have been too important under the conditions that

prevailed.

Results for Communal Farming Systems7-3.3.

These analyses and tests of significance were handled in the

Results when the Districtsame way as in the preceding section.

variables are omitted are given in table 7.6, and both sets of

equations are shown in Appendix A-7.

markets for the products,

the availability of inputs,

practices,
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are all

0,44 or less. This means again that factors not included in the

analyses in all cases are also important even after the adjustment

for average variability by District based on 0-1 variables. When
,2District variables are excluded in the equation, the highest R' is

0,34.

There was again the expected positive signs on demonstrations

together with formal scheduled group discussion meetings in all

analyses but none of the coefficients for this variable v/ere

These results are not surprisingstatistically significant.

because of the many problems associated with communal activities

There was also the expected positivein most villages studied.

sign on scheduled group discussion meetings in all four analyses

but none of these were statistically significant.

Of all other variables considered, only three entered with

These were adoptions for income perthe expected positive signs.

ha and per man-day and percent literacy and contacts for income

None of these variables were statistically signifi-per man-day.
cant.

Simple Correlation Coefficients7._4.

7.4.1, Results for Individual Farming Systems

correlation coefficients betweenTable 7.7 gives the simple

several independent variables thateach dependent variable and the

Results show that the only signi-were statistically significant.

flcant positive r is for demonstrations together with formal

pJResults in Appendix A-7 show that the value of the R
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scheduled group discussion meetings in respect of income per ha.

This confirms the importance or effectiveness of demonstrations

together with formal scheduled group discussions meetings in

promoting sound agricultural practices. For income per man-day,

statistically significant negative effect. It was necessary here

to control for other factors to bring out the expected positive

relation as found for the multiple regression analysis.

.Dependent variable Independent variable r

0.43

Per man-day

-.42

.42

.46

None
-.43Percent literary
-.44Adoptions

2
3

Income:
Per ha

Demonstrations together with 
formal scheduled discussion 
group meetings
formal scheduled discussion 
group meetings only

Demonstrations together with 
formal scheduled discussion 
group meetings

Demonstrations together with 
formal scheduled discussion 
group meetings

Source: Research results.
1 ) Por correlations not included here due to lack of statistical 

significance, see top of appendix A-6.
Of specific husbandry recommendations.
Increase over 4 years in village amenities.

Table 7.7. Individual plots: Simple correlation coefficients 
between dependent and independent variables that are statistically 
s ignif i cant 1/

demonstrations together with group discussion meetings had a

2)Knowledge '
Development 
increase for 
village.?/

2)Adoptions
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demonstrations together with formal

scheduled group discussion meetings and formal scheduled group

both statistically signifi
cant. means of promoting
these practices to the fanner.

Percent literacy and ado; tions each had a significant nega
tive relation to village development increase. These statisti
cally significant negative correlations could have arisen by

chance (1 out of 20) when the true r is equal to zero.

Table 7.8 shows the simple correlations among independent

variables for the individual plots that were statistically signi

ficant . Initial village development is positively related to both

extension contacts and potential village development. These

findings suggest that village level agricultural extension workers

In fact there is a tendency ofwork more with developed villages.

posting extension workers in relatively developed villages under

the expectation they will supervise other villages in the vicinity.

There appears to be a slow but continuous reversion in the agri

cultural extension approach from the present group or village

approach to a

the "progressive farmer approach" used during colonial times. The

only difference is that the emphasis

than the individual farmer. This approach should be as objec-
■'the progressive farmer approach11 for the same basic

These results suggest that a highreasons given in chapter II,
greater likelihood of potential

"progressive village approach" which is similar to

now is on the village rather

discussion meetings only (MOKLY) were

For the adoption rate,

This is to be expected because both are

tienable as

initial village development means a
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Such an extension

approach might lead to a situation whereby developed villages will

status quo or even deteriorate (the rich shall get richer). This

is a situation which is contrary to socialist development which

the country is persuing.

r
Second

.■'Extension contacts 0.54

.42

Results for Communal Farming Systems7.4.2.

Table 7.9 for communal plots is comparable to table 7.7 for
It shows that there is a significant negativeindividual plots.

relation between adoptions and formal scheduled group discussion

This can be ignored since both demonstrations togethermeetings.

with formal scheduled group discussion meetings and formal

scheduled group discussion meetings entered with positive signs

for the income variables in the multiple regression equations.

Demonstrations together with formal scheduled group discussion

meetings were positively related to a statistically significant

extent for both adoptions and income per man-day.

Potential for village 
development

Initial village 
development

Initial village 
development

Independent Variable
First

Source: rLesearch results.
1/ A correlation between the 0-1 variable for type of extension 

programmes is omitted since it was caused by the experimental 
design.

development of the village and vice versa.

become more developed and the underdeveloped will remain at a

Table 7.8. Individual plots: Simple correlation coefficients . 
among independent variables that are statistically significant—
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Dependent variable Independent variable r

0.42

-.44
Income per man-day

.52

Pith reference to the significant correlation coefficients

among the independent variables for communal plots (fable 7.10),

initial village development is positively related to extension

contacts and potential and final village development. The reasons

for this were discussed in section 7.4,1.

1

r
Second

Extension contacts
0.54

.42

.53

1

Potential for village 
development

Final village develop
ment

Demonstrations together with 
formal scheduled group 
discussion meetings

Formal scheduled group 
discussion meetings

Demonstrations together with 
formal scheduled group 
discussion meetings

Initial village 
development
Initial village 
development
Initial village 
development

Independent variables 
First

Source: Research results.
!/ For correlations not included here due to lack of statistical 

significance, see top of Appendix A-7.
2/ Of specific husbandry recommendation.

Source: Research results.
A correlation between the 0-1 variables for types of extension 
programmes is omitted since it was caused by the experimental 
design.

Table 7.9. Communal plots: Simple correlation coefficients 
between dependent and independent variables that are statisti
cally significant!/

Adoptions-^

Table 7.10, Communal plots: Simple correlation coefficients 
among independent variables that are statistically significan-
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7.5. Graphic Analyses bo Test for

Curvilinearity
Scatter diagrams for selected variables for individual

farmers within selected specific villages were made in order to

examine more fully the relationship between dependent variables.

These diagrams were designed to indicate whether curvilinearity

was a problem in the linear regression results. For making these

three villages were selected from each District such

that one village represented each of the three group-based agricul-

In order to avoid as much astural extension methods under study.

possible exogenous factors, villages selected were those that are

sisal estates, or minor settlements or

Figures 7.1villages that experienced vermin attacks on crops.

and 7.2 show relationships between variables which had some indi-

Those that had little or no indica-cations of curvilinearity.

tions of curvilinearity are omitted.

The suggested curves appeared to be of a type tliat could be

fitted by converting both variables to logarithms. This was done,

and regressions were run based on both the linear and logarithmic

For income per ha versus Imowledge of recommendations,

namely 0.58. For

for the linear relation was 0.52, while that for
the logarithmic relation was 0,42. Thus, at least for the type of

curvilinear versus a linear
Till relations were positive and all were statisticallyrelation.

significant.

curve tested, nothing is gained by a

not too close to towns,

diagrams,

relations.

the r"-

income per iia versus number of adoptions of re com: endcd farming
2 practices, the r

for both for the 120 farmers was the same,
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There was little relationship between number of adoptions of

recommended farming practices and knowledge of these practices or
between the number of extension contacts and knowledge of farming

practices. Scatter diagrams for these relationships are not shown

due to their weal-: relationships. Nevertheless these results

suggest that the larger the number of contacts the agricultural

extension worker makes with particular villages the higher likely-

wili bo villagers ’ level of knowledge of recommended faming

the higher the level of knowledge of farmingpractices.

practices, the more likely will be a high rate of adoption of
these practices.

7.6. Village Distribution Among Dependent

Variables in Delation to Extension

Programmes

There is a clear distribution of villages among the five

There were also noticeabledependent vai'iables used in the study.

differences among villages particularly in relation to village

development increase (DEVIN),

7*6,1. Knowledge of Recommended Farming

Practices (KNOW)

An examination of villages with high knowledge scores of

recommended farming practices shows that 80 percent of these were

exposed to either formal scheduled group discussion meetings alone

or to demonstrations together with formal scheduled group discus

sion meetings. This suggests that the high level of knowledge of
recommended farming practices was a result of the extension

Also,
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programmes applied in these villages in teaching farmers about

these practices. It confirms the hypothesis that extension
methods applied in these villages were more effective than those
applied in the other villages.

All these villages are located along the main road and so
had no transport problems. The agricultural extension workers in
this area hod these villages. I loreover more thaneasy access to

50 percent of these villages had agricultural extension workers

living within show that these villages had thethem. Results

Allliighest scores of extension contacts with extension workers.

tills sug^ ests that the higher the rate of contact between the

extension worker in teaching villagers recommended farming

Survey results show that these 15 villages have on average a

slightly higher literacy percentage rate than the rest of the

villages.

Adoption of Recommended Farming Practices (ADOPT)7,6.2.

Purvey results show that villages with high adoption rates

of recommended farming practices are also the same villages as

those discussed above, in which e it hex* formal scheduled group

discussion meetings alone or demonstrations together with formal

Tills highscheduled group discussion meetings were conducted.

adoption rate is attributable to the extension programmes applied

in these villages which were more effective than the programmes

These methods help in convincing orapplied in other villages.

persuading villagers to adopt recommended farming practices.

practices, the higher the villagers’ knowledge of these practices.
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There is some evidence from the work of Hruschka and Rheinwald

that are not. Erasmus lias probably put his finger on the cause

and widely discussed that it was not necessary to convince

the local villagers." The fact that the innovation was widely

discussed suggests that the experience was sliared by the demons-

It is generally accepted thattro.tors and village .members.

1959). This suggests that "visibility" accompanied by deiaonstra-
I

tion stimulates interaction which changes attitudes and influences
So, visibility is an appropriate variable for predic-adoption.

ting adoption behaviour.

Villages found to have high adoption rates also had slightly

Somehigher incomes per ha than the average for all villages.

important recommended farming practices such as use of fertilizers,

insecticides, modern equipment, and improved seed varieties

require financial capability on the part of the villager for their

It is logical that villages with above average incomesadoption.

Survey results indicate tliat the majority of household heads

in these villages are between 45 and 60 years old. It appears

somewhat less inclined to

adopt new farming practices than the middle-aged villagers.

Lionberger (1964, p.86) states that young faraers who may desire

"■visible"

attitudes are both formed and changed by interaction (Homans,

tliat elderly and younger villagers are

(1965) and Erasmus (1961) tliat innovations t’.iat are

were better able to adopt these practices or innovations.

(demonstrable) will be more readily adopted by farmers than those

’•/hen he reports, "The results of adoption were so highly visible
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to make changes in farming are net always in a position to do so
because of capital restriction or because final decisions may rest
with the moneylender or v/ith the person who owns the farm.

had evolved from traditional villages. This situation implies that
villagers concentrated their financial and labour resource in
improving their farming activities in contrast to newly-established
villages in which villagers are busy getting themselves settled in

concentrating their resources in building houses and
Host newly-established villages arepreparing infrastructure.

located on virgin lands having their natural fertility unexploited

and hence do not require artificial fertilization initially and

not accumulated insect pests and cropalso their fields have

diseases. As a result

and practicing of cropticides, plant disease

rotation in order to increase or replace depleted soil fertility

This situation also accounts in part for the lowdid not arise.

adoption rate of recommended farming practices in newly-established

villages,

Income Per Ha (iHCHA)7.6.3.

iiost villages v/ith high income per ha lie.ve high adoption rates

Host of theseand high; knowledge of recommended farming practices.

villages are located on the main road. This suggests that these

villages because of their favourable financial position are capable

capital investment than villagers v/ith low income per ha.

Over 70 percent of these villages were long established or

control measures,

new sites,

of adopting more of those recommended practices that require

the question of using fertilizers, insec-
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Villagers with a high level of knowledge of recommended fanning

practices are more likely to adopt these practices and consequ

ently increase their income per ha than villages with low know

ledge level of these practices. These villages had a high rate

of extension contacts because of easy means of communication at ..

the main road. As previously seen, this situation resulted in a

higher level of knowledge and consequently in a higher rate of

adoption of these practices.

Village Development Increase (DEVIN)7.6.4.

12 experienced some increase in

Out of the villagesdevelopment within the period of four years.

which experienced increased development, the two with largest

increase were likata in Morogoro District and Kiloza in Korogwe

Great increase in development in likata was induced byDistrict.

the I’ANU Chairman for Morogoro District who selected T-Ikata village

/is a District Chairman of theas his residential or home village.

other leaders were influenced to support the village.

Through his influence he caused the provision of several amenities.

likata was a settlement scheme with certain

facilities already provided before it was registered as a village,

cumulative effect of these facilities and hence

The large increase in development inincreased development.
Kiloza village is attributable to a combination of extremely good

positive response of villagers to the leadership; high degree of

Party,

leadership which was stable, capable, and committed to the work,

Out of 24 villages surveyed,

In addition to this,

so there was a

the disposal of the extension workers since these villages are on
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and finally to effective agricultural extension

methods applied in the village (demonstrations together with

forr.nl scheduled group discussion meetings) vdiich increased

village’s income and consequently its ability to accelerate its

development.

The lesser development increase in the other 10 villages is

due to a combination of factors, the most important being exten

sion methods used in most of these villages whose effectiveness

is reflected in increased production, good leadership and work

organization for some villages; and finally due to government aid

which ranged from T.Shs. 2J,40C to T.Shs. 660,000 in this group

of 12 villages.

Segera and Kauzeni, experienced a slight

decrease in development in spite of the fact that effective exten-

This situation is explained bysion methods were applied in them.

extremely poor leadership, lack of work organization and villages’

pro.ximi ty to the sisal estates in the case of Segera village and

In both cases participate town in the case of Kauzeni village.

tion in communal activities which help in creating and maintaining

village amenities such as cooperative shops, hotels, and construc

tion of building such as offices and schools, was poor. As a

result, some amenities that had been established at the beginning

of the study such as cooperative shops and hotels had stopped

operating in the final year of this study.

work organization,

Two villages,

forr.nl
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7*7. Effect of Aid on Adoption of.

Recommended Farming fractices and

Zt.7_._l. Aid Given to Villages

Although aid given to villages had effect on the adoption

rate of recommended farming practices, as mentioned earlier, this

effect was not as great as might lirve been expected. One reason

is that aid was given mainly in the form of materials. Some

materials given had little direct relations'iip to the recommended

farming practices. A good example is aid in the form of grain

grinding mills or building materials such, .s cement. The second

reason is that in some villages there was misuse of aid given,

These two reasons minimized the influence ofparticularly cash.
■ ’or instance the threeaid on the adoption rate of innovations

villages which received the largest amounts of aid (Table 5.1Q,

Ch', pt er VI) had adopted only half of the recommended practices.

Villa,go .Development Increase (j'll.VTlf)7.7.2

i'ost forms of aid given are development oriented orgreat extent.

have direct relationship with village development. As already

noted, 12 of the villages in the study experienced development

increase and received substantial amounts of government aid.

.Dreyhold (1970) does not approve of the provision of government

aid in forms of social, services such as dispensaries, piped water,

or water wells. She argues that these services are not productive

and t erefore not development oriented. She further claims that

Development increase of villages was influenced by aid to a

on Village Development Increase
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The author disagrees with this contention becausegovernment. it

overlooks the indirect effect of the social services on production

and consequently on development. If villagers can be treated for

illnesses and can get water within the villages, they save much

time and energy go do productive activities which are development

Moreover, the mere fact of having piped water in theoriented.

village is itself a sign of development.

Divergence Between .Adoption and.7^3

Bevel of Knowledge of Becomnended

Farming Practices

There is a great difference for some individual villages

between their knowledge and their adoption scores in respect of

The difference is not spreadrecommended farming practices.

equally among villages but is most marked in four villages which

adopted less than half of the recommended practices that they

It was originally expected that all villages with highknew.

ItThe observed situation shows that this is not always true.

also gives the impression that knowledge of recommended farming

practices nay be a better measure of extension impact than

practice (adoption) indices because the latter are subject to many

personal, and situational factors

surrounding the farmer under Tanzanian conditions.

many research workers have tla'own doubts on the assumption

taau it is lack of knowledge that retards the adoption of

the provision of these services create villages1

cultural,

knowledge scores would have corresponding high adoption scores.

dependence on the

retarding social,
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Ryan and Gross (1943) state

knowledge was not a determining factor in Late adoption for many

farm operators,"
lack of knowledge of herd testing and its benefits did not account

for non-ndoption of this practice.

Communication research has also suggested that facts may be

communicated without producing attitude change which they are

■That appears to happen is thatintended or expected to produce.

the facts communicated many simply not be recognized as pertinent

One might inferto the attitudes they are intended to change.

that this arises from the individual’s inability to perceive the

relationship, or perhaps, from his selective perception of v/hat

is relevant to his situation.

where lack of information (knowledge) isIn Tanzania, an

important factor in adoption of innovations, where poor financial

position of farmers hinders adoption of recommended innovations,

and where lack of effective extension communication means affects

impact of extension service than adoption.

when alternative Althoughcourses of action become known.

innovation are

These are farm

the adoption of innovations,

situational factors affecting the adoption of an 

many and varied, only three are dealt with here.

innovations, ’./likening (1952) says "there is little evidence that

"it is evident that ,,. isolation from

knowledge is a better measure of the

Reasons why farmers adopt practice more quickly at one time 

than another relate to the situation in which they find themselves

lack of knowledge about innovations actually delays their adoption;"

Tully, Wilkening and Iresscr (1964) showed that
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income, drought and farming practices or operations.

The divergence of the two variables (knowledge and adoption)

in the four villages was mainly due to: (a) Poor financial posi

tion: some of the innovations recommended, such as use of ferti

lizers, insecticides, better varieties of seeds, and various

farming equipment, require financial expenditure before they are

acquired or adopted. The four villages are among those in rather

poor financial position. High farm income nearly always is asso

ciated with high farm practice adoption levels (lionberger, 1964,

p.100). In addition to this, the four villages are among those

that received little government aid, which ranged from T.Shs. 1150

(b) Drought: the four villagesto T.Shs. 58,000 over the 4 years.

under discussion were badly affected by drought for two consecu

tive years during the study period. The unreliability of rainfall

in the coastal zone discourages fairoers from investing money in

farming innovations because they are not sure of returns for their

(c) Farming practices: due to unreliability of raininvestment.
fall, farmers are discouraged from working hard and looking after
their fields properly because they are not sure as to whether
their efforts will be rewarded at the end of the crop season; as

recommended spacing but also ignore the weeding completely. These

were major causes for the great divergence among villages between

knowledge and adoption scores of recommended farming practices.

a result some not only plant seeds haphazardly without using
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Analysis of Residuals for Multiple

A

on the left side of figure 7.3. This was done by tabulating for

appropriate degrees of freedom t , remembering that0.2

The

actual distribution of Y is truncated (i.e. negative actual Y’s

cannot occur) and likely is skewed to the right (as shown on the

so the t - distribution does not give

a perfect allocation into the respective groups. Deviation, how-

Y’s.

Theoretical distribution of residuals from

Assumed
Actual (Likely)

I \
i

Multiplication of the "Residual error

print out by the appropriate t-values gave cut-off points for

Villages falling in the two extremeeach group for each analysis.

each side of the distribution for the residuals aregroups on

This was done for each of the eighttabulated in table 7.11.
analyses relating to income.

1

Ii
i\

<-■ 5^ —>j^
0 

Deviation from Y

Regressions in Relation to Farm Income

Dy use of at- table, deviations (Y-Y) were split as shown

Figure 7.3.
regressions relating to farm income

ever,

; 107-^z

right side of figure 7.3),

and tQ.5

these leave half of the indicated probability in each tail.

" from the computer

are more likely to be approximately normal than the initial

0
Actual Y’s
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the

PositiveAnalysis

None

(D Bv/ilingu

None

Mkata
(2) None

Kiluwani

I/Loga
(3) Magamba

Kiluwani

(4)

(Cont.)

IITCSZD:
Without
District 
variables

INCI ID:
Without 
District 
variables

With
Dis trict 
variables

Lukobe
Magamba

Lukobe 
Magamba

Kauzeni
Kitumbi 
Kizinga 
Komkonga 
Lunga

Bv/ilingu 
Segera 
Sinya Ulime

Bvrilingu 
Segera 
Sinya Ulime

Lukobe 
halivundo

Lukobe
I.ikata (li)

lukobe
I.Ialivundo
Mkata (H)
Segera

Kiloza 
Kwamsisi
Mboga

Kiloza
Kwamsisi
Mboga

Mboga
Mkata

Kauzeni 
Mazingara 
Lllembule

Kauzeni 
Mazingara 
Mlembule
Kauzeni 
Mazingara 
Mlembule

Individual:
INCHA:

'Without 
District 
variables

With
District 
variables

With
District 
variables

Lukobe
Magamba

Bv/ilingu 
Chekelei 
Kauzeni 
Kizinga 
Komkonga 
Magamba 
lllembule
Kauzeni 
Kizinga 
Magamba 
Mlembule

Kauzeni 
Mazingara 
Mlembule

With
District
variables

Lukobe
Segera
Sinya Ulime

Kauzeni 
Kizinga 
Lunga 
Magamba 
Mlembule

Communal:
II’CHA:

Without
District 
variables

Next 
15$

Next 
15a

Name of village

Highest 
10$

Lukobe
Mboga
Mkata
Segera

Analy- t 
sis 

code for 
table 7-12

Segera Kiluwani
Sinya Ulime Ilboga

fable 7.11. Village distribution of deviations fro; 
regressions into segments as shov/n in figure 7.3V

Deviations
Negative

• T• Lowest
' 10$
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Table 7.11. (continued)

/□.though the regression coefficients on the 0-1 variables for

the Districts did not differ significantly from zero in most cases,

analyses with these variables included likely are to be preferred.

Table 7.12 tabulates results for these four analyses by villages

to check for- consistency, and table 7.13 lists those that were

Villages in table 7.13consistently either positive or negative.

that are there based on more zhar one analysis are of .greatest

These villages include Kizinga, fJinya Ulime and "agambainterest.

which have less incomes than indicated by variables in the regres-

All three villages had one common factor and thatsion analyses.

is their crops were annually attacked by wild animals. Sinya

Ulii.ie and. i 'agamba were not committed to communal activities and

host ■'fillage membersparticipated poorly in these activities

from these two villages had part-time employment outside the

villa ges Moreover the two villages hud poor leadership and work

organization. Sinya Ulime was the leading village in having a

large number of older household heads which means less productive

work for the village. Kizinga started with a small number of

households which increased slowly, so one problem with this

village was an inadequate labour force. Villages such as laboga,

variables in the regression analyses. These villages had stable

Nkata (1{) and iiazingara had incomes higher than expected based on

Source: Research results.
1/ Positive deviations mean that the estimate was too low, so that 

factors not. in the analysis were causing Y to be larger than 
expected based on the analysis.
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leadership and few village members had part-time employment outside
the village. i'iboga village ranked high in the degree of commitment
to communal activities. Most household heads in Hazingara were of
middle age, hence capable of contributing their la. bout effectively
to the village.

Deviations
Village

i

(2)Lunga
(1)(2)(3)(4)

(1)

(3)(4)

(4)

I.ikata

Kiloza

Kwamsis i
(4)Kiluwani

(3)(4)i llembule
(4)

(2)

(3)(4)Tlazingara

Kizinga

Sinya Ulime

Lukobe

IComkonga

ICitumbi

(3)

(4) (2)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

hlboga

Bwilingu

Kauzeni

I lagamba 
Segera
■ Ikata

(1)(2) 
(1)(2) 
(3)(4) 
(5)

Positive______
; Highest

10/
Hext

___ 15/
Analysis

(1)
(D
(3)

Negative
Lowest Next10?' ' 15/

Source: Research results.
4/ See table 7.11 for analysis codes. Villages not listed were 

within the +. 25 percent area for all analyses.

Table 7.12, Summary of deviations from the regressions by 
villages for four analyses with adjustments for Districts!/
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Villages that arc consistently positive or negative

negative Positive

(1)
(1) 
(D
(2) 
(4)
(D 
(2)

Bwilingu
ICitumbi
Kizinga
Koinkonga
Lunga
Uaganba
Sinya Uliirie

(1)
(1)$

(1)
(3)
(2)

Table 7.13. Vii: 
in table 7.122/

Source: Research results.
_1_/ Umbers in parentheses show number of analyses for which this 

was true.

Kiloza
Kiluwani
Kwamsisi 
i’azingara 
hboga
J lata (ll) 
ISkata
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CHAPTER VIII. .0I3CUS3I0'’

This study shows that the effectiveness of communication of

a.gricultiu-al information and advice, and hence of the extension

service, can be affected by a wide range of factors. Among these

are the type of extension methods and how they are used, farmers’

attributes, basic education and professional training of the

structural organisation of the extension service,

and other factors pertaining to the area and conditions under

which particular extension methods are applied. This chapter
discusses the differences in effectiveness of extension methods

applied, interrelationship between extension methods applied and

and the influence of exogenous "system variables"

which were not directly studied but which are believed to have

In addition alternative explana-affected the research results.

tions for sone of the results observed in this study are reviewed.

Research results revealed significant differences in performance

between individual and communal farming systems. finally, there

fore, this chapter explores possible causes for poor performance

on communal plots.

The means and methods of communication of information, know

ledge and skills are almost the same everywhere, but they differ

in their effectiveness and applicability. The effectiveness of

the methods depend upon the structure of the society, the commu
nity, and the patterns of behaviour of individuals. These toge-

degree of cohesion amongst individuals forming the society, the

variables used,

ext e ns i on worker,

ther include religious sentiments, traditions and customs, the
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stage of socio-economic and religious development together with

mental consciousness of the people, the soundness and utility of

the prograimos, age composition of the cor."'.unity, degree and

standard of literacy, economic status and above all the integrity

and attributes of the extension worker presenting the programme.

These factors change continuously vzith clianges in society. There

is therefore a need for constant study and review of changes

occuring in a society so that new means and methods of communica

tion and programmes may be adopted from tine to tine to suit new

situations,

3.1 . Differences in Effectiveness

of Extension liethods Applied

Study results show that of the three group-based agricultural

demonstrations together with formal

scheduled group discussion meetings were most effective in disse

minating recommended farming practices in the coastal zone. This

was due to the combined qualities of demonstrations and meetings.

Demonstrations convinced villagers quicker than the other two

methods through the triple processes of observing, hearing, and

Demonstrations initiated a process of learning,learning by doing.

and encouraged farmers to change their old habits,

traditions, and farming practices and thereby hopefully

helped to build a progressive attitude. This was a complete

process, beginning with an awareness of the need for change in

farming practices and ending in the adoption of the demonstrated

farming innovations in actual practice. As pointed out earlier,

extension methods studied,

customs,

motivated,
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it is the incomplete understanding of demonstrations as an agricul

tural extension tool on the part of village-level agricultural

extension workers that has been partly responsible for the meagre

adoption and slow radiation of the recomr.:ended farming practices

for increased agricultural production.

Scheduled, formal group discussion meetings supplemented the

effects of demonstrations by propagating and spreading ideas and

results of successful demonstrations and also by providing a very

good forum for exchange of ideas, pooling of experience, developing

understanding, encouraging thinking, modifying views and getting

ideas and practices accepted. 'Discussion meetings were effective

They providedin changing and moulding the minds of the villagers.
an opportunity for full expression of opinion and ensured democra
tic thinking and action because all actions decided upon became
the actions of the whole group and were, therefore, really demo
cratic.

Study results show that formal scheduled group discussion

Thismeeting’s when applied alone were second in effectiveness.

situation should be expected because the contribution from denons-

Informal unscheduled meetings alone weretrations were missing.

This is again to be expected as indicatedlast in effectiveness.

from earlier discussion that in these meetings nothing specific or

concrete was discussed.
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2.2. Interrelationship Between Intension

methods Applied and Variables Used

Study results suggest that there are relationships between

extension methods applied in villages and some variables used in

the measurement of these methods. The relationships that exist

particularly between demonstrations together with group discussion

meetings form a vicious cycle. Villages that were subject to

demonstrations together v/ith group discussion meetings are the

same villages most of which generally had a. greater number of

had extension workers either living within or

near them, had a higher level of knowledge of recommended farming

practices, had a higher rate of adoption of these practices and a

higher level of income than villages subjected to other group-

based extension methods.

These results imply that the villages should have been

stratified according to these characteristics before being alloca-

Because this was notted to the experimental treatment groups.

done, tiie greater the number of extension contacts which will be

made tlirough that method the higher the level of knowledge, the

higher the rate of adoption of recommended farming practices, and

the higher will be the likely level of income. The number of

level of knowledge, rate of adoption and level of income

are some of the indicators of the effectiveness of extension

These five items (contacts, knowledge, adoption, incomemethods.

and extension methods) form a vicious cycle which reduced the

effectiveness of the intended evaluation.

contacts,

extension contacts>
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This interaction indicates that the initiation of a learning

process and creation of an urge to change in the adoption process

of re cor mended farming process are hardly sufficient by then selves.

They must be accompanied by favourable environments. These

environments or factors are necessary for continued development.

These include: adequate credit facilities and input supplies,

favourable ratio between extension workers and villages, availa

bility of transport facilities, and veil trained agricultural

ext ens i on • zorkers. Let us examine each of these in turn.

Credit Facilities and Input SuppliesC.2.1.

A great number of villages need finance for subsistence

during ce.rta.in seasonal periods, and almost all villages need

finance before adopting some farming innovations for the purchase

say, supplies or production inputs such as fertilizers, insec-’

ticides and improved seeds, or tools such as ox-ploughs or tractors.

Under such conditions credit facilities must be tied to the adop-

'.That is required is ation of improved practices or innovations.

system which can provide credit not only to those villages with

assets or to those villages able to make down-payments as

presently done, but to the villages in general. It is credit-

not just credit worthy villages that deserve

The credit worthiness principle is inconsistent withcredit.

ujaraaa policy and can retard agricultural production in villages.

Villages nt this stage of economic infancy have no assets, and the

only security for their credit is the anticipated increase in

production and income. An immediate major problem is how to

of,

wortiiy projects,
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provide against widespread productive indebtedness. Since villages

start from a level of deep poverty and often complete ignorance of

the value of new techniques as well as inability to take any risks,

credit is required to help them up almost every rung of the ladder

if the adoption of recommended farming practices is to take place

at all.

Closely related to credit facilities are input supplies. A

farmer may understand the value of fertilisers and be willing to

adopt thorn, but if the right kind of fertilizer is not available

it time at a price he can afford, or if the fertilizer

is not available at all, the farmer will not adopt the use of

Thus, lack of production inputs or their delay infertilizer.
delivery nay hinder the adoption of the practices that are related

At the moment the actual delivery ofto those production inputs.

Productivity is low in villages partlyproduction inputs is poor.

because inputs either arrive late or are not available at all.

Problems like these originating from government, parastatals and

private companies should be eliminated completely.

moreover agricultural objectives must be attractive from the

Por instance, a campaign to increasepoint of view of the farmer.

production by using fertilizer will not be worth-while if the

fertilizer needed costs more in money and effort than the value of

the increased production. Under such conditions an intelligent

farmer will not adopt fertilizers. ’.."nut is required in this case

is an economically sound recommendation on the use of fertilizers.

at the rig?
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8,2,2, The Jte.tio Between Available Uxucnsion 'Workers and Villages

Villagization as a programme with its quesi-socialist features

can potentially create the kind of revolutionary environment that

ought to brin:; the extension worker much closer to the farmer than

during colonial tines when farriers used to live in isolated home

steads practicing individual farming. Before villagization, it
was practically impossible to render effective agricultural exten

sion services with the limited number of agricultural extension

In the early 1970’s the ratio of agricultural extensionworkers.

workers to farmers for the entire country was established to be

This situation has worsened recently in sone areas after1:25OO.

t-ie appointment of some agricultural extension workers as Village

managers responsible for coordin. ting all village activities. In

the coastal zone there is one agricultural extension worker for

Since, according to the Village and Ujamaaevery 15—20 villages.

the lower limit to the number of families perVillage Act of 1975

village is 250 it follows that the ratio of agricultural extension

It is true that having•workers to farmers is now 1 :3500-5000.

these farmers who formerly were scattered all over the zone now

living in 15-20 villages lias substantially reduced the extension

workers1 tine and distance covered in visiting then. Neverthe

less, in practical terms, villagization lias not improved the

situation because its effect lias been neutralized by the withdrawal

Thus the situationof KILIiiO staff to work as Village Managers.

in the coastal zone is far from an ideal one. Anything above two

villages per agricultural extension worker is considered to be too
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dcmnudii-.g of the extension worker’s time and effort, considering
the amount of work which he is expected to do in each village.
Low levels of extension contact observed in this study between
extension workers and villagers ore partly explained by the shor
ts, go of manpower.

'•.'hero also appears to be ••?. substantial bias in the distribu
tion of agricultural extension workers in Handeni and Korogwe

Dr •. ganoyo Dis trict. In the former two Districts, relatively large
numbers of extension workers are concentrated in the mountains
where toa and coffee are grown as compared to the lower areas.
The unfair distribution of extension workers in the zone is made
more acute by the fact that in addition to the general agricul
tural extension workers, the Tea and Coffee Authorities have their
own specialized extension workers in the field. Formers growing
tea and coffee are more privileged than others in respect of the

Although there are Cashewnut andextension services they receive.

their extension workers are

thinly spread due to the large total size of the lower area con-

Thepared to the mountain area where tea and coffee are grown.
uneven distribution of staff may accentuate the existing economic
inequality between tea and coffee growers on the one hand and

crops on the other; and may even slow down thefarmers of other
maximum possible adoption of agricultural innovations in lower

a need for re-examining the distribution ofThere isareas•

extension workers in the coastal zone taking into consideration

Cotton Authorities in the lower areas,

Districts, but much less so in itorogoro District and not at all in
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the nvn.'.ber of villages in a particular area and the number of
extension workers from various crop authorities and boards in
order to avoid duplication of services rendered.

8.2.5. Availability of Transport facilities

One of the major problems faced by village level agricultural
extension workers in carrying out their duties is lack of trans
port.

extension worker supervises 15-20 villages, the extension worker

will be relatively impotent unless he is provided with transport.

The ultimate goal for the extension worker is to iiave as many

contacts with the farmers as possible. One way of increasing the

number of extension contacts between the extension worker and the

farmers is by providing bicycles or motor cycles where appropriate

on loan in order to insure that they are mobile. A second, long

term solution is to have one village-level agricultural extension

These two solutions should be accompanied byworker per village.

various allowances such as mileage or bicycle allo’./ances paid to

Itextension workers to motivate then to move around in villages.

is imperative in these circumstances that effective agricultural

extension methods such as demonstrations and group discussion

meetings are used in order to secure the maximum impact.

Basic Education of Prospective .extension Worker8.2.4.

The carofull selection of persons for training in agricul

tural extension work is obviously important. If the trainees have

the desired attitudes to start with and an appropriate level of

basic education, the training problem is made easier because the

Under present conditions in the coastal zone whereby one
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basic educational level affects the individual's potential for

further learning. The lower the level of basic education, the

lower will be the aptitude for further learning.

Leonard (1977, p.102) has opposite views on tliis issue. He

reports:

Leonard believes that extension workers with secondary school

education lack motivation for effective work such as promotions

and high salaries and consequently have no work satisfaction and

perform more poorly than those with less education.

Research results have shown that village-level agricultural

extension workers in the coast:.1 zone, particularly those recruited

during and immediately after the colonial administration have low

basic educational qualifications. Ml except one had completed'

According to the author thisonly primary school education.

accounts for a greater part of extension workers'deficiency
ineffectiveness in the field. /intension workers need at least

seconda.ry school education in order to adapt recormendations made

by research institutions to various local conditions. These

adaptations should take into account variability in rainfall or

soil fe??tility, possibilities of attack by insects, diseases,

vermin and other factors.

The author believes that whatever degree of motivation the

agricultural extension worker may have, he will never increase

"Contrary to the expectations of the ministry’s 
recruiters, the rise in the educational qualifications 
of agricultural extension agents has had a detrimental 
effect on their performance ... in every aspect of 
extension work the output of agents with secondary 
school education is inferior to that of those who have 
been only to primary school."
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beyond what the ordinary farmer already knows. Since the Ministry

of Agriculture is after the best performance fro:.- its extension

workers, the .author’s opinion is that the ...orc complicated the

skill or knowledge, the higher the educational level at which the

best performance can usually be achieved. Therefore instead of

blaming secondary school graduates for their poor performance,

attention should be concentrated on finding ways in which the more

educated extension workers could be motivated for higher perfcr-

mance, because highly educated people are required in every sector

in the government as well as parastatal organizations. Recruit

ment should be done for students who liavo successfully completed

secondary school education preferably \/ith high passes in relevant

subjects because these students liavc the potentialities for

This is necess ry because of the high rate ofadvanced learning.

technological change in the agricultural field.

very few will be available as extensionIt is true that

workers per year, but it is more advantageous for the government

in the long run to liave few but retrains ble extension workers who

will also disseminate efficiently correct agricultural information

tinn to have a large number of ineffective extension workers who

cannot benefit from further training both in agriculture and in

Thus recruitment of less-agricultural extension communication.

retrogressive step in a country seeking to advance technologically.

The author's view is that educational paper qualification,

though not the only important criterion for recruitment,

qualified people for extension in respect of basic education is a

his level of porfonmr.ee if he lias nothing now (extension content)

onmr.ee
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illuminates actual levels of bility ,-nd provides a reliable guide
to work performance.

hcnsive. It should attempt to assess the candidate’s basic educa

tional qualification and his potential ability for advanced

learning, living and working contentedly and effectively in a rural

area among village people. Factors such as tolerance, ability to

communicate simply and effectively, and integrity should be impor

tant elements to consider.

In order to motivate agricultural extension workers who

possess a secondary education, the supervisory role of the district

headquarter’s staff should be intensified. Supervisors should

help their junior staff in their work, communicate with then

effectively, involve their, in planning and decision Linking concer

ning their work. When and if necessary, punitive actions should

be taken against anyone who nrliciously resists compliance with

the ministry’s regulations. In addition, extension workers with

secondary school education should be motivated by giving them

incentives relative to their level of education. Incentives given

should be comparable to those given in other 1 inistries to staff

with similar educational and training levels and nature of

Group-based extension methods can only be effectiveassignment.
if they are applied by well and adequately trained extension
workers.

Professional Training3,2.5.

Since colonial times, various approaches for rural development

given to revising the recruitment grocer;-; to nuke it more compre-

The primary e: par sis, therefore, should be
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lit vc been. adopted. The main oL„cctivf; ;... t'.C-

development of an egalitarian society

In all these

have re: z.i.'.c< basic

tivc extension workers have not changed..

new opportunities for extension work in respect particularly of

group-based methods, but the extension system "mas largely failed

to convert these opportunities into reality. overnxent has

defined the task of the extension staff as helping farmers to
increase agricultural production through the use of modern tech
niques and tools.

.hether or not the extension staff in the field can meet the
Two of thedemands placed on it depends upon :. evcro.l factors.

most important are: first, adequacy of the extension service

(discussed later) and second, the extensionorganization

worker’s training for tasks given to him by the government. It is

quite evident from study results tliat agricultural extension

workers in the coastal zone are relatively ineffective. Ineffec

tive performance of the extension workers is due to poor profes

sional training not only in general agriculture but also in the

methods of communicating information and advice to farmers.

Teaman et al (1972, p.17), when discussing the quality of students

produced in relation to the work they wore expected to do after

graduation, with particular reference to curricula and staff, say

the syllabus contents and emphasis o/. sub.; acts

dramatic changes the agricultural extension ’.v:-:

The

the methods of approach,

nor..ic independence through self-ro'i' .-.co, coo. or- .tlv-- o.-.d co .-.vral
endeavors, .?.nd also maximum use of local re.tourcc.t
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that ; sericultural training institutions sliaro only a. small portion

of the blame for the present alleged ineffectiveness of the exten

sion service. the problems and diffi
culties of the extension service are systemic and involve exten
sion a<L’ linistr.'.'tion, research, training, the linkage of research

a.s well as the extension service itself. However,

contrary to the above statement concerning the training given by

Yeoman et al (1972, p.106)the same agricultural institutions
admit the fact of poor training by saying thc.t:-

It is true that the above report was written back in 1972.
however, the situation has not changed much, particularly in the
training Institutes of the ministry of Agriculture.

The confusion of the Yeaman report arises from the fact the
report was not based on empirical data from the field. Moreover

the terms of reference given to the team when preparing their

report included only agricultural manpower requirements and agri-

The terns did not include thecultural training programmes.

assessment of the performance of the contemporary extension

workers; consequently the team was not able to assess the field

effectiveness of the extension workers.

The report does give some of the fundamental characteristics

of effective agricultural extension service. It states that

They continue saying that

and training,

Under-education in extension is probably an inherent 
resint of the colonial period. The extension training 
given in the training Institutions and in the faculty 
of Agriculture lacks understanding and proper emphasis. 
The extension training given does not produce extension 
workers able to communicate effectively with farmers. 
It is not known by the term if universally accepted 
methods of extension have been studied in relationship 
to the sociological conditions found in Tanzania.
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agricultural extension should be primr.rily concerned with the

transfer' 0.7 'useful agricultural knowledge to the yricultural
producer by an appropriate means, so that there vail be an

improvement in efficiency of production, and in rural living stan-
It s ys that the producer should not only understand whatdo.rds.

to do, and how to do it, but also learn why the new technology and

practice are superior.

.'ithout adequate trainin.': of .--,ricultural extension workers,

particularly in extension communication, the above stated charac

teristics of effective agricultural extension service cannot be

desearch results reveal that most village-level agricul-ac’-ieved.

tural extension workers cannot even identify the various types of

extension methods, leave alone how and when to use these methods.

Only one out of 14 extension workers vaguely understood what

extension programme, planning, and organization meant. Ycanan et

al (1972) also report that the concepts, organization, philosophy,

programming, function and methods of extension are generally not

understood by the entire organization from the national to the

These are crucial elements of the extension ser-village level.

vice whose knowledge can be acquired largely tiirough adequate

professional training.

The approach adopted in this study has shown how knowledge

and proper application of effective extension methods can change

the performance of the extension workers and hence the effective

ness of the extension service. The intensive short course given

to 14 apparently ineffective village-level extension workers on

extension methods, programmes and principles of production fox'
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Ilonga composite maize and cotton in the survey villages (as

mentioned in chapter III, section 3.1 ) resulted in increased levels

of knowledge, adoption rates of recommended gricultural practices,

and increased income per hr.. This exercise emphasizes the impor

tance of in-service or refresher courses for village-level exten

sion workers in order to improve their effectiveness in the perfor

mance of their work.

Such on-the-job training is particularly essential for exten

sion workers who have had low basic education and inadequate

Currently, the ministry of Agricultureprof ess ionol t ra ining.

tends to overemphasize the importance of initial training and

Ihis situationunderestiro.tes in-service or refresher courses.

implies that the decision-makers consider basic training far more

important to technical competence than in-service or refresher

Under the present situation of fast technological change,courses,

Initial training and in-service training orthis is a mistake.

refresher courses should be of approximately equal importance.

In-service or refresher courses should not be limited to village-

rrovision should be madelevel gricultural extension workers.

for regular updating of senior staff at the District, Regional

The assumption that senior officersrind national headquarters.

will read the research literature and keep themselves informed,

officers who specialize in one t eel mi cal field over a period of

It is not supportable for the senior staff in theseveral years.

direct line of hierarchical authority. In-service or refresher

courses, well organized and carefully planned are probably

as Leonard (1977) remarks, nay only be valid for the senior
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necessary to arrest the dissej. inr-.tion of s inf onia t ion by the

senior’ staff.

Influence of .Jxoycno’.s .Jystou

Variables on Extension ■lethods

The effectiveness of an agricultural extension service v/ill

bo suppressed if the conditions under which it operates cannot

allow' full expression of its potentialities. Following are
factors tint affect the effectiveness of agricultural extension
methods.

Structural Organization of intension Service
Peaching the village farriers and helping then to increase

their agricultural production has been and will remain the respon-
This study demons-sibility of the agricultural extension service.

trr.tes that these responsibilities are not not adequately at
Possible structural reasons deriving from the basiopresent.

organisation of the extension service include

i) JJeployr.ient of agricultural extension workers,

The length of the transmittal system,

Supervision of village-level workers.

deployment of a.gricultural extension workers - An effective

extension worker must be skillful and dilligent in receiving,

understanding, using, and communicating technical information.

Ideally,Essentially, his role is that of a linking mechanism.

his classic function is to link agricultural research centres and

transmitting new technologies to the farmers and currentfarmers,

0 >
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fan'i'.'g problems to researchers. 2xio village—level agricultural

extension worker is an important pcrs.-a because lie forms the last

link of the transmittal system. Results from this study show that

in the present structural organisation

sion workers with low technical competence are posted at ward and

village levels. It appears that the higher the professional

training, the further away the extension worker is posted from

the place where he could utilize his expertise directly.

It is at the village level whore the battlefield is, where

the actual work is done and tlie technical know-how mostly required.

Villagers need competent day-to-day technical advice and informa

tion on agricultural production which should be conveyed to then

using the most effective methods in order that they nay under-

Under the present structural organization this techstand. them.

nical advice cannot be provided effectively because village-level

extension workers are not adequately equipped with these skills and

Leonard (1977, p.15) givesalso the methods of communicating them

an example of an Agri cultural Assistant extension worker who knew

because of his little knowledge, concen-

After drinkingtrated on visiting poor farmers and his friends.

Similar practices are likely toto a non-agricultural subject.

take place with the present village-level extension workers in the

Such types of extension, workers are not of much usecoastal zone.

to the farmer.

little of his work and,

, the least trained exten-

a cup of the farmer’s tea he either praised his farming or turned
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’..lion long experienced village-level extension workers get

proi..oted to higher posts, they are transferred fro:; the area of

actual implementation (word or village) and are given administra

tive dutie;- at the district or regional headquarters just like the

highly qualified or trained agricultural personnel. There is a

drain of long experienced personnel, from the field toconstant
District or Regional headquarters.

Ion/dth of the transmittal system - The transmittal systemThe

applied in the coastal zone shows tlia.t the village-level extends

eion worker (agricultural field Assistant) forms the Last link of

rather long transmittal system between research institutionsa

The long transmittal system has a detrimental

effect on the message that the village-level agricultural exten-

It should be expectedsion worker passes over to the farmers.

that as the number of communication links increases the quality

and. quantity of information as compared to the original infoma

tion chmnges and deteriorates.

The transmittal system now used shows multiple-stage couliu-

In his organization theory, Leonard (1977) advocatesnication.

that in multiple-stage human communication the delay between acts

major determinant
Long delays lead to substantialof the quality of the system.

information losses. This is typically so in the Coast zone.

Information passes through four stages before it reaches the

village-level extension worker, who forms the fifth stage before

The shorter thepassing over the information to the farmer.

of receiving and transmitting information is a

ii)

and the former.
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system the more likely will bo improvequality ind quantity and

timely delivery of the information.

Supervision of village-level workers - f.esearck findings

indicate t'lat field staff are poorly supervised by the district
senior stuff. too tiany

andmeetings, too much administrative 'work at the district head-
The sane situation and reasons were also noted byquarters.

Cliffe ct al (i960) when conducting an evaluation of agricultural

extension.

It also appears t’nat there is often no clear purpose or

direction in the whole of the extension service. It is true tiiat

extension service tries to respond to the problems of farmers,the

its role is intended to be more than just passive consultancy.but

village-level agricultural extension worker is virtually leftThe

deciding which particular improvement to push on the

basis of his own poor training and experience. Effective super
vision of village-level extension workers is not possible without

adequate planning, objectives, and goals. Then personnel at all

levels generally set their own workloads under some vague national

supervision has no yardstick or standards to measure with orgoal,

One cannot supervise when one does not know specificallyagainst.

the job to be supervised.

lack of an adequate supervisory system not only fails to keep

village-level extension workers at work but alienates them as well,

lowering effort further and smothering feedback and innovativeness.

This is so because the transmittal system of information emphasises

Reasons given are luck of transport,

on his own,
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downward flow of infon.ation, so the villa;;e-levGl extension

\,'orixr has cliance of contributing his ideas fro;.: Ills workno

experience in the field.

. .conor'ic and Social Disparity Between Villagers

and .ixtension Workers

Under present conditions oil service, oil agricultural exten

sion workers at '.’ford and village levels ; re government employees.

They ore employer (government) oriented instead of client

(villager) oriented. This situ, tion has r. profound influence on

These workers are not only assured of theirtheir effectiveness.

monthly salaries irrespective of whether they are effective or

not but are also viewed as privileged and economically better off

individuals. In many cases they are not socially accepted as

This situation applied costly tonei'.bers of the coastal society.

those extension workers coming from, outside the coastal zone, who

are often called "watu wa bara,

country people:l bearing the connotation that they neither possess

It is true that these extension workers for away fromculture.

their home Districts or Regions kill not understand the tradi-

Such ataboos and dialect of the local people.

a serious communication barrier, especially whensituation poses
use of group methods such as discussion meetingsit involves the

and demonstrations.

Agricultural extension workers ore not r.ienbers of the

villages and thus not deeply cor.xiitted and responsible to the

or understand the .admirable sophistication of coastal Swahili

:,up-

tions, culture,

” meaning that these are
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success or fniliure of the agricultural enterprises of the villages.

Their tenure of office and salaries do not depend on the success

of the village agricultural enterprises. Oil the v/hole, villagers

may not have confidence in their proposals for change because

villagers rr.y think that these extension workers night cone up

v/ith proposals that entail higher risks than what the villagers

oan take, since these workers would not suffer the consequences

in ca.se of failure of the proposals.

0 Possible Causes for Low or
Negative Correlations

.Research results show a good number of low and even sone

significant negative coefficients between variables. These

results which are contrary to theoretical expectations could be

attributed to a nuifoer of factors operating singly or in various

The following include some potential causes.combinations.

kainfall Variability8.4.1 .

hcinfall is one of the most critical factors in fanning in

This is because of its variation in intensitythe coastal zone.

from one season to another, and its uneven distribution by months

These characte-and geogranliical location over the coastal zone.

ristics of coastal zone rainfall has tremendous effect on crop

As noted, this zone experienced a serious shortage ofrotation.

Although therainfall for two years during the study period.

study period was spread over four years in order to minimize or

average out such effects the design did not eliminate completely 

such a major influence when 2 out of 4 years were unusually poor.
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hue to uneven distribution
than o the.vs. j\ s.hiilar situation applies to its intensity. Those

villages that received an optimum amount and intensity of rainfall

had a greater chance of getting higher crop yields and consequently

high income than others. Some villages t’mt ’•.•eve expected to get

an increase in crop production and hence an increase in incone

because effective extension methods were applied in then did not

get then simply because of rainfall shortape or surplus.

8,4.2. Vermin Attacks on Crpps

The degree of seriousness of vomin attacks on crops varied

from one village to another and from one group of villages to

Some village crops were not attacked by veirin at all.another.

Other factors being equal, villages with heavy vermin attacks

experienced a reduction in crop yields and consequently a reduc

tion in income.

□. art Time Employment8-lt.vL*
Observations fro::; this study show tb_at villages near sisal

towns or those that are themselves minor settlements or

trading centres had great number of villagers with part-time

employment or who were engaged in other commercial activities.

This situation reduced the number of people engaged full-time in

These villages experienced reduction inagricultural production.
crop yields and hence incomes as compared to other villages whose

members were engaged in full-time agricultural production.

moreover villages with a high concentration of tho V.'alovavi

(Baraguyu) whose occupation is cattle raising had less crop yields

estatesj

, some villages received more rainfall
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in relation bo their total population compared to other villages.

AjA’A*__ j'ooi- ■■^ipirical Indicators

Various types of indicators were used in determining the

effectiveness of the extension iiet'nods applied, All these indi

cators arc not equally good. for example, results show an unex-

between rate of adoption and level of Imouledge of

re coi j lend cd farming practices. The unexpectedly low correlation

my have been obtained because the r. be of adoption'..’.ensured the

number of recommended farming practices reflecting bothuse

knowledge of these factors and the financial ability to adopt

example is the unexpectedly low correlation.. secondtiie.-.i.

between rate of adoption of recommended farming practices and

The reason for this nay be tlmt some major factorsincome per ha.

that affect effectiveness of the adopted practices were not

Jlven if fertilizers and insecticides are applied inmeasured.

optimum amounts and time, inadequate rainfall would still cause

finally, thereduction in crop yields and hence income per ha.

unexpectedly significant negative correlation between village

development increase and rate of adoption night have been caused

by the fact that indicators for village development increase were

not nece sarily those that have a direct relationship to the

For instance, having adopted timely plantingadopted practices.

early and proper weeding does .not necessarily lead directly toor

an acquisition of a health centre, primary school, or pi^ed-in

water by the villagers (sone of the indicators for villege deve-

1 opraent increase) •

pectcd ;ir;!

of a
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3,4.5. Effect of Pooled Data

■I’lie vmit of analysis used in this study was the village. In

order to .jet data for final analysis, data fro., individual farmers

in the village were pooled together and averages were taken to

form the village data. It is likely that effects of sone varia

bles in certain villages wore missed, minimized or masked by the

A study by Ponjee (1979) of the effectiveness ofpooling effect.

extension methods based on data for individual farmers gave high

multiple correlation coefficients and Lnny statistically signi

ficant regression coefficients with correct signs.

0.4.6. location of Villages

location of

villages in relation to sisal estates, towns and minor settlements

has some effects on production due to private interests of

Differences in the location of the villages alsovillage members.

effected the nobility of the people, the extension worker, and the

transportation of produce to market centres.

Reliability of Respondents1 Replies to Questions8,4,7.

Quantitative information gathered through questionnaires from

farmers r.riy not have been correct, particularly for information

This is so partly because most farmers do notregarding yields.
keep records and partly because they did not want to reveal their

The importance of

this likely varied between villages.

incomes (for reasons discussed in chapter III).

As already noted in the previous discussions,
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'-S already discussed in previous chapters, there are marked

differences among the tribes occupying the area under study. We

saw that this area, is occupied by the ’ bkwavi (Baraguyu), V/azigua,

These tribes
differ significantly in cultural traits, leadership patterns,

and occupation. Such differences likely had varying degrees of

effect on individual villages both socially and economically and

hence influenced the study results.

differences in Village Characteristics3.4.9.

The degree of social homogeneity or heterogeneity and commit

ment to corf’.unal activities varies from one village to another.

There are also differences among villages in their length of

tional village or whether it was a ncvzly-established village, and

As previously noted, allthe age composition of village members.

these have a profound effect or work organization, production,

It is likely that these also affected data collec-and leadership.

ted in various villages and the end results of the analysis.

Possible Causes for the Differences0.5.

in Performance Between Individual and

CoHT-iunal I'aming Systems Znong Villages

Survey results show marked differences in economic perfornance

between individual and communal farming systems under the sane

type of extension methods, with the individual plots giving higher

inheritance procedures,

as to whether the village evolved from a tradi-

work norms, traditions, customs, taboos,

establishment,

V/akajj.e, '..aluguru, ’ adigo, Y.'azarano and ’./akwere.

.>irforencos /u..ong Tribes .itkin the Study .‘rea
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per ha and per man-day th-n for communal plots.incomes There are

several possible causes for this state of affairs.

8.5.1. Trie lotion of State Fams

host villages during establish .ent received most of the

implements for cultivation, seeds, insecticides, and fertilizers

from the government. If ploughing by tractor was used, it was

done at the Government’s expense. Villagers had only to look

after the fields. They were not involved in deciding on the size

This brought
:,State L'aru". The feeling

tli.it the fields were not theirs aggravated the villagers' lack of

concern for communal fields. With no sense of commitment to the

villagers felt that they had little to lose. These were

comments from some outspoken villagers. In sone villages in the

initial years, little or nothing was harvested from connunal

It was disheartening to sec that nobody among villagersfields.

although little, had been wasted. Thefelt that their efforts

village leaders were not seriously concerned \/ith the loss of

except that they had failed to cake

the villagers cultivate communal fields which they could have

boasted about to their leaders at the District and Regional levels.

Lack of Participation in Decision Linking8.5.2.

Communal activities were also hampered in sone villages by

the fact that decision making on major economic issues was

Villagebureaucratic in the early days of village formation.

leaders carried out the function of passing on orders from above.

the notion that these fields were a

fields,

of the fields, or when and how to cultivate then.

their effort in the fields,
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They ch bonded divisional or District ’.-ectin; s which briefed then

and decided for the- villagers.

so: .e

by few villagers as evidenced by the author’s observations and by

questions tire responses. Refusal to attend public meetings aggra

vated the above mentioned problem of alienation and disinvolvenent

since they did not take

part in the decision-making. They saw the village plans and the

encouragement of communal activities as being ordered from above.

liV/aliiau fyerere (1969) had already made it clear that solutions to

the complexities of socialist development in the rural areas must

be democratically arrived at by the villagers who are most

directly concerned, supported and guided by the Government and the

The author feels that not only is this essential in orderParty.

to guarantee the whole-hearted participation of rural producers in

for agricultural revolution (and thus tothe ensuing struggle

it is also necessary in order to determine

themselves.the proper solutions

Luck of Political ConsciousnessC.5,9.

Despite vigorous and on-going campaigns of political education

there was an absence of political consciousness among both village

Political education campaigns were notleaders and villagers.

Villagersadequately carried out during t .is critical period.

found themselves in a declared "Ujariaa Village'1 but were left

The period ofignorant of the meaning to give to "Ujaraa'1.

’.."len : nss public .'lootings (the

on the development directives for the next period, then they sat

ensure its success),

as present Village Assemblies) were called, they were attended

of villagers from, cor.ir.iunal activities,
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transition from getting peasants together in

was for too short.

fanners would have chosen of their own free '.all, or where the

villages had started with so little cormunal activities that they

could obtain none of the social or economic advantages of living

and working together.

Villagers did not understand why they should cooperate to

produce co; u lunally, Since they did not know the gains from this

enthusiasm was something they did not have. If

villagers have little understanding of the Ujanaa policy, low

and little knowledge of modern Material teclmiques of

communal agricultural production, they will not only refuse but

also react in the opposite direction fron cor.-munal activities and

though these were the exceptions rather than the rule.

The recommendations now being made are that villages should start

introducing a degree of cormunalisn which extends to the full but

does not overtax their organizational powers and Mutual trust,

and that they should proceed step-by-step as experience increases.

In other words it is the organic development towards complete

socialism that is the main aim.

Poor and uncommitted leadership in villages contributed to

poor participation of villagers in communal activities, Freyhold

will greatly hinder the development of cohesion in the village.

Some villages had made little c.r.nge from their previous indivi-

dc daring the community as an :iUjama Village11

one community and

coopei-ation,

Problems arose where villages had been pressed into starting 

higher on the ladder to Ujanaa (cormunal production) than the

de; ip.nd,

dualism,
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at al (1972) cite an instance of poor and uncommitted leadership.

In the course of their study in Handeni District, in one village

they dhme across an authoritarian village leader with no interest

in Ujaiaaa whatsoever. This leader had a rule passed by the village

exempting him (and by tacit agreement his wives also) from oonmunal

work "s» that he may always look Beat and ready to receive

Villagers v/ere discouraged in many villages and the

normal practice then was to have two to five acres of private

fields and regard communal fields as an additional task to what

one was supposed to be doing.

Labour competition between communal and individual activities

was and in some villages still is a serieus problem in the coastal

In the absence of political awareness, individual produc-zone.

Unfor-tion is seen as the basic means of survival of villagers.

tunately during the time when villagers were preparing their indi-

that was also the time when communal

From then onwards both indi-fields had to be prepared and sown.

Villagers spentvidual and communal fields had to be attended to.

most of their time attending to their individual fields and so had

The author believeslittle time to attend to the communal fields.

that without political awareness it is almost impossible to make

Also, as notedvillagers give priority to communal fields.

sisal estates or in towns or indulged in trade or commercial

activities or took jobs with lorry owners; all this

It follows that the mostreduced the village labour force.

some villagers had part-time employment onin previous chapters,

vidual fields and sowing them,

visitors."
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pressing task ol' the j'arty and Government in implementing rural

<!•’velor-ient is to assist the majority of the rural producers to

understand through practical work and study that communal produc

tion is the best way, indeed the only way fox* then to achieve

higher incomes nd greater economic and social security; and to

help them f trough material assistance so that this is in fact what

happens,

Ujoj-va policy implementation was started *./ith pledges, from

le ders nt 'egional and District levels and then from local

that formation of villages would mean free provision of

services such as water schools, dispensaries, shelter and tractors

services. These pledges were not bad in themselves, since the

government had targets for bringing these services to rural areas

which could be more easily and cheaply achieved if the fanners

were grouped in villages. Unfortunately these pledges or promises

created ax attitude of dependence which encouraged unrealistic

This attitude of dependence and lack of selfexpectations .

reliance which arose from pledges and the notion tliat villages are

"government villages" contributed greatly to the lack of interest

and cui-imitment for communal economic activities such as communal

f. in 'ing.

Io ch of Work Organisation Planning and Incentives8.5.-:.

One of the problems encountered in many of the coastal zone

villages in relation to communal production is the lack of an

Ibiseffective system of work-leadership and division of labour.

leaders,

lock included poor supervision, as well as a lack of standards and
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well measurements for allocating work to individual members

and for deter?>ining the value of tliat work when completed. This

seriously reduced communal labour productivity in the villages.

Elaborate planning procedures arc required, because village

production is based on communal means of production. ’.’.'here people

must work together if they are to do it well, they must do it

sys tor ia t i cally. That is, they must have common production goals

which everyone understands and accepts. Without planning, coranu-

nalisn becomes ineffective.

In addition to the failure to organize villages to insure

tlic.t everyone works and works hard and well, villagers also lacked

a method that could be used in computing exactly the work output

of each individual member in the communal enterprise. This made

the division of returns or net profits a serious problei: in

There was serious unfairness in the distribution ofvillages«

net profits from communal enterprises because there were no

reliable or correct measures of intensity and quality of work

performed, and hence no correct basis for remunation or distribu-

Tliis situation also discouraged villagetion of net profit.

members from participating in communal enterprises.

The obovc situation was aggravated by a single net profit

Communal enterprise in most villages wasdistribution per year.

This meant that for a whole season thebased on crop farming.

members do not knovz exactly what they will get from their communal

They are therefore uncertain whether better performance ofwork.

Moreover, although the number of workwork will pay in the end.
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the value of the work-day unit depends

on the work performance of al], other r.e.bers and factors. In

work cap city ns possible for their individual farms, while it

was expected that they also contribute as much as possible of

their work capacity to the communal fern. Village members were

discouraged by the meager net profit received at the end of the

year after waiting for so long and consequently reduced their

participation in communal enterprises.

Unocono;..ic Agricultural :!ecomendutions

Ono technical drawback of agricultural production in the

vi2.la.yos was the uneconomic agricultural recommendations from

Hot all recomcn-either the .District or Regional headquarters.

But since they cane from above,dations were economically sound.

they had to be implemented, and since villages felt that the final

not be incurred by then individually, they did notloss would

Recommendations or advice whichrecommendations.reject the
boon rejected on individual fields as being econoni-; light ho.vc

The end resultco.lly unsound were accepted and put into practice.

the failue and extremely low net returns of various communalwas

farming enterprises.

Research Priorities for I'ature Improvement8.6

of Agricultural Extension C'or.munication

Issues of personnel technical inadequacy and problems of

performance in agricultural extension information comunication

units achieved by a member in the course of the year depends on

his individual performance,

jenor.nl, the members were interested in saving as much of their

jenor.nl
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suggest tirt there is an urgent need to conducting research on the

as a basis lor c.ie future improvement of the

agricultural extension service:

(i) ).b:ploration of the processes by which agricultural students

and staff are recruited;

(ii) Careful appraisal of the contents, methods, and behavioural

objectives needed in pre- and in-service educational and profes-

(iii) in inquiry as to what extent the agricultural extension

nication and adoption of agricultural innovations by the farmer.

Investigation of the measurement of the effectiveness of(iv)

gricultural extension service under various environmental,the

and e c o nonic co ndit i ons.social,

following topics,

service organization itself constitutes an obstacle to the comu-

sional training programmes;
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(IlAl’TER IX. SUHAARi CO .'< 71810118

9.1 . Sur.i’.-.r.ry of Resc..rch Results

irevious research work and also results from this study show

labour in villages is low relative to what likely could be obtained
based on modern inputs and good husbandry standards. Agricultural
productivity is affected by a multitude of conplcx factors which

social, political, physical, environmental, adminis

trative and technical in nature. These factors operate in various

combinations with varying degrees of effectiveness depending upon

the area under investigation.

The historical background of the agricultural extension

service of the crop ir.iprover.ient division shows that the extension

under-educated and under-trained.service has been under-staffed

conditions which are alleged to liave been the initial cause of the

The structuralineffectiveness of agricultural extension workers.

organization has been and still looks like a pyramid. A few

highly trained and experienced personnel at District, Regional and

and bureaucratic transmittal system to communicate agricultural

information and advice to farmers.

The present study makes a critical comparison of the effec

tiveness of three group-based agricultural extension Methods

under the new rural environment created by the villagization

The focus was on technical factors because ofprogramme.

National Agri cultural Headquarters use a long, hiearerchical,

are econoi.iic,

jluriag the early 1950's, coercive extension methods were used,

that agricultural production both por unit of land and per unit of
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repented research findings and criticisms tliot the agricultural

in bridging; the gap between researchers ...ad farmers but also in

production. The three extension methods compared include:

meetings, ii) formal scheduled group discussion meetings only, and

iii) ini'oriinl unscheduled meetings or general contacts.

The study was conducted in 24 villages in 3o.ga.ioyo, Handeni,

Korogwe and horogoro Districts. It aimed nt: first, identifying

the most effective group-based extension methods that rail help

extension workers to increase their connunicative effectiveness

and the factors that influence the effectiveness of extension

methods in general; second, identifying bottlenecks in the use of

and giving recommendations for

Group-basedincreased agricultural production in the villages.

ext-nsion methods were chosen for study because they conform to

the government and party policy for villagization and also the

current social and economic conditions of the fanners and the

Agricultural production levels were measured ingovernment.

while the level of knowledge, the

rate of adoption of recommended farming practices, and village

development increase were also used to measure the effectiveness

of the methods tested.

The procedure of analysis used in this study includes: the

analysis of variance (aHOVA) and

using the computerregression analysis,andlation

income per ha and per man-day,

igroup-based extension methods,

educating and mobilizing the peasantry for increased agricultural

i) demonstrations together with formal scheduled group discussion

extension service is ineffective and that it has failed not only

simple and multiple corre-
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and testing of curvilinear relationships using scatter di a grams

for selected individual farmers.

Overall results show that of the tlree group-based agricul

tural extension methods studied, demonstrations together with

formol scheduled group discussion meetings proved to be the most

effective.

Informal and unscheduled group meetings or generalsecond.

contacts were the least effective extension methods. These methods
were more effective under individual far..iii'.g system than under

The overall results concur with the hypothesescommunal fan ting.

tested.

liesuits of the analysis of variance show that there is no

significant difference between the three group-based extension

methods in respect of level of Inowledge, rate of adoption of

and village development increase

There is afor both communal and individual farming systems.

significant difference between demonstrations together with formal

scheduled group discussion meetings and informal unscheduled group

meetings or contacts in respect of average income per ha under

Demonstrations together withindividual faming systems only.

f on lal scheduled group discussion meetings were also significantly

higher than informal unscheduled meetings or contacts in respect

of the average per ha for combined coimaunal and individual farming

Demonstrations together with formal scheduled groupsystems.

discussion meetings were significantly higher than both formal

scheduled group discussion meetings only and informal unscaeduled

recommended farming practices,

formal scheduled group discussion neetingj only were
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■ ■.roup meetings

sii ilarly significant difference

exists between the sane methods c.s above in respect of the average

income per man-day for combined communal and individual faming

systems.

Group-based extension methods were somewhat influenced by the

Causes for the diffe-Districts in which villages were located.

Results of the analysesrences have been discussed in cliapter VII.

of variance under individual farming systems show that Handeni

District is significantly lower than horogoro District for denons-

cogether with formal scheduled group discussion meetingstations

Horogoro District is significantlyin respect of income per ha.

-than the other three Districts for formal scheduled grouplower

discussion meetings in respect of income per man-day.

Korogwe .district is significantlyUnder communal fields

higher thm each of the other three Districts for demonstrations

together with formal scheduled grow, discussion meetings in

I’lorogoro District is significantlyrespect of income per ha.

lower than each of the other three Districts for demonstrations

unscheduled meetings

in co. ie per ha and per man-day.

There is

is

or contacts in respect of income per mn-day under 

communal faming systems only.

no significant difference between Districts for 

methods in respect of

and meetings in respect of income per man-day. Korogwe District 

is significantly lower than the other three Districts for infoitsl

rate of adoption. However Korogwe District 

^i^ioantly lower t11M ^oyQ for

or general contacts in respect of both
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de., oustr -tions together with formal scheduled groun discussion

v. triable^ •

the hypothcses and contain the details ’..-anted and confirm that

regression .nalysis was a useful analytical tool because such

results would have been difficult if not impossible to achieve by

simpler methods of analysis.

systems show that the value of are all 0.44 or less. ’.hen
,2.District variables are excluded in the equations the highest R'

is 0*34. one of the four analyses or which demonstrations toge

ther with formal scheduled group discussion meetings entered with

at were statistically signifi-

oaly 4 entered wit?: expected

These were adoption for income per ?ia, percentpositive 'liras.

contacts, and adoption for income per nan-day. hone of

These resultsthese variables were statistically significant.

confirm that there were exogenous factors operating in the coastal

zone villages which are beyond this study.

results for individual fanningSimple correlation coefficient

systems show that there is only one significant positive r for

J.ea'onstr'tions together with formal scheduled group discussion

The adoption rate, demonstrations together with foioalmeetings.

end formal scheduled group

discussion meetings only

"ith. the exception of the lav; h*

The multiple regression equations for co.;r.unal farming 

,2

literacy,

were equally effective as extension

sch.edv.led .-■•roup discussion meetings,

meetings hxtve a statistically significant effect o.i these dependent

c. positive sign had coefficients tl 
other

Of r.ll/variables considered,

s, these1 results agree with
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deuonstr••tions together with formal sc’-teduled group discussion

statistically significant effect- on these dependent

variables.

it’’ the exception of the low h’s, these results agree with

the hypotheses and contain the details wanted and confirm that

re'-.-ess ion analysis was a useful analytical tool because such

results would have been difficult if not impossible to achieve by

simpler methods of analysis.

are all 0.44 or less. '.hen
2JJistrict variables are excluded in the equations the highest R

"one of the four analyses for which demonstrations toge-is 0*34.
ther with formal scheduled group discussion meetings entered with

tl-"t were statistically signifi-
oaly 4 entered wit'-, expected

These were adoption for income per ’ia, percentpositive signs.
contacts, and rdoption for inco. e per man-day. hone of

these variables were statistically significant. These results
confirm that there were exogenous factors operating in the coastal
sone villages which are beyond this study.

results for individual farmingSimple correlation coefficient
systems show that there is only one significant positive r for
demonstrations together with formal scheduled group discussion

The adoption rate, de; lonstrntior: together with formalmeetings.
_nd formal scheduled group

discussion meetings only were equally effective as extension

a positive sign had coefficients 
other

Of r.ll/variables considered,

scheduled roup discussion meetings,

literacy,

'■.’ho multiple regression equations for co.m:unal farming
2 

systems show that the value of .1

moetinys h;vc-
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methods when assessed in this way. Adjusting for other factors,

as done in multiple regression, is required to bring out the true

relations, Initial village development is positively related to

both extension contacts and potential village development. This

suggests t-iat village-level extension workers work more with

developed villages which is contrary to soci; list development which

the country is pursuing.

Simple correlation coefficient results 'or communal farming

systems show that there are significant negative relations between

adoption and demonstrations together with formal scheduled group

-discussion meetings and also formal scheduled group discussion

meetings only. These can be ignored because both of them entered

with positive signs for income per man-day in the multiple regres-

Initial village development is again positivelysion equation.

related to both contacts and potential village development.

Graphic analyses to test for curvilinearity for relations of

selected variables in selected villages by farmers show that there

strong relationships between income per ha and number of adop-are

farming practices, and also between incometions of recommended

of recommended forming practices. Theseper* ha and Icnowledge

the larger the number of contacts the exten-results suggest that

sion worker makes with particular villages, the more likely will

be villagers’ level of knowledge of recommended faming practices.

The iiigher the level of knowledge of farming practices the more

likely will be the higher the ra»e of adoption of these practices.

But evidence of curvilinearity per se was weak.
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practices were

group discussion meetings or to formal scheduled

group ciscucsion meeting s only. ’■hie results confirm further that

extension methods used in these villages were more effective than

those applied in the rest of the villages. These villages are

located al on/ the main road

50 percent of these villages had extension workers living within

Results show that these villages had the highest scores ofthem.

These 15 villages iiaveextension contacts with extension workers.

rest of the villages.

results show that villages with high adoption rates ofSurvey

the sane villages discussed inrecommended farming practices are

exposed to either formal scheduledthe above paragraph which were

group
?he majority of house-

ed years old.
hold heads

esh-.b*.i-??.od or evolved

with high
these villages

income per

in these villages are .'ehoe-'.

dicoussion :.ioetlnSs only or tosof.ier with

frolt ■traditiollnl vill->4.1

as discussed iv. . ■

programmes used, 80 percent 
of villages with high knowledge scores of racomendod fendng 

exposed either to doaonstr; tions together with 

formal scheduled

, and so the village-level agricultural

All i’h' ••

ha have also big1-'

on average a slightly higher literacy percentage rate than the

(Tver 70 percent of these villages < » .x

formal scheduled group discussion '.a'c

■ ■1th roteronee to vili^ deJsndent

variables in relation to the extension

;- v. \ne'..ledgo of

recommended iai'in.h\g pi.uim

extension workers had easy access to these villages, liore than
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favourable financial

12 experienced some increase in
Out of the 12

increase. Segera in Handeni District and Kauzeni in I.'orogoro
District experienced a slight decrease in development. Reasons

have been discussed in chapter VII.

.effects of aid given to villages on adoption was not as great

expected because this aid was given mainly in the forra ofas

materials and a little in the form of cash. Aid given to villages

had great effects on village development increase because these

materials were often for the purpose of construction of village

facilities.

There is a great difference between villages in respect of
the relationship between knowledge level and adoption rate of

The difference is most marked inrecon leaded farming practices.

four

farming practices.

would not necessarily have corresponding

high adoption
recommended farming practices.

Out of 24 villages surveyed, 

development within the

villages which adopted less than lialf of the Imov/n recommended 

The observed situation shows that villages with

high Imowledge scores

rate because of the many factors that affect the

on factors in thd’regression

period of four years, 

villages knot experienced increased development, ilr.ta in I’orogoro 

District and ICiloza in Korogwe District experienced the largest

position are capable of adopting more of the 

recommended farming practices.

to income shows

below the level expected based

adoption of the

An analysis of residuals for multiple regressions relating 

that certain villages are consistently above or
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equations.

levels of

tain conditions are fulfilled.

1 .

Rational explanation for these deviations were found to be on 
other factors than those contained in the analyses.

Several exogenous and endogenous factors were observed in this study 

to be responsible for ineffectiveness of extension methods and consequently 

accounted for poor performance of agricultural extension workers in the field. 

Agricultural extension methods do not operate in a vacuum. These methods 

were applied in villages and among farmers with varying degrees of economic 

and social development, and under heterogeneous physical environments. All 

this had some effects on the applicability of methods and hence on their 

effectiveness. The following are some of the factors observed in the course 
of the study that determined the effectiveness of various agricultural 

extension methods: low basic education and professional trainning of exten

sion workers; poor financial position of farmers; weak government financial 
resources; inadequate number of extension workers; geographical location of 

villages in relation to towns, minor settlements, distance from major roads 
and sisal estates; soil type and its suitability for faming; structural 

organization of the extension service; the availability and timely supply of 

agricultural inputs; and level of literacy among farmers.

There are differences in effectiveness of the three group-based 

agricultural extension programmes studied as shown in tables 7.1, 7.2 and 

7.4. Some of these differences are statistically significant, others are not. 

Of the three group-based agricultural extension programmes studied, demon

strations together with formal scheduled group discussion meetings are most 

effective in disseminating recommended farming practices in the coastal zone.

9.3. Conclusions:
In spite of the number of uncontrolled factors such as: 

production, biased respondents' replies, location of villages and the 

integrity of enumerators that might limit the reliability of the analytical 

results, general conclusion can be made from this study in respect of the 

coastal zone villages. The study has shorn that effectiveness of agricultural 

extension workers and extension service in general can be improved if cer-
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Formal scheduled group discussion meetings were next in effectiveness and 
informal unscheduled general meetings or contacts were last in effectiveness. 
This is again supported by the tables mentioned above. This situation 
implies that agricultural extension workers can definitely increase their 
communication effectiveness to a certain extent by making optimum uses of 
demonstrations together with formal scheduled group discussion meetings and 
also formal scheduled group discussion meetings. Group-based extension methods 
complement and supplement each other, and it is the use of these methods 
in proper combinations tha.t makes the greatest impact on vi 11 agest It is 
the cumulative effect on people through exposure to an idea repeated over 
time that results in action. It is the constant "drip", not the "flood", 
that wears the stone away. This effect is accomplished through skillful man
ipulation of appropriate extension teaching methods. Under the present 
country's villagization policy and economic development, group-based agricul
tural extension programmes would be among the most appropriate strategies for 
agricultural development because large groups of families are living together 
and some are farming collectively and so would be more easily and economically 
contacted by the agricultural extension worker than the same number of families 
living and working in isolation as was the case before.

2. Demonstrations together with formal group discussion meetings have 
positive statistically significant effects on knowledge and adoption of recom
mended farming practices and also on income per ha and per man-day (Table 7.5 
and Appendix A-6). This situation means that under present conditions in 
the coastal zone villages optimum application of demonstrations together with 
formal scheduled group discussion meetings as extension methods will likely 
lead to an increase in the level of knowledge and rate of adoption of recom
mended fanning practices and will also lead to an increase in income per ha 
SnxT per man-day particularly on individual plots. Similarly, formal scheduled 
group discussion meetings have significant effects on knowledge of recommended 
farm-i ng practices and on general development of a village in the coastal zone 
villages (Table 7.5 and Appendix A-6). This means that proper use of these 
methods will likely lead to an increase in the level of farmers' knowledge of 
recommended farming practices and also to an increase in general village 
development. This situation is again more likely to happen on individual plots 
than on communal plots due to many factors currently affecting communal , „ 
activities in the villages.
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Mass media in form of the written word is not effective as an

a favourable

5. The

percentage of illiteracy (pp. 169-170). 
knowledge about new farming technology, 
facilitates learning 
tude towards

transmittal system of the agricultural extension service as 
applied in the coastal zone (Figure 6.1) shows that the village-level exten
sion workers form the last link of a rather long transmittal system between 
research institutions and the farmer. The long transmittal system has a 
detrimental effect on the message that the village-level extension worker 
passes over to the farmers. The length of the transmittal system delays 
the communication of information and reduces the quality and quantity of 
information. The shorter the system the more likely will be improved quality, 
quantity and timely delivery of the information.

4.
extension method in the coastal zone villages in part because of a high 

Schooling is a means of increasing 
The assumption is that literacy

, which in turn is presumed to instill a favourable atti- 
the use of improved practices. Literacy, then, ought to create 
mental atmosphere for the acceptance of new fanning practices.

Demonstrations together with formal scheduled group discussion 
meetings are significantly correlated to income per ha and per men—day, and 
to adoption of recommended farming practices (Tables 7.7 and 7.9). Formal 
scheduled group discussion meetings are also significantly correlated to 
adoption of recommended fanning practices (Table 7.7). The implications of 
both cases on income, adoption and knowledge have been covered above. Percent 
literacy and adoptions appear to be negatively correlated to village develop
ment increase (Table 7.7). This could have arisen by chance when the true 
correlation is equal to zero. In a study such as this it is also possible 
that the situation might have been caused by factors not investigated in 
this study (exogenous factors). This also applies to any other such negative 
correlations to be encountered in this study.

6. There are differences among villages in the degree of social homo
geneity or heterogeneity; commitment to communal activities; their length of 
establishment; as to whether the village evolved from a traditional village or 
whether it was a newly-established village; and the age composition of village 
members. All these have an indirect but profound effect on the effectiveness 
of extension methods because they directly affect work organization, production, 
and leadership in the village.
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7. oome agricultural recommendations on fanning practices from either 
Regional or. District headquarters to villages are not economically sound 
because they are often not based on thoroughly tested application rates from 
farmer trials in the area of concern. Moreover, recommended farming practices 
based on additional inputs must be reflected in more than corresponding income 
to the farmers. Additional inputs imply additional expenditure and labour, 
which, if not translated into adequate extra income, will mean no amount of 
extension effort will motivate the farmers to adopt new techniques.

8. Coastal zone Districts vary in levels of committment between commu
nal and invididual activities particularly farming (Table 7.3). Consequently 
this variation affects income per ha and per man-day in favour of individual 
activities. This situation is by and large due to low levels of understanding, 
acceptance, and commitment to communal activities or villagization and Ujamaa 
policy in general.

9. Aid given to villages have significant effects on income per ha 
and per man-day particularly on individual plots (Table 7.5 and Appendix A-6). 
This means that financial aid as means of acquiring agricultural inputs and 
also material aids in form of production inputs and supplies, if properly 
used, will likely raise income per ha and per man-day in the coastal zone 
villages.

10. Agricultural extension contacts have also significant effect on 
village development (Table 7.5 and Appendix A-6). The higher the rate of 
contacts between the extension worker and the villagers the more likely 
will be an increase in the village development. Extension contacts can be 
increased by having the extension worker stationed in the village, or by 
optimum utilization of group-based extension methods particularly demonstra
tions and finally by providing means of transport and other incentives to 
extension workers to make them mobile. The larger the number of contacts 
the extension worker makes with particular villages the higher will be villa
gers ' level of knowledge of recommended fanning practices from those villages. 
Also, the higher the level of knowledge of these practices, the more likely 
will be a high rate of adoption of these practices and consequently a high 
income per ha and per man-day which will likely lead to an increase in village 
development (pp« 200-207).
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r-
11 .

12. The initiation of the learning process and creation of an urge to 

change in the adoption process of recommended farming practices which result 

from the use of appropriate and effective extension methods are hardly 

sufficient by themselves. They must be accompananied by favourable infrastruc

tural services. Unfortunately the infrastructural services which exist are 

not satisfactory. These include: timely supply of economically viable inputs 

based on thoroughly tested application rates from farmer trials in the area 

concerned; adequate credit facilities; announcements of prices well in advance 

of planting; timely purchase of products after harvesting at the village or 

local market level; grades that the farmer understands; prompt payments; 

favourable ration between well-trained extension workers and villages; and 

finally the availability of transport for extension workers.

13-(a) The major constraints and inadequacies in the use of group-based 

agricultural extension methods are caused by inadequate training of agricultural 
extension workers in the use of these methods (pp.50-53) and lack of on-the- 

job training opportunities or refresher courses for extension workers. The 

Mini stry of Agriculture tends to overemphasize the importance of initial 

training. The importance of refresher courses can be realized from the results 

of this study in which the effectiveness of the apparently ineffective village

level extension workers was appreciably improved after they had undergone an 

intensive short course on extension methods, programmes and planning, and 
principles of production for Ilonga composite maize and cotton (pp.235-236) 

before the beginning of this study. All agricultural training institutions 

at all levels should look into possibilities for modifying the syllabus so 
that group-based extension methods may receive due emphasis in their training 

programmes. It is important also to have or to recruit staff who through their 

adequate basic education should be able to benefit from further training. The 
present village-level extension workers have low basic education (p.41).

Initial village development is positively and significantly related 

to both extension contacts and potential for village development (Tables 7*8 
and 7.10). It can therefore be concluded that village level agricultural 

extension workers work more with developed villages. A high initial village 

development means a greater likelihood of potential for development of the 

village and vice versa, and also a greater likelihood of concentration of 

extension service in terms of number of extension contacts in that village. 

There appears to be a slow but continuous reversion in the agricultural 

extension approach from a village approach to a "progressive village approach" 

which is similar to the adandoned "progressive farmer approach", which should 

also be discouraged because it is contrary to socialist development.
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ness.

16.
dividual
with the

(b) There is no effective supervision of village—level extension workers 
(pp.44). It appears that lack of effective supervision is partly cause by 

lack of adequate planing, objectives and goals and partly by lack of means 
of transport for supervisors and heavy administrauive duties which require 
their personal attention.

communal
interests and work together with his colleagues for their common good is 
lacking in most villages of the coastal zone. To change from invididual 
production to communal production with communal ownership, intensive politi
cization is needed by villagers. An intensified political educational 
compaign could be launched in villages. Such an educational campaign would 
need from the beginning to involve actual changes in the economic and social 
life of the people in the direction of Ujamaa, changes which they themselves 
introduce, partly to test what they are being asked to believe, and partly 
to affirm confidence in it. The success of the government commitment to

There were marked differences in economic performance between in- 
and communal farming systems under the same type of extension methods 
individual plots giving higher incomes per ha and per man-day than for 
plots. The ideology of why some one should forego his individual

15. The structural organization of the extension service is such that 
the Dsaat trained extension workers with low technical competence are posted at 
ward and village levels. It appears that the higher the professional training, 
the further away the extension worker is posted from the place where he could 
utilize his expertise directly. It is at the village level where the battle
field is, where the actual work is done and the technical know-how mostly is 
required. Villagers need competent day-to-day technical advice and information 
on agricultural production which should be conveyed to them using the most 
effective methods in order that they may understand them. Under the present 
structural organization this technical advice cannot be provided effectively 
because village-level extension workers are not adequately equipped with 
these skills and also the methods of communicating them.

14. All 14 extension workers involved in this study are government 
employees. They are assured of their monthly salaries irrespective of whether 
they are effective or not. This situation contributes to their ineffective-

Buployment of village-level extension workers by villages would help 
to secure their loyality to the villages they servA and commitment to the 
development of their villages through increased agricultural production.
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the enlightenment of the Tanzanian masses to the meaning, demands 
nee of socialism in their own context.

In order to improve the effectiveness of the agricultural extension 
approach and the extension service as a whole there is a strong and urgent 
need to re-examine all aspects of extension service including: its general 
role, the linkage with the research service, structural organization, the 
development of a planning cadre, government financial constraints, situational 
factors of farmers, and most important extension methods and training pro
grammes. This exercise should aim at making the agricultural extension service 
a better tool for village agricultural development. It is imperative for the 
agricultural extension worker to know his subject and his fanners, to have 
available innovations that have been proved through village demonstrations 
to be economically sound in relation to other aspects of the fanning system 
as practiced by villagers, to select the right extension methods or approaches, 
and then to present the measage in the best possible way taking into account 
social, economic, and political conditions. If any one of these links in the 
communications' chain is not properly welded, the chain will break and the 

message will not get through.

introduce a democratic communal revolution in the rural areas depends upon
, and releva-
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APPL’IIDIX TABLES

T T
lIncome

Village

Research results.

483
502
539
902
299

1045
364
1028

1197
739
714
627
898
915
1388
905

474 
833 
686 
747 
936 
835 
807 
476

5
5
6
6
6
8
6
3

6
3
5
5
6
8
6
5

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
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2
1
1
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0 
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0
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Kizinga
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7.3
3.2
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4.6
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3.4
6.6
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2
8
7
5
4
9
8
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8.1
6.3
4.4
4.6
6.6
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5
5
5
6
3
6
4
3
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Indi
vidual 
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Per man-day
Indi
vidual 
plots

hq
Com
munal 
plots
- T.Shs, -

Appendix A-1. Sample villages: Average for alternative dependent 
variables per village by type of extension programme

Source:
1/ Of specified husbandry recommendations, 
2/ Increase over 4 years in village amenities.

- -.ho. - - ■

Demonstrations together- with formal scheduled 
group discussion meetings

Informal unscheduled general meetings or 
contacts only 

3.9 
.4 

1.8 
2.9 

.7 
1.2 
3.7 
5.3

Formal scheduled group discussion meetings 
22^ 

2.3 
6.5 
1.4 
3.0 
1.0 
5.9 
2.7 

.9
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Income

Districts

- - No. ---  T.Shs. -

Bagamoyo
Handeni
Korogwe
Morogoro
Average

Bagamoyo
Handeni
Korogwe
Morogoro
Average

Source:
Notes:

Bagamoyo
Handeni
Korogwe
Morogoro
Average

Com
munal 
plots

3.8
5.3
6.5
4.3

5

7.2
5.4
6.8
8.7
7.0

4.7
5.3
6.6
1.8
4.6

2.2
2.4
1 .0
3.5
2.3

5.0
6.0
7.0
7.0
6.3

5.0
5.5
3.5
4.5
4.6

4.5
5.0
5.5
7.0
5.5

3.0
7.5
6.5
4.5
5.4

.5
1.0
1.0
.0
.6

8.5
7.5

10.5
8.5
8.8

10.0
10.5
4.0
6.0
7.6

0.5
.0

1.0
.5
.5

.0

.5

.0
1.5.'
.5

654 
717 
886
641
274.50

493
721
672
696
645.50

ha 
Com
munal 
plots

Per 
Indi
vidual 
plots

968
671
907

1147
923.25

408
380
308
333___
482.25

335
317
185
457
327

552
338
336
343___
402.25

Research results.
Same as for table A-1.

Per Man-day 
Indi- 
munal 
plots

Appendix A-2. Districts: Average for alternative dependent 
variables per village by type of extension programmes

Devel-
Adop- Know- opment 
tions ledge increase

1/ 1/ 2/

Informal unscheduled general meetings or 
contacts only

Demonstrations together with formal scheduled 
group diBouesiGn meetings

4.2
6.0
5.0
2.4
4.4

Formal scheduled group discussion meetings 
only

4.3
2.2
2.5
1.8
2.7
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Average income per ha per

Village By

T.Shs.

32195
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1634 1112 549

612

((’) 695 555

492

Handeni
(A) 175404

530

(B) 323
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(c) 517575
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726
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0^9
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855 )
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Bagamoyo
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552
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545 )
128 )
483 )
502 )
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406

■ Joi.i- 
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Indi
vidual

645
162

686
747
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134

447
771

153
655

696
422

1971/ 1972/ 1973/[1974/
72 73 74 75

974
459

.‘.verage____
Average 
over 

village replica
tions

Appendix 4-5. Villages by Districts: :  '
village, by extension prograr. and nature of farming system by 
years!/

> I
dxten-f i

1, •sion • ro.rr.iing »
method system 

2/ !

__ ...J_-J
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Appendix A-3. (cont.)

Village 72 i 75
i

T.Shs.
Korogwe

(A) 721

906

(.B) 1125 529

885

(C) 151
lilembule 654
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566 1144 1146
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290
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57

298
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270
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159
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656
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910
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715
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212 )
90 )
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vidual Kizinga

Indi
vidual Magamba
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sion I Panning 
method s stem

2/

Liorogoro
116
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I TL_ 
1971/ 1972/ 1975/11974/t
72 75 74 [ 75 [ By

I »

Source; research results.
_1/ Bashes indicate no communal programme for the year.
2/ (a) - 'Demonstrations together with formal scheduled group

. discussion meetings.
(B) - L'ormal scheduled group discussion meetings only.
(C) - Informal unscheduled general meetinj.1; or contacts only.
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Village By72 73 74
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1
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Appendix A-4. Villages by Districts: Average income per man-day 
per village by extension program and nature of forming system by 
years 1/
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Appendix A-8.

P-ratioSource of variation

  

Knowledge of recommended farming practices

Source of variation Degrees of freedom P-ratio

P-ratio

(Cont.)

7

1
2

17

1
2

17

3
1
2
1

40

1.151
.659

3.347

1.8
1.0
5.3
1.6 

0.648
.087 

3.095

26
55

197
1,595

53

0.494 
1.038 
3.742* 

30.280**

0.8
1.3

28.6
52.0
4.2

1
2
1

40

4.9
.7

23.6
7.6 

0.199
.299

6.747**
12.264*-*

Degrees of freedom; I ;ean square
* Shs.

I lean square 
NoT

Income per man-day

I
Between Districts 
Between replications 
Between methods 
B-jt;;een activities
Brror

Between Districts
Between replications 
Botwee:\ methods 
Between ;■ ctivities
■rror

Between Districts
Between replications
Between methods
.rror

Between Districts
Between replications
Between methods
Brror

Income per hr.  
Source of variation Degrees of freedom 
——---------- -----------------I _ - - - —  

'. 'can square | P-ratio 
T.000she. L”

Adoption of recommended farming practices

Source of variation • Degrees of freedom loan square

ho7

•< /
AITOVA results-1'
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(Cont.)-Dpeadix

1/ Ho inter ction terns were significant

3
1
2

17

1.526
.000
.981

0.3
.0
.5
.5

Between /districts
Between replications
'between methods
irror

■ ” for these analyses.
Hence the siu-is of squares and degrees of .Creedom, respectively, 
wore added to those for the initial error term and a new mean 
square error was computed.

..can square I F-ratio
Ho. ”

Level opine at increase ox t>av vf^ 

tovrcc of v. riri tion ; Degrees of xinexC... , 
I __ _____.   ——“ — ;
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